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*+)7$ )$ -2#@9A$ &"7*/-*)*2"7$ "6$ *+/$ @/(&/@*2"7$ "6$ *+/$ :27)(*2&59)*/$ )(*2-*,$ "($ *+/$ (2-/$ "6$ -"T&)99/=$ :VZh,$
4&',&2+:! #/! .! E4%,,)3-! 4%/,+U,5! ),! )3! 4'+.2! ,%! 3++! ,-.,! 0%2! 8./9! %0! ,-+! 0)1&2+3! ()34&33+(! ,-+2+! $.3! .!
-2#59*)7/"5-$=/-2(/$ *"$@(/-/7*B$ 27$0/77/*+$g()#@*"7,-$D"(=-B$ :)$M27=$"6$ )7*2T4+/,2)3,! 4%/3+/3&3!8! ./!
)-@2()*2"7$ )*$ 9/)-*$ *"$ -"#/$ 6"(#$ "6$ &59*5()9B$ /&"7"#2&$ )7=$ @"92*2&)9$ 27=/@/7=/7&/,$ Eg()#@*"75! YZZ"5!
6:WYXN:!;3!J%33!E)/4'.)2!-.3!/%,+(5!!
I0,+/! .2,)3,3! 4%/36)2+! ,%! ,-+)2! %$/! 8.21)/.')3.,)%/! F9! .44+6,)/1! 62%c+4,+(! 7)+$3! %0! ,-+!
6.2.8+,+23! %0! 4&',&2.'! .4,)7),95! 6.2,)4&'.2'9! )/! 2+1)%/.'! .2+.3! ./(! %0! 4%&23+! F9! .44+6,)/1! ./(!
6.,2%/)3)/1!,-+!4&',&2.'!-+1+8%/9!+/0%24+(!02%8!,-+!8+,2%6%'),./!4+/,2+!ME)/4'.)25!YZZYN:!
G./9!%0!,-+3+!.2,)3,T42),)435!,-+2+0%2+5!3%&1-,!,%!(+.'!$),-!42),)4.'!)33&+3!%/!E4%,,)3-!.2,!$),-)/!E4%,'./(5!
()*+/($ *+)7$ 9""M27C$ *"$ *+/$ :"5*-2=/,$ 6"($ &(2*2&)9$ )**/7*2"7$"($ &59*5()9$ 1)92=)*2"74$ !+2-$ 2-$ 7"*$ *"$ -)A$ *+)*$
,-+3+!.2,)3,T42),)43!$+2+!&/.$.2+!%0!$)(+2!(+7+'%68+/,3!%2!42),)4.'!4%/,+U,3Q!%/!,-+!4%/,2.295!,-+!,+U,3!#!
()34&33! 02+L&+/,'9! .4*/%$'+(1+! ,-+! -)3,%2)4.'5! 42),)4.'! ./(! )/,+2/.,)%/.'! 02.8+3! %0! 2+0+2+/4+! $),-)/!
$-)4-! ,-+)2! ()34&33)%/3!%6+2.,+:! E)8)'.2'95! /&8+2%&3! ,+U,3! .4,! .2+!.8F.33.(%2).'! )/! ,-+)2! .,,+86,3! ,%!














;'%/1!$),-! ,-+!(+3)2+! 0%2!42),)4.'! .&,%/%89! ,-+! 2+3+.24-! 2+0'+4,3!%/! ,-+!6%33)F)'),9! ,-.,! ,-+2+!+U)3,3!.!
()3,)/4,)7+! E4%,,)3-! 4-.2.4,+2! ,%! 3%8+! %0! ,-+!$2),)/1! %/! .2,! 62%(&4+(!%7+2! ,-+! '.3,! 0+$! (+4.(+3! M,-+!




)//%7.,)7+! )/! ),3! '),+2.29! 0%283! ./(!$-)4-! )3! )/,+2/.,)%/.''9! 2+/%$/+(! 0%2! ),3! 0)+24+! /.,)%/.'! ./(! 4)7)4!
62)(+5! 02+L&+/,'9!+U62+33+(! )/!$2),)/1:!E)8)'.2'95!,-+!()3,)/4,!4%/,+U,3!./(!6+236+4,)7+3!$-)4-!4%&'(!F+!
3++/!,%!-.7+! )/0%28+(!8&4-!E4%,,)3-!.2,!$2),)/1! )/4'&(+!,-+!.4*/%$'+(1+8+/,!,-.,!3&4-!$2),)/15!.3! #!








b)'').8!G4H./4+! M.2,! 42),)4! 0%2! E$'( 91':#+#2%( )/! ,-+! YZ"_3N5! D:?:! S+21&33%/! M$-%3+!Q2,'%<( 9:2##&-$(
H+&<#&<8!$.3!6&F')3-+(! )/!YZXWN!./(!E,./'+9!H&23),+2! M.&,-%2!%0!9:2##&-$()%#5!6&F')3-+(! )/!YZXZN!.''!%0!




7)#/9AB$ *+)*$F&"*9)7=,-$&59*5()9$@("=5&/(-$+)1/$ 6(/S5/7*9A$ (/@(/-/7*/=$ *+/$7"*2"7$"6$ *+/$ :=/#"&()*2&$
27*/99/&*,$ 27$ *+/2($ 1)(2"5-$ @()&*2&/-4
W! A-)3! 4%/4+6,! -.3! F++/! 8./)0+3,+(! ,-2%&1-! .! 2+4&22+/,'9!
27*/(=2-&2@927)(A$ )@@(")&+$ *"$ &(2*2&)9$D(2*27CB$ >"*+$ 276"(#/=$>A$ )7=$ 276"(#27C$ :*+/$ )(*-,$#"(/$ >(")=9A$$
M,-)3!$)''!F+!()34&33+(!)/!(+,.)'!)/!2+'.,)%/!,%!,-+!$%2*!%0!H%2(+').!I')7+25!;'+U./(+2!G%00.,!./(!G.'4%'8!
?)4*3%/N:!A-)3!)3!.!6.2,)4&'.2'9!)/,+2+3,)/1!.662%.4-!,%!4%/3)(+2!$-+/!+U.8)/)/1!.2,!$2),)/15!3&4-!.3!,-.,!
%0! I')7+2! ./(! G%00.,5! $-)4-! $.3! 62%(&4+(! )/! ./! +2.! $-)4-5! 0%''%$)/1! =2++/F+21)./! 0%28.')3,!
.662%.4-+35!+86-.3)3+(!8+()&8T36+4)0)4),9!./(!,-+!3,2)4,!3+6.2.,)%/!%0!()34)6')/+3:!
A-2%&1-! ./! +U.8)/.,)%/! %0! ,-+! -)3,%29! %0! .2,! 42),)4)38! )/! E4%,'./(! .42%33! 0%&2! (+4.(+35! ,-+! 2+3+.24-!
(2.$3! %/! .! F%(9! %0!$2),)/1! ,%! +U6'%2+! -%$! ./(!$-9! .! /.,)%/!$),-! ./! +U,2+8+'9! ')8),+(! F%(9! %0! .2,!
42),)4)38!./(!.2,!$2),)/1!62)%2! ,%! ,-+!YZ`_3! 3&((+/'9!F+1./! ,%!62%(&4+!.! 3%6-)3,)4.,+(!./(!3)1/)0)4./,!
4%88+/,.29!%/!),3!%$/!4&',&2.'!62%(&4,)%/:!b-)'3,!.2,!42),)4)38!)/!E4%,'./(!)3!.!9%&/1!()34)6')/+5!),!-.3!
+U6./(+(!-&1+'9!)/!F%,-!34.'+!./(!34%6+!3)/4+!,-+!YZ^_35!'.21+'9!(&+!,%!,-+!$2),)/13!62%(&4+(!F9!.2,)3,3!
,-+83+'7+3:! J.,-+2! ,-./! 62+3+/,)/1! M0%2! +U.86'+N! ./! .''T+8F2.4)/1! -)3,%29! %0! E4%,,)3-! 42),)4)38! %2! .!




F9! .! /&8F+2! %0! 0.4,%23! M)/4'&()/1! 8./9! .'2+.(9! 8+/,)%/+(N! ./(! 3+7+2.'! $+2+! '.21+'9! 62.18.,)4:!
S%4&3)/1! %/! $2),)/1! 62%(&4+(! )/! E4%,'./(! )88+().,+'9! ')8),+(! ,-+! 3-++2! 7%'&8+! %0! ,+U,3! 0%2!
4%/3)(+2.,)%/!./(!%00+2+(!.!$.9!,%!/.22%$!,-+!0)+'(!%0!+/L&)29!%/!1+%12.6-)4.'!,+283:!#/!'%%*)/1!.,!,-+!
.2,!42),)4)38!%0!.!2+'.,)7+'9!38.''!/.,)%/! ),!$.3!6%33)F'+!,%!,2.4*! ),3!3-)0,3!./(!()2+4,)%/3! )/!4'%3+!(+,.)':!
!+/$-&)9/$"6$*+/$)(*$:&"##572*A,$ 27$F&"*9)7=$/7)>9/=$#/!,%!1.)/!%/1%)/1!.44+33!,%!2+3+.24-!2+3%&24+3!











./(!G.'4%'8!?)4*3%/N:! !;'%/1!$),-!,+U,&.'!./.'93)3!%0! ,-+!,+U,3! ,-+83+'7+35!8&4-!%0!,-+!2+3+.24-!-.3!
F++/! &/(+26)//+(! F9! +U,+/(+(! )/,+27)+$3! $),-! ,-+! 0)1&2+3! ()34&33+(! 8! ,-%3+! 62.4,),)%/+23! ()2+4,'9!
)/7%'7+(! )/!E4%,,)3-!.2,!$2),)/1!./(!42),)4)38!M$),-!3&66%2,)/1! )/,+27)+$3!./(!2+3+.24-!4%/(&4,+(!$),-!
,-%3+! )/7%'7+(! )/! 4%88)33)%/)/15! 6&F')3-)/1! ./(! +(),)/1! N:!b),-! ,-+!+U4+6,)%/!%0! ,-+! '.,+!;'./!B%'(! #!
-.7+! )/,+27)+$+(! +.4-! .2,)3,T$2),+2! )/! (+6,-:! #! -.7+! .'3%! 8.(+! +U,+/3)7+! &3+! %0! /+$! .24-)7+3! ./(!
4%''+4,)%/3! 3&4-! .3! ,-+! J)4-.2(! ?+8.24%! ?)1),.'! ;24-)7+5! ,-+! /+$'9! +3,.F')3-+(! H%2(+').! ./(! =+%21+!
I')7+2! ;24-)7+! .,! ='.31%$! E4-%%'! %0! ;2,5! ./(! ,-+! &3+! %0! 8.,+2).'! 02%8! E4%,,)3-! ')F2.2)+3! )/4'&()/1!
O()/F&21-!H%''+1+!%0!;2,!')F2.295!='.31%$!E4-%%'!%0!;2,!')F2.295!,-+!='.31%$!J%%8!.,!,-+!G),4-+''!R)F2.29!
M8)42%0)4-+!,+U,3!02%8!,-+!!.+-82*(P'%+.,!./(!,-+!9:2#-G+<N!./(!E6+4).'!H%''+4,)%/3!.,!,-+!</)7+23),9!
%0!='.31%$:! #!-.7+!.'3%! 02+L&+/,'9! 2+0+22+(! ,%!8.,+2).'! )/!()1),.'!.24-)7+3! 3&4-!.3! ,-+!!.+-82*(P'%+.,!





(/12/D-$)7=$&)*)9"C5/$/--)A-$ *+("5C+$@"9/#2&-$)7=$(+/*"(2&$*"$ :&(2*2&)99A$&(/)*21/,$D(2*27C4$ Z7$ */(#-$"6$
3,2&4,&2+5!,-+!2+3+.24-!-.3!F++/!%2(+2+(!4-2%/%'%1)4.''9!,%!1)7+!.!3+/3+!%0!,-+!3-)0,3!./(!(+7+'%68+/,3!
$-)4-!-.7+!%44&22+(!)/!E4%,,)3-!.2,!$2),)/1!.42%33!,-+!0%&2!(+4.(+3!4%/3)(+2+(:!#!F+1)/!F9!'%%*)/1!.,!,-+!
+8+21+/4+!%0!.!F%(9!%0!.2,! 42),)4)38! )/! ,-+!YZ`_3! ,-2%&1-!./!./.'93)3!%0! ,-+!$%2*!%0!H%2(+').!I')7+2:!
I')7+2!$.3!2)1%2%&3'9!3+'0T2+0'+U)7+!)/!-+2!.662%.4-!,%!.2,!42),)4)38!./(!.3!.!2+3&',5!-+2!42),)4.'!6%3),)%/!)3!
"6*/7$#)=/$/?@92&2*$27$+/($(/12/D-4$!+"5C+$7"*$/)-29A$&)*/C"(2-/=B$^921/(,-$-*A9/$"6$D(2*27C$)7=$+/($&9"-/$
.,,+/,)%/! ,%!(+342)6,)%/!.3! .! 42&4).'! +'+8+/,!%0! +7.'&.,)%/!.)(3! ./!./.'93)3!%0!-+2!$2),)/1! )/! ,+283!%0!
3),&)*27C$2*$D2*+27$)$>(")=/($&(2*2&)9$&"7*/?*4$g"($^921/(B$+/($("9/$)-$)$&(2*2&$D)-$:*()=2*2"7)9,$27$*+/$-/7-/$




$),-! G%00.,N! )3! %/+! %0! ,-+! 0+$! .2,)3,T42),)43! 4%/3)(+2+(! -+2+! $-%3+! /.8+! F+4.8+! */%$/! %&,3)(+!










A-+!8%7+! 02%8! ,-+! YZ`_3! ./(! YZ^_3! ,%! .! /+$! 1+/+2.,)%/! %0! .2,)3,T$2),+23! )/! ,-+! YZa_3! -)1-')1-,3! .!




G%00.,5!I')7+2!./(!?+8.24%!./(! )3!4%/3)(+2+(! )/!(+,.)'! )/!H-.6,+2!A-2++:!S)23,'95!./(!8%3,!7)3)F'95! ,-+!
3,9'+!%0!$2),)/1! )/!6.2,)4&'.2! )3!8.2*+('9!()00+2+/,! )/!,+U,3!F9!?)4*3%/!./(!-)3!6++235!$),-!./! )22+7+2+/,!
&3+!%0!'./1&.1+!2.2+'9!+/4%&/,+2+(!)/!.2,!$2),)/1!&6!,%!,-)3!6%)/,:!S%2!.'8%3,!.''!,-+!9%&/1+2!.2,)3,T42),)43!
)/!,-+!YZa_35!,-+!,+U,3!.2+!.'3%!()3,)/1&)3-+(!F9!)/42+.3)/1'9!%7+2,!./(!+U6')4),!()34&33)%/!%0!,-+!3%4)%T
























A-+! $2),)/13! %0! H%2(+').! I')7+2! ./(! J)4-.2(! ?+8.24%! )/! ,-)3! 4-.6,+25! ./(! %0! J%F+2,! H2%K)+2! ./(!





b-+2+! ),! +U)3,+(! .,! .''5! $2),)/1! %/! .2,! 27$ F&"*9)7=$ 27$ *+/$ PW_H-$ )7=$ ,^_3! 2+8.)/+(! 3,.&/4-'9! )/! ,-+!
*()=2*2"7$"6$*+/$:#)7$"6$9/**/(-,$%2!+/,-&3).3,)4!.8.,+&2!8%(+!%0!42),)4.'),95!8%3,!7)3)F'+!)/!F2%.(3-++,3!
3&4-!.3!,-+(!.+-82*(P'%+.,!./(!E$'(9:2#-G+<:!A-+2+!$+2+!/%!(+()4.,+(!7)3&.'!.2,!6&F')4.,)%/35!./(!,-+!
$)(+2! B2),)3-! 62+33! 2.2+'9! 4%7+2+(! .2,! 62%(&4+(! )/! E4%,'./(:! A-2%&1-%&,! ,-+! '.,+! /)/+,++/,-! ./(!
,$+/,)+,-! 4+/,&2)+3! E4%,,)3-! .2,)3,3! -.(! -)3,%2)4.''9! 8%7+(! +'3+$-+2+! )/! %2(+2! ,%! .,,2.4,! .2,! $%2'(!
.,,+/,)%/! ./(! ),!$%&'(! F+! 2+.3%/.F'+! ,%! 4'.)8! ,-.,! )/! ,-+! YZ^_3! 42),)4.'! (+F.,+! %/! 4%/,+86%2.29! .2,!






























8%2+! 62%12+33)7+! L&.2,+23! %0! ,-+! E4%,,)3-! 34+/+5! -%$+7+25!$.3! ,-.,! ,-+! )/02.3,2&4,&2+!%0! E4%,,)3-! .2,!
$.3! )/! 42)3)3:! H%/,+86%2.29! E4%,,)3-! .2,! M./(! ),3! .,,+/(./,! 42),)4)38N! $.3! 3++/! .3! .,! F+3,! 3,.)(! ./(!
2+.4,)%/.295! .,! $%23,! (+2)7.,)7+! ./(!8%2)F&/(:! S%2! ,-+!8%3,! 6.2,! M$),-! 3%8+! /%,.F'+! +U4+6,)%/35! %0!
4%&23+5!3&4-!.3!,-%3+!()34&33+(!)/!f"(#)7=,-$>""M5!*+/$:2-#-,$"6$G%(+2/)38!(+7+'%6)/1!)/!O&2%6+!./(!
,-+! <E! $+2+! ,.*+/! %/! F%.2(! )/! E4%,'./(! )/! ,-+)2! 8%3,! ()'&,+(! 0%28:! ;3! ,-+! .2,! -)3,%2)./! B)''! @.2+!





M/%,! ,%!8+/,)%/! ,-+!8./)0+3,%+35! ,+U,3! ./(! 6&F')3-+(! .44%&/,3! %0! 3&4-! (+7+'%68+/,3N:! ;44%2()/1! ,%!














%0! ,-+! ,$+/,)+,-! 4+/,&29! Mb)'').8!G4H./4+5! J%F+2,! H%'L&-%&/5! J%F+2,!G.4F29(+5! 0%2! +U.86'+N! -.(!
(%/+!3%! 02%8!%&,3)(+!,-+!4%&/,29!./(! ),!$.3!F+')+7+(!,-.,!./!.2,)3,!$),-!3+2)%&3!.8F),)%/3!,%! 0&2,-+2!
,-+)2!.2,!$),-)/!.!$)(+2! )/,+2/.,)%/.'!4%/,+U,!-.(!,%!8%7+!+'3+$-+2+! )/!%2(+2!,%!(%!3%! M.!7)+$!$-)4-!
'.21+'9!62+7.)'+(!&/,)'!,-+!8)(T!,%!'.,+!YZa_3B$)-$=2-&5--/=$27$L9/?)7=/($%"66)*,-$C,&<3"%8$(@'7&'*!+33.9!
:;2,)3,3!)/!OU)'+,N:!A96)4.''95!,-%&1-5!,-+!(%11+(!4%/3+27.,)38!%/!,-+!6.2,!%0!,-+!+3,.F')3-8+/,!M,-+!J%9.'!
E4%,,)3-!;4.(+89! )/!6.2,)4&'.2N!.4,+(!.3! ,-+!4.,.'93,! 0%2!9%&/1+2!.2,)3,3! ,%!7%)4+! ,-+)2!()33+/,:!A$%!%0!
,-+3+! 9%&/1! .2,)3,3! $+2+! J%F+2,! H2%K)+2! ./(! ;'/?)7=/($ %"66)*B$ D+"-/$ :=2--/7*27C$ 1"2&/3,$ D299$ >/$
4%/3)(+2+(!'.,+2:!!














6&F')3-)/1! 4%86./95! +3,.F')3-+(! )/! YZXZ5! 36+4).')3+(! )/! ,-+! 6&F')4.,)%/! %0! +U6+2)8+/,.'5! 2.()4.'! ./(!
4%&/,+2T&59*5(/$ 92*/()*5(/$ E27&95=27C$D"(M-$ -5&+$)-$[2992)#$T5(("5C+-,$L+>',(Y"<:$! ./(!@&F+2,!E+'F9!
e7(,-$Y+-#(CK&#(#2(D%22>.4<N:!@.9/+3!-.(!3+,,'+(!)/!O()/F&21-!)/!YZ[`!.0,+2!3+27)/1!)/!,-+!<E!;289:!;0,+2!
3,&(9)/1! .,! O()/F&21-! </)7+23),9! -+! %6+/+(! ,-+! >.6+2F.4*! B%%*3-%6! )/! YZ[Z:! A-+! 7+/&+! L&)4*'9!
F+4.8+! .! 4+/,2+! 0%2! )862%86,&! 6%+,29! 2+.()/135! ()34&33)%/3! ./(! 6+20%28./4+3:^! A-+! >.6+2F.4*!




*+/$ &"76/(/7&/$ *+/#/$ :!+/$f"1/9$ !"=)A,4$ L#"7C-*$#)7A$"*+/(-B$ 7"*)>9/$ )**/7=//-$ 27&95=/=$[2992)#$
B&22%&1-3! M$-%3+! 2+6&,.,)%/! ./(! &)(//($ D)-$ -)2=$ *"$ >/$ :9)57&+/=,$ >A$ +2-$ @)(*2&2@)*2"7$ 27$ *+/$











O()/F&21-! F+4.8/$ @)(*$ "6$ *+/$#A*+"9"CA$ "6$ *+/$ ,`_3! )/! E4%,'./(5! ,-+9! .2+! .'3%! 2+1.2(+(! .3! (+0)/)/1!
8%8+/,3! )/!E4%,,)3-!4&',&2+:!A-+!6&F')4! 36.,!F+,$++/!A2%44-)!./(!G.4?).28)(! M)/!$-)4-!G.4?).28)(!
(/6/((/=$ *"$ !("&&+2$ )-$ :&"-#"@"92*)7$ -&5#,K$ +)-$ >//7$ =/-&(2>/=$ >A$ i=D27$%"(C)7$ )-$ :)7$ 57@9)77/=$
-.@@/727C$ 7"*$ 5792M/$ *+/$ @9)77/=$ ;+)@@/727C-<!"6$ *+/$ *2#/,$ MG%21./5! "__"N5!$-)'+! ,-+! YZ`W!?2.8.!
Q"76/(/7&/$6/)*5(/=$:R)@@/727C-,$>A$L99)7$0)@("DB$%)(M$T"A9/$)7=$Q+)(9/-$d)D-"74$!
A-+! +7+/,5! 4%/4+)7+(! ./(! ()2+4,+(! F9! C+/! V/D/AB$ >/&)#/$ *+/$ -5>N/&*$ "6$ *+/$ )6*/(7""7,-$









0)1&2+3! )/! ,-+! 7)3&.'! .2,! 4%88&/),9! M3&4-! .3! 3+/)%2!8+8F+23! %0! ,-+! J%9.'! E4%,,)3-! ;4.(+89! ./(! ,-+!
E4%,,)3-!.2,!34-%%'3!)/4'&()/1!J%F)/!>-)')63%/5!b)'').8!G.4A.11.2,5!b)'').8!=)'')+3!./(!D%-/!G.U$+''N:!#/!
4%/,2.3,!,%!,-+!7)F2./,!'),+2.29!./(!,-+.,2+!34+/+5!,-+!.112+33)7+'9!6.2%4-).'!./(!)/3&'.2!.,,),&(+!%0!,-+!




%6+/)/1! %0! ,-+! E4%,,)3-! V.,)%/.'! =.''+29! %0! G%(+2/! ;2,! )/! O()/F&21-! )/! YZ`_5! $-)4-! .)8+(! ,%! '+/(!
12.7),.3!./(!3,.,&3!,%!8%(+2/!.2,!$-)4-!,-+!1+/+2.'!6&F')4!)/!E4%,'./(!-.(!62+7)%&3'9!F++/!2+'&4,./,!,%!
.4*/%$'+(1+:! b-+,-+2! %2! /%,! ,-)3! %Fc+4,)7+! $.3! +/,)2+'9! 3&44+330&'! )/! ,-+! YZ`_3! )3! (+F.,.F'+5! F&,!
#"=/(7$ )7=$ &"7*/#@"()(A$ )(*$ D)-$ )*$ 9/)-*$ >/27C$ /?+2>2*/=$ 27$ )7$ :"662&2)9,$ &)@)&2*A$ "5*-2=/$ *+/$
4%88+24).'!./(!.4.(+8)4!3+4,%2:!!!
#/! 36),+! %0! )/3,),&,)%/3! 3&4-! .3! ,-+! E4%,,)3-! V.,)%/.'! =.''+29! %0! G%(+2/! ;2,! ./(! ,-+! 42+.,)%/! %0! ,-+!
E4%,,)3-! ;2,3! H%&/4)'! )/! YZ`^5! ,-+! %/&35! ),! 3++8+(5!$.3! %/! ,-+! 62%(&4+23! %0! .2,! ,-+83+'7+3! ,%! F%,-!
"[!
!





./(! .2,)3,35! 2.,-+2! ,-./! '%%*)/1! ,%! %00)4).'! 3%&24+35! %0,+/! 2+3%2,+(! ,%! .! 2+')./4+! %/! 6++2! 42),)L&+! ./(!
3&66%2,:! E%4).'! 4.6),.'! ./(! ,-+! 4%''.F%2.,)%/3! F+,$++/! 62.4,),)%/+235! 0.4)'),.,%23! ./(! +/,-&3).3,3!
&/(%&F,+('9! F+4.8+! ,-+!8%3,! 3)1/)0)4./,! 0.4,%2! )/! ,-+! 1+/+2.,)%/! %0! 62%c+4,35! )(+.35! +U-)F),)%/3! ./(!
6&F')4.,)%/3! )/!,-)3!6+2)%(:!A-+! )/,+24%//+4,+(/+33!%0!,-+!*+9!0)1&2+3! #!()34&33! )/!,-)3!3+4,)%/!62%7)(+3!
.86'+!+7)(+/4+!%0!,-+!/++(!./(!2+')./4+!&6%/!3%4).'!4%//+4,)%/3!F+,$++/!42),)435!4&2.,%23!./(!.2,)3,3!
$-%! 3%&1-,! 4-./1+! )/! ,-+! E4%,,)3-! .2,! $%2'(:! Z7$ )$ (/9)*21/9A$ -#)99$ &"57*(AB$ )7=$ )7$ /1/7$ -#)99/($ :)(*$
D"(9=,B$ *+/$ +/2C+*/7/=$ /#@+)-)3! %/! 02)+/(3-)6! ./(! 3%4).'! 2+'.,)%/3-)63! M.3! %66%3+(! ,%! 0%28.'5!
62%0+33)%/.'! %2! %00)4).'! 4%//+4,)%/3N! .3! ,-+! F.3)3! 0%2! 4%88)33)%/)/1! ./(! 6.2,)4)6.,)%/! )3! 6+2-.63!
57)1"2=)>9/4$[+)*$2-$&/(*)27$2-$*+)*$:-"&2)9$&)@2*)9,$E27/12*)>9A$)7=!.44&2.,+'9!2+1.2(+(!.3!.!4'%3+(5!+'),+!
4)24'+! )/! 3%8+! )/3,./4+3N!-.3!4%/,)/&+(! ,%!F+!%/+!%0! ,-+!8%3,!7)3)F'+!./(!6+2,)/+/,!.36+4,3!%0! 42),)4.'!
$2),)/1!)/!E4%,'./(5!02%8!,-+!YZ`_3!,%!,-+!62+3+/,:!E)/4+!,-+!YZa_3!.44&3.,)%/3!%0!42%/9)38!(&+!,%!,-+!
)/,+/3+! )/,+24%//+4,+(/+33! %0! .2,! $%2'(! 0)1&2+3! )/! E4%,'./(! -.3! (%11+(! ()34&33)%/3! 2+1.2()/1! ,-+!
@/(&/21/=$ :&(2*2&)92*A,$"6$D(2*27C$"7$)(*! M,-+!(+F.,+! )/! ,-+!6.1+3!%0! ,-+!C,&<3"%8$(@'7&'*! 3&22%&/()/1!






,%! 4%/3)(+2! -+2+5! ,-+2+! )3! '+33! .! 3+/3+! %0! ,-+! ,-+%2+,)4.'! 2)1%&25! %7+2,'9! 6%'),)4)3+(! './1&.1+! %2!
.4.(+8)38!$-)4-!$%&'(!4-.2.4,+2)3+!8&4-!.2,!$2),)/1!)/!,-+!'.,+!YZ^_3!./(!YZa_35!$2),)/1!)/0%28+(!F9!
,-+!2)3+!%0!6%3,8%(+2/!,-+%295!f)3&.'!./(!H&',&2.'!E,&()+3!.662%.4-+3!./(!,-+!V+$!;2,!@)3,%29:!B9!,-)35!#!
8+./! ,-.,! ,-+!$2),)/13!%0!42),)43! 3&4-!.3!H%2(+').!I')7+2!./(!J)4-.2(!?+8.24%5!$-)'3,!&/(+/).F'9! '+0,T
'+./)/15! .2+! /%,! &/(+26)//+(! F9! ./! +U6')4),! ,-+%2+,)4.'! 6%3),)%/! %2! 02.8+$%2*!$-)4-! 4./! F+! 3++/! ,%!




















%0! ,-+3+! .2,)3,T$2),+23!$.3! ,%! 3+27+! ./(! 2+62+3+/,! .! '%4.'! .&()+/4+!$-)'3,!8.)/,.)/)/1! .! 2+'+7./4+! ,%!
'.21+2!.&()+/4+3!%&,3)(+!E4%,'./(5!.&()+/4+3!$-%!$%&'(!F+!&/0.8)').2!$),-!,-+!/&./4+3!./(!4%/,+U,3!%0!
E4%,,)3-!7)3&.'!.2,!./(!),3!)/02.3,2&4,&2+:!!
#/! ,+283! %0! ,-+! .00)/),)+3! F+,$++/! ,-+3+! .2,)3,T$2),+235! 0%&2! *+9! %Fc+4,)7+3! 3,./(! %&,P! *"$ :&5*$ "5*$ *+/$
8)(('+T#)7,$ >A$ D(2*27C$ )7=! 2+62+3+/,)/1! .2,)3,3! .3! 62.4,)3)/1! .2,)3,3! ,-+83+'7+3Q! ,%! 2+62+3+/,! .2,!
62.4,)4+3! '%4.,+(! F+9%/(! ,-+! +3,.F')3-8+/,Q! ,%! +'+7.,+! ,-+! 3,.,&3! %0! E4%,,)3-! .2,! #$%2"8$($2),)/1! .,!
-%8+!./(!.F2%.(Q!./(!,%!4%/3)(+2!7)3&.'!.2,!.3!6.2,!%0!.!F2%.(+2!.2,)3,)4!4&',&2+!)/!E4%,'./(:!!
Z7$GHHO$e"+7$T/99)7A$&9)2#/=$*+)*$ :27$F&"*9)7=$A"5$&)7,*$-@92*$5@$*+/$)(*-$>/&)5-/$ 2*,-$#5-2&B$@)27*27CB$







,-+)2!$2),)/13!%/!7)3&.'!.2,:!>+2-.63!8%2+! ,-./!./9!%,-+2! 0+.,&2+5! ),! )3! ,-)3!(+,+28)/.,)%/! ,%!4%/3)(+2!
F2%.(+2!4%/,+U,3!0%2!7)3&.'!.2,!M.3!%/+!.36+4,!%0!.!8&',)T0.4+,+(!4&',&2+N!$-)4-!4-.2.4,+2)3+3!,-+!,+U,3!#!
4%/3)(+2! )/! ,-)3!6+2)%(!./(!()3,)/1&)3-+3! ),! 02%8!,-+!(%8)/./,!42),)4.'!8%(+3!62+7.'+/,! )/! ,-+!F2%.(+2!
;/1'%6-%/+!42),)4)38:!#/!,-+!<E5!,-+!62+7.)')/1!(%18.!%/!.2,!./(!42),)4)38!$.3!+U+86')0)+(!F9!H'+8+/,!
'(//7>/(C,-$ 27-2-*/7&/$ "7$ #/=25#T36+4)0)4! 6&2),95! ,-+! 3+6.2.,)%/! %0! ()34)6')/+3! ./(! -)3! &/3$+27)/1!
&"##2*#/7*$ *"$ 6"(#)92-*$ )7)9A-2-$ )7=$ *+/$ :)5*"7"#A$"6$ *+/$">N/&*,4





4-.6,+25! ,-)3! )/! ),3+'0! 2+0'+4,3! ,-+! 4-./1)/1! /.,&2+! %0! .662%.4-+3! ,%! .2,! $2),)/1! )/! E4%,'./(! ./(! ,-+!
+7%'7)/1!4')8.,+! 0%2!42),)4)38!1+/+2.,+(!F9! 0)1&2+3! 3&4-!.3!G%00.,5!B%'(5!H2%K)+25!?+8.24%!./(!I')7+2:!
!+/$6"99"D27C$-/&*2"7-$"7$^921/($)7=$V/#)(&"B$6"($/?)#@9/B$)(/$7"*)>9A$#"(/$:&(2*2&)99A$>2"C()@+2&)9,!)/!
,-+)2!.662%.4-!,-./!,-+!3&F3+L&+/,!()34&33)%/3!%0!G.'4%'8!?)4*3%/!./(!C+/!H&22)+!)/!,-+!YZa_3:!A-)3!)3!
)/,+/(+(! ,%! +86-.3)3+! ,-.,! .,! ,-+! ,)8+! I')7+2! F+1./! $2),)/1! 3-+! $.3! $%2*)/1! .'8%3,! )/! .! 42),)4.'!
7.4&&8:!A-+2+!$+2+!3%!0+$!42),)435!./(!0.2! '+33!.2,)3,T&(2*2&-B$D(2*27C$ 27$F&"*9)7=$)*$*+/$*2#/$"6$^921/(,-$
$2),)/1! 0%2! ,-+! !.+-82*( P'%+.,5! #$'( E&G'-! ./(! #$'( !"+%,&+<! ,-.,! -+2! 7)+$3! 2+8.)/+(! '.21+'9!
&/4%/,+3,+(5! .,! '+.3,! )/! 62)/,:!b-)'+!I')7+2! &/(%&F,+('9!8.(+!+/+8)+3! .3! .! 2+3&',!%0! -+2! &/0')/4-)/1!
42),)4.'!7%)4+5!,-+/5!,-)3!()34%/,+/,!$.3!2.2+'9!+U62+33+(!)/!$2),)/1:!A-)3!3,./(3! )/!3,.2*!4%/,2.3,!,%!,-+!
42),)4.'!4')8.,+!)/!$-)4-!?)4*3%/!./(!H&22)+!$+2+!$2),)/1!F9!,-+!YZa_3:!#/!,-)3!3+/3+5!,-+/5!,-+!0%''%$)/1!
4-.6,+2! -.3! F++/! %21./)3+(! .3! .! F2%.('9! 4-2%/%'%12&)9$ =2-&5--2"7$ "6$ ^921/(,-$ )7=$ V/#)(&",-$ "6*/7$
)/,+2,$)/+(!4.2++23!)/!./!.,,+86,!,%!,2.4*!./(!,2.4+!,-+!+8+21+/4+!%0!.!F%(9!%0!42),)4.'!$2),)/1!F9!.2,)3,3!
















(+.,-! )/!"__Z!I')7+2!4%/,2)F&,+(!,%!,-+!.2,3! )/!E4%,'./(!,%!./!.'8%3,!&/6.2.''+'+(!(+12++! )/! ,+283!%0!
)/0'&+/4+5!6.2,)4)6.,)%/!./(!'%/1+7),9:!;',-%&1-!,-+!0%4&3!%/!I')7+2!)3!)/,+/(+(!.3!.!2+62+3+/,.,)7+!4.3+!
3,&(9!%0!42),)4)38!)/!,-+!6+2)%(!#!-.7+!3+'+4,+(!-+2!$2),)/1!36+4)0)4.''9!0%2!,-+!0%''%$)/1!2+.3%/3:!#/!-+2!
$2),)/1! 02%8! ,-+! '.,+! YZ[_3! &/,)'! 3-%2,'9! F+0%2+! -+2! (+.,-5! I')7+2! $.3! %/+! %0! ,-+! 8%3,! 62%')0)4! ./(!









&6! ,%! ,-+! 8)(TYZ`_3! ./(! 3-+! F+4.8+! .! 6%$+20&'! .(7%4.,+! %0! .2,)3,3! 02%8! ,-+!b+3,! %0! E4%,'./(! M)/!
=/62)7&/$"6$i=27>5(C+,-$+/C/#"7AKB$)7=$6"($ 277"1)*21/$&5()*"(-$-5&+$)-$U2&+)(=$V/#)(&":! #/!.((),)%/5!





%,-+235! I')7+2!8.)/,.)/+(! ./! )/,+2+3,! )/! 7)3&.'! .2,! .3! c&3,! %/+! .36+4,! %0! .! F2%.(+2! .2,)3,)4! 4&',&2+! )/!
E4%,'./(:!#/(++(5!0%2!8./9!7)3&.'!.2,)3,3!./(!$2),+23!)/!E4%,'./(!)/!*+/$PWXH-$)7=$,`_3!,-+!(+7+'%68+/,!
%0! 6%3,8%(+2/! ()34%&23+! 3&22%&/()/1! )33&+3! %0! )7*/(=2-&2@927)(2*A$ 27$ *+/$ 9)*/,^_3! )7=$ /)(9A$ ,a_3!8&3,!
-.7+!3++8+(!./.4-2%/)3,)4!1)7+/!,-.,!,-+)2!.662%.4-!8!)/!F%,-!62.4,)4+!./(!,-+%29!8!-.(!'%/1!F++/!,%!




A-+! )33&+3!$-)4-!$+2+! )86%2,./,! ,%!I')7+2! 0%&/(! .! 2+4&22)/1! 6'.4+! )/! -+2!$2),)/15! ./(! ,-+! +U.86'+3!
D+2&+$ 6"99"D$)**/#@*$ *"$+2C+92C+*$ *+/-/$ *+/#/-4$%"(/$ *+)7$)7A$"*+/($ 6/)*5(/B$^921/(,-$D(2*27C$ 2-$1/(A$
#5&+$ *+/$ @("=5&*$ "6$ +/($ *()2727C$ )7=$ >)&MC("57=$ )-$ )7$ )(*2-*4$ R/($ @"-2*2"7$ "6$ :)(*2-*T.3T&(2*2&,$ 2-$
02+L&+/,'9! 2+7+.'+(5! 3%8+,)8+3! ,-2%&1-! -+2! 4'%3+! .,,+/,)%/! ,%! 0%28.'! ./(! ,+4-/)4.'! 62%4+33+3! )/!
(2.$)/1! ./(! 6.)/,)/1! ./(5! 8%2+! 3%5! ,-2%&1-! -+2! 2+6+.,+(! 2+0+2+/4+3! ,%! -+2! F.4*12%&/(! ./(! %6+/!
.4*/%$'+(1+8+/,!,-.,!3-+!4%88+/,+(!%/!.2,!02%8!,-+!6+236+4,)7+!%0!.!62.4,)3)/1!.2,)3,:!S%2!I')7+25!,-)3!
(&.'!6%3),)%/!42+.,+(!F%,-!.!6+23%/.'!./(!62%0+33)%/.'!4%/0')4,!%0!)/,+2+3,!$-)4-!3-+!/+7+2!3&44+330&''9!














02+3-/+33! %0! .662%.4-! ./(! 6+236+4,)7+! ,%! -+2! 7)3&.'! .2,3! 42),)4)38:! ;1.)/5! -+2! 6+23%/.'! -)3,%29! ./(!
F.4*12%&/(!F+4%8+!.66.2+/,!)/!3%8+!%0!,-+!4-.2.4,+2)3,)43!%0!-+2!$2),)/1!8!/%,.F'95!)/!-+2!,+/(+/49!,%!





().'%1)4! 2.,-+2! ,-./! ()34)6')/+T-@/&262&4$ ^921/(,-$ =/-2(/$ *"$ -//$ F&"**2-+$ &59*5(/$ )-$ 27*/(T2+'.,+(! ./(!
4%86'+8+/,.29!$.3!3-.2+(!F9!,-+!%,-+2!*+9!0)1&2+3!#!-.7+!4-%3+/!,%!0%4&3!%/!.3!2+62+3+/,.,)7+!%0!./!
+8+21)/1! F%(9! %0! 42)*2&)9$ D(2*27C$ 27$ *+/$ PW_H-$ )7=$ ,^_35! 3&4-! .3! ?+8.24%! ./(! G%00.,:! #,! $.3! ,-+)2!
)/3)3,+/4+!%/!&/(+23,./()/1!,-+!.2,3! )/!E4%,'./(!)/!.!F2%.(+2! )/,+2/.,)%/.'!./(!4&',&2.'!4%/,+U,!$-)4-!






;',-%&1-! %0,+/! )/()2+4,! %2! )86')+(5! 4'&+3! 4./! F/$ 2=/7*262/=$ 27$ ^921/(,-$ D(2*27C$ D+2&+$ (/1/)9$ +/($
1+%12.6-)4.'!.''+1)./4+3!F+9%/(!3)86'9!.4,)/1!.3!.!4-.86)%/!0%2!E4%,,)3-!.2,!./(!4&',&2+:!b-)'+!I')7+2!
$.3!)88+23+(!)/!,-+!.2,3!)/!E4%,'./(!./(!')7+(!)/!E4%,'./(!.'8%3,!.''!%0!-+2!')0+5!3-+!$.35!')*+!?+8.24%!
./(! G%00.,5! )/,+2/.,)%/.')3,! )/! -+2! 6+236+4,)7+5! ./(! 3%&1-,! ,%! 3),&.,+! E4%,,)3-! .2,! $),-)/! .! F2%.(+25!
)/,+2/.,)%/.'!02.8+$%2*!2.,-+2!,-./!3++*)/1!8+2+'9!,%!+'+7.,+!,-+!3,.,&3!%0!E4%,,)3-!.2,!0%2!,-+!3.*+!%0!.!
7)(("D9A$ &"7&/21/=$7)*2"7)92-#$ E"($ :27$"@@"-2*2"7,$ *"$i7C92-+$)(*$ )7=$&59*5(/K4$R/($ )99/C2)7&/-B$ ()*+/(B$
D/(/$62(#9A$(""*/=$27$'9)-C"D4$g(2/7=-$)7=$)--"&2)*/-$"6$^921/(,-$(/&)99$+/($"6*T2+6+.,+(!)/3)3,+/4+!,-.,!
3%8+!%0! ,-+!8%3,! 3)1/)0)4./,! .36+4,3!%0! ,-+!O()/F&21-!S+3,)7.'!%2)1)/.,+(! )/!='.31%$:! E)8)'.2'95!$-+/!
WY!
!
)33&+3! %0! 0&/()/1!$-+2+! 2.)3+(! )/!$-)4-! ,-+! ,$%! 4),)+3!$+2+! 6),4-+(! .1.)/3,! %/+! ./%,-+25!I')7+2!$.3!
62/(&/$ 27$ +/($ =/6/7&/$ "6$ '9)-C"D$ )-$ )$ D"(*+A$ &"7*/7=/($ *"$ i=27>5(C+,-$ -/96T.66%)/,+(! 2%'+! .3! ,-+!
.8F.33.(%2!./(!1&.2()./!%0!E4%,,)3-!4&',&2+:!!
H'+.2'95!,-+3+!7)+$3!4%&'(!F+!()38)33+(!.3!,-+!3,+2+%,96)4.'!b+3,!H%.3,!%0!E4%,'./(!./,.1%/)38!,%$.2(3!
,-+!4.6),.'5! ,-+!2+3+/,8+/,!%/!,-+!6.2,!%0!='.31%$!,-.,!O()/F&21-!8! '.21+'9!F+4.&3+!%0! ,-+!S+3,)7.'!8!
$.3! 2+1.2(+(!.3! ,-+!6'.4+! )/!$-)4-!4%/,+86%2.29!E4%,,)3-!4&',&2+!4%&'(!F+! :0%&/(,:! #/! ,-+!4%/,+U,!%0!
12-5)9$)(*B$+"D/1/(B$^921/(,-$12/D-$8!@)(*2&59)(9A$ 27$ *+/$PW_H-$)7=$ ,^_3!8!$+2+!7.')(:!b-)'+5!%0!4%&23+5!
.2,)3,)4! 62%(&4,)%/! 4%/,)/&+(! &/.F.,+(! )/! ='.31%$5! O()/F&21-5! .3! ,-+! 3+.,! %0! ,-+! J%9.'! E4%,,)3-!
;4.(+89!MJE;N5!$.3!&/(%&F,+('9!,-+!/+U&3!%0!6%$+2! )/!,+283!%0!.2,!$%2'(! )/02.3,2&4,&2+! )/!E4%,'./(:!






F.3+(! ;'+U./(+2! G%00.,! $%&'(! 6'.9! .! *+9! 2%'+! )/! ,-)3! 2+7)7.'! %0! )/,+2+3,! )/! .2,! 02%8! ='.31%$N:! #,! )3!
27*/(/-*27CB$*+/7B$*"$&"7-2=/($^921/(,-$&"7*275/=$/66"(*-$*"$(/@(/-/7*$'9)-C"D$)(*$)7=$)(*2-*-$"7$)7$/S5)9$
0%%,)/1!$),-!,-+)2!O()/F&21-!4%&/,+26.2,3:!!
!+2-$)@@(")&+$D)-$)9-"$)@@)(/7*$ 27$^921/(,-$ -5@@"(*$"6$D"#/7$.2,)3,3:!A-%&1-!3-+! 2.2+'9!8.(+!()2+4,!
2+0+2+/4+! ,%! ,-+! 3%4).'! %2!6%'),)4.'! 6%3),)%/!%0!$%8+/5! %2!$%8+/!.2,)3,35! ),! 3++83! 4'+.2! ,-.,5! ')*+! -+2!
4-.86)%/)/1!%0!='.31%$!.2,)3,35!3-+!F+')+7+(!,-+!8%3,!62%(&4,)7+!.4,)%/!3-+!4%&'(!,.*+!)/!.,,+86,)/1!,%!
+3,.F')3-!)$:9/1/9$@9)A27C$62/9=,$6"($D"#/7$)(*2-*-$D)-$7"*$*"$=2-&5--$*+/2($C/7=/($"($)**/#@*$*"$(/)=$*+/$
$%2*! %0! $%8+/! .2,)3,3! 02%8! .! 0+8)/)3,! 6+236+4,)7+5! F&,! 3)86'9! ,%! +/3&2+! ,-+9! 2+4+)7+(! ,-+! 42),)4.'!
.,,+/,)%/!,-+9!(+3+27+(!,-2%&1-!-+2!4%7+2.1+!%0!,-+)2!$%2*:! #/!%,-+2!$%2(35!I')7+2!$%2*+(!L&)+,'9! ,%!
+/3&2+! ,-.,! $%8+/! .2,)3,3! 3-+! .(8)2+(! $+2+! 12./,+(! ,-+! 7)3)F)'),9! ./(! 2+4%1/),)%/! ,-.,! $.3! %0,+/!
(+/)+(!,%!,-+8!)/!,-+!.2,!$%2'(:!!
^921/(,-$ D(2*27C$ 6(/S5/7*9A$ (/6/(/7&/=$ +/($ >)&MC("57=$ )7=$ /?@/(2/7&/$ 27$ *+/$ )(*-B$ )! 6+23%/.'! -)3,%29!




^921/(,-$ *()=/#)(M$ -*A9/$ `444a$5-5)99A$@9)&/=$+/(-/96$)7=$+/($"@272"7$ 62(#9A$)*$ *+/$&/7*(/$"6$ *+/$
6)+4+:! @+2! $2),)/15! /%,! $),-%&,! -&8%&25! $.3! .'3%! )/0%28+(! F9! 6+23%/.'! +U6+2)+/4+5! 4.2+0&'!
4%/3)(+2.,)%/5!./(5!%0,+/5!3,2%/1!+8%,)%/:!ME&,-+2'./(5!"_Y_N:!
!+/$ :@/(-"7)9$ /?@/(2/7&/,$ F5*+/(9)7=$ (/6/(-$ *"$ 2-$ @(/-/7*$ 27$ #5&+$ "6$ ^921/(,-$ D(2*27CB$ 276"(#27C$ +/($
42),)4.'! .6@(")&+$ )7=$D(2*27C$ -*A9/$ >"*+$ =2(/&*9A$ )7=$ 27=2(/&*9A4$ L-$ -5&+B$^921/(,-$ 926/$ )7=$ &(2*2&2-#$ )(/$
*2C+*9A$27*/(D"1/7$)7=$6"($*+)*$(/)-"7$2*$2-$-)92/7*$*"$=2-&5--$^921/(,-$>)&MC("57=$>/6"(/$9""M27C$27$=/*)29$




H%2(+').! G4#/,92+! >.,2)4*! +/2%''+(! .,! ='.31%$! E4-%%'! %0! ;2,! )/! YZX_! ./(! +U4+''+(! .,! -+2! 3,&()+3!
,-2%&1-%&,!,-+!4%&23+!%0!-+2!()6'%8.:!E-+!$.3!.$.2(+(!,-+!=&,-2)+!>2)K+!0%2!-+2!3+'0T6%2,2.),!)/!YZXX:!!
R)*+!8./9!%0!-+2!4%/,+86%2.2)+35!I')7+2!-.(!.!0+27+/,!F+')+0! )/!,-+!7.'&+!%0!+(&4.,)%/!./(!02+L&+/,'9!
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!+/$ (2-/$ "6$^921/(,-$ (/@5*)*2"7$ )-$ )7$ )(*$ &(2*2&$ D)-$#/*/"(2&4$ F+"(*9A$ )6*/($ >/C27727C$ *"$D(2*/$ 6"($ ,-+!
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)-$ :^5($ F@/&2)9$ Q"((/-@"7=/7*,4$ L9"/1!$),-! -+2!$2),)/1! 0%2! ,-+3+! ,$%!8.c%2! F2%.(3-++,35! I')7+2! $.3!
3&F3+L&+/,'9! .662%.4-+(! F9!64)$ <D&.?"&(+*! B2)./! J+(-+.(5!$-%! .'3%! .3*+(! -+2! ,%!$2),+! 2+7)+$3! %0!
7)3&.'!.2,!./(!,-+.,2+!F.3+(!%/!,-+!L&.'),9!%0!,-+!2+7)+$3!-+!-.(!2+.(!)/!E$'(P'%+.,:!A-)3!,)8+5!,-%&1-5!
^921/(,-$ D(2*27C$ D"59=$ >/$ @5>92-+/=$ 57=/($ +/($ "D7$ 7)#/B$ ()*+/($ *+)7$ )-$ )7$ )7"7A#"5-$ &(2*2&$ "($
4%22+36%/(+/,:! b-)'+! ,-)3! 7)3)F)'),9! 4%/0)28+(! -+2! 12%$)/1! 2+6&,.,)%/! .3! .! 42),)45! ./(! &/(%&F,+('9!
F%'3,+2+(!-+2!4%/0)(+/4+!)/!-+2!.F)'),9!,%!$2),+5!),!.'3%!F2%&1-,!()00)4&',)+3!.3!I')7+2!.,,+86,+(!,%!c&11'+!
-+2!2%'+3!.3!F%,-!62.4,)3)/1!.2,)3,!./(!42),)45!.!6%3),)%/!$-)4-!F+4.8+!)/42+.3)/1'9!()00)4&',!,%!8.)/,.)/:!#/!




#! -.(! ,%! 4+.3+! 3-%$)/1!89!$%2*! )/! ,-+!JE;! ./(!%,-+2! 6&F')4! +U-)F),)%/3:! ;0,+2!8&4-! 4%/3)(+2.,)%/! #!
(/)92-/=$ "7/$ &)77"*$ ="$ >"*+,$ E^921/(B$ GHHbK4$ !+/$ )(*2-*$ )7=$ &5()*"($ 0)*+A$ Q+)#>/(-B$ -%$+7+25! -.3!
&9)2#/=$ *+)*$ ^921/(,-$ =/&2-2"7$ *"$ C21/$ 5@$ /?+2>2*27C$ @5>92&9A$ D)-$ =2(/&*9A$ 927M/=$ *"$ +/($ /?@/(2/7&/$ "6$
-+.2)/1!./%,-+2!.2,)3,T&(2*2&,-$D"(M$9)#>)-*/=]!
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+)=$ >//7$ :+/)=+57*/=,$ *D2&/$ 27$ S52&M$ -5&&/--2"7$ >A$ -5&+$ /-*)>92-+/=$ )7=$ (/-@/&*/=$m0$ >(")=-+//*-$
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,%$.2(3!,-+!)/,+262+,.,)%/!%0!4%/,+86%2.29!.2,!%/!,-+!6.2,!%0!,-+!7)+$+2:!A-)3!8./)0+3,+(!),3+'0!)/!-+2!
$2),)/1!,-2%&1-!./!%44.3)%/.'!&3+!%0!36+4).')3,! './1&.1+5! './1&.1+!$-)4-!$%&'(!F+! 0.8)').2!%/'9! ,%!./!
)/0%28+(!.&()+/4+:!#7$+/($>(")=-+//*$&(2*2&2-#B$=/-2C7/=$6"($)$C/7/()9$(/)=/(-+2@B$^921/(,-$6(/S5/7*$5-/$












R)*+! ;'+U./(+2! %"66)*,-$ D(2*27CB! ()34&33+(5! ^921/(,-$ @("-/$ ()(/9A$ -92@@/=$ 27*"$ "1/(T3,9')3.,)%/:! A-+!
3,2+/1,-!%0!F%,-!$2),+23,!$%2*!$.3! ),3! '&4)(),9! ./(! 3,2.)1-,0%2$.2(/+33!$-)4-! 3)8&',./+%&3'9! .7%)(+(!
%7+2T-2#@9262&)*2"7$"($:=5#>27C$="D7,4$^921/(,-$27-2-*/7&/$"7$5-27C$9)7C5)C/$)@@("@(2)*/$)7=$-@/&262&$*"$
-+2! 3&Fc+4,! M):+:! &3+! %0! .2,! ,+28)/%'%19! ./(! .2,! -)3,%2)4.'! 2+0+2+/4+N!8.*+3! -+2! $2),)/1! +U+86'.29! )/!
2+'.,)%/! ,%!8./9! 4%/,+86%2.29! (+F.,+3! ./(! )33&+3! 3&22%&/()/1! .2,!$2),)/1! ./(! 42),)4)38! 3&4-! .3! ,-+!
)&&/--2>292*A$ "6$ )(*$ &(2*2&2-#B$ 2*-$ @"*/7*2)9$ *"$ :)92/7)*/,$ (/)=/23! ,-2%&1-! c.21%/5! ./(! $-.,! -.3! F++/!
2+1.2(+(! .3! ./! )/42+.3)/1! ,+/(+/49! ,%$.2(3! %F34&2./,)38! )/! .2,! $2),)/1:! i--/7*2)99AB$ *+/7B$ ^921/(,-$
6%3),)%/!3++8+(!,%!F+!,-.,!$-)'+!-+2!2+.(+23-)6!-.(!.!2+36%/3)F)'),9!,%!'+.2/!.,!'+.3,!,-+!F.3)43!%0!,-+!
-)3,%295!4%/,+U,!./(!'./1&.1+!%0!.2,5!3-+!4%&'(!6'.9!.!2%'+!)/!)86.2,)/1!3%8+!%0!,-)3!*/%$'+(1+!,%!,-+8:!
#,! 4%&'(! F+! .21&+(5! ,-+/5! ,-.,! ,-+2+! )3! ./! +'+8/7*$ "6$ /92*2-#$ )7=$ 27*/99/&*5)9$ -7">>/(A$ 27$ ^921/(,-$
+U6+4,.,)%/3!%0!-+2!2+.(+235!F&,!)0!,-)3!)3!,-+!4.3+!),!)3!2+3%'&,+'9!.!3/%FF+29!%0!,-+!*)/(!,-.,!I34.2!b)'(+!
D"59=$ +)1/$ =//#/=$ )7$ :)(2-*"&()&A$ "6$ *)-*/,$ ()*+/($ *+)7$ "7/$ "6$ &9)--4$ Z7$ "*+/($ D"(=-B$ D+29/$ ^')7+2!




















A-2%&1-%&,! -+2! $2),)/1! %/! 7)3&.'! .2,5! I')7+2! 4%/3)3,+/,'9! &/(+26)//+(! -+2! 2+7)+$3! ./(! +33.93! $),-!
(+,.)'+(!7)3&.'!(+342)6,)%/:!b-)'3,!,-)3!8.9!3++8!,%!F+!./!%F7)%&3!62+2+L&)3),+!,%!$2),)/1!.F%&,!7)3&.'!
.2,!8!,-+!.33&8+(!8.)/3,.9!%0!.2,!42),)4)38!8!),!)3!2+8.2*.F'+!,-.,!8&4-!.2,!$2),)/1!8!F%,-!,-+/!./(!/%$!
8! 3.93! '),,'+!.F%&,!$-.,! ,-+!$%2*!.4,&.''9! '%%*3! ')*+:!G&4-!$2),)/1!%/!.2,5! 02%8!.2*2-*,-$ -*)*/#/7*-$ *"$
F2%.(3-++,! c%&2/.')385! %0,+/! c&863! 3,2.)1-,! ,%! .! ()34&33)%/! %0! ,-+8+5! )(+.! %2! 3&Fc+4,! 8.,,+25!

































>/$ -//7$ )-$ )$ -/9/&*21/B$ &(2*2&)9$ :-M/*&+,$ "6$ +/($ 2#@(/--2"7-B$ /?@(/--/=$ 27$ D"(=-$ ()*+/($ *+)7$ =()D27C4$
^6*/7B$ ^921/(,-$ &(2*2&)9$ c&(1+8+/,! $%&'(! 2+3,! %/! -%$! 3&44+330&''9! 3-+! (++8+(! ./! .2,)3,! ,%! -.7+!




















-7)@-+"*$ "6$ ^921/(,-$ (/12/D-$ 6"($ E$'( E&G'-! )/! ,-+! YZ`_3! 1)7+3! .! 0'.7%&2! %0! $-.,! ,-+! 6.6+2! (++8+(!
)/,+2+3,)/1! ./(! $%2,-9! %0! 42),)4.'! .,,+/,)%/:! G./9! %0! E$'( E&G'-! 2+7)+$3! $+2+! %0! 8.c%2! 3&88+2!
+U-)F),)%/3! -+'(! .,! 62+3,)1)%&3! /.,)%/.'! 1.''+2)+3:! A-+3+! $+2+! %0,+/! .2,! -)3,%2)4.'! 2+,2%36+4,)7+3! %2!
62%0)'+3!%0!+3,.F')3-+(!.2,)3,3!3&4-!.3!,-+!6)+4+!%/!D%./!O.2('+9!)/!YZ`X!-+"(*9A$)6*/($*+/$@)27*/(,-$=/)*+$
./(!./!%F),&.29!%0!J%F+2,!G.4F29(+!)/!YZ``:!I,-+2!E&G'-(2+7)+$3!%0!,-+!6+2)%(!)/4'&(+(!.!2+7)+$!%0!,-+!
:h5C"-9)1$ %"=/(7$ .(2#2*21/-,$ /?+2>2*2"7$ )7=$ *+/$ N5>29//$ "6$ V"1+4%,+! A.6+3,2)+3! )/! ;&1&3,! YZ`"! ./(!
2+7)+$3!%0!S+3,)7.'!+U-)F),)%/3!F9!>.&'!C'++!)/!D&'9!YZ`"5!?+'.42%)U!)/!YZ`X!./(!D&')&3!B)33)+2!./(!=)%21)%!
G%2./()!)/!;&1&3,!YZ`[:!H'+.2'95!E$'(E&G'-(2+7)+$3!2+0'+4,+(!,-+!,.3,+!%0!.!8+,2%6%'),./!/+$36.6+2!./(!
),3! 2+.(+23-)6! )/! ,+283! %0! $-.,! I')7+2!$.3! 4%88)33)%/+(! ,%! 2+6%2,! %/! ./(! 2+7)+$:! S%2! 3%8+! %0! ,-)3!
$2),)/1!I')7+2!$.3!+33+/,).''9!.4,)/1!.3!./!&/(+23,&(9!0%2!R%/(%/TF.3+((E&G'-(42),)43!$),-!,%%!8&4-!,%!
4%7+2!.,!S+3,)7.'!,)8+!8!.'8%3,!.''!%0!,-+!2+7)+$!4&,,)/13!)/!-+2!%$/!.24-)7+!$+2+!6&F')3-+(!(&2)/1!D&'9!
./(! ;&1&3,! MH-.8F+235! "_Y_N:! A-+! L&.'),9! %0! -+2! $2),)/1! 0%2! E$'( E&G'-! )3! )/! /%! $.9! 6%%2+2! %2! '+33!
2)1%2%&3!,-./!,-.,!0%2!%,-+2!6&F')4.,)%/35!F&,!),!6+2-.63!'.4*3!,-+!+/,-&3).38!I')7+2!(+8%/3,2.,+(!)/!-+2!
$2),)/1! +'3+$-+2+:! A-+2+! $+2+5! -%$+7+25! .! 0+$! +U4+6,)%/3! ,%! ,-)35! /%,.F'9! )/! -+2! 2.2+! 4%7+2.1+! %0!
='.31%$TF.3+(!+U-)F),)%/3!0%2!E$'(E&G'-5!3&4-!.3!,-+!2+7)+$!()34&33+(!F+'%$:!
E$'(E&G'-!2+7)+$!%0!,-+!YZ`a!+U-)F),)%/!:V+$!>.)/,)/1!)/!='.31%$!YZX_!T!J_,$)3!.!62)8+!+U.86'+!%0!,-+!
M27=$"6$D(2*27C$D+2&+$ &"762(#/=$^921/(,-$ (/@5*)*2"7$)-! .! 42),)4! ,%!F+! 2+4*%/+(!$),-! MI')7+25!YZ`aN:!V%!
&(2*2&)9$@57&+/-$D/(/$@599/=$27$+/($-&)*+27C$)**)&M$"7$*+/$&5()*"(2)9$@(/#2-/$"6$*+/$/?+2>2*2"7$E:)$1)92)7*$
)**/#@*$ *"$ C21/B$ )-$ 2*$ D/(/B$ >"7/$ )7=$ 69/-+$ *"$ -"#/*+27C$ D+2&+$ 7/1/($ (/)99A$ +)@@/7/=,K4$ ^921/(,-$
)/()1/.,)%/! F%)'3!%7+2! )/! -+2! .,,+86,! ,%! 2+(2+33! ,-+! )/.44&2.4)+3! 3-+! )(+/,)0)+3! %/! ,-+! 6.2,! %0!?+//)3!
.)((B$ *+/$/?+2>2*2"7,-$"(C)723/(B$ 27$ *+2-$@)(*2&59)($ :6()#27C,$"6$ *+/$)(*$ -&/7/$ 27$'9)-C"D$)*$ *+/$ *2#/$"6$
^921/(,-$"D7$-*5=2/-$)*$'9)-C"D$F&+""9$"6$L(*B$>/C27727C$)$9/7C*+A$=(/--27CT(%$/!$),-!,-+!$%(=-$:!+/$
6)&*-$)(/$*+/-/$`444a,4$!#/!3%8+!2+36+4,35!I')7+2!4%/,2.()4,3!-+2!%$/!8+8%2)+3!%0!,-+!6+2)%(!F9!,.*)/1!>.22!
,%! ,.3*! %/! (+,.)'3! 3-+! -+23+'0! 6+26+,&.,+(!%/! /&8+2%&3! %44.3)%/3! M3&4-! .3! ,-+! >%')3-! 2+0&1++! D./*+'!
L=9/(,-$27695/7&/$"7$)(*$@()&*2&/$2/!='.31%$!)/!,-+!YZX_3N:!A-+!0.4,!,-.,!,-+!+U-)F),)%/!,%%*!6'.4+!.,!,-+!
F&"**2-+$L(*-$Q"57&29$C)99/(A$27$'9)-C"D$27=2&)*/-B$@/(+)@-B$*+)*$^921/(,-$(/)9$"5*()C/$D)-$*+)*$.)(($+)=$






;,! 7.2)%&3! 6%)/,3! )/! ,-+! YZ`_3! I')7+2! $2%,+! 3)8&',./+%&3'9! 0%2! E$'( !"+%,&+<RWA( E$'( E&G'-! ./(! ,-+!
!.+-82*(P'%+.,X!I44.3)%/.''95!,-+!3.8+!+U-)F),)%/3!$+2+!2+7)+$+(!0%2!3+7+2.'!/+$36.6+23!4%/4&22+/,'95!
$-)4-!/+4+33),.,+(!.!4.2+0&'!2+7)3)%/!%0!,-+!,+U,!0%2!+.4-!,%!.7%)(!2+6+,),)%/:!YZ!^921/(,-$(/@5*)*2"7$)-$)$
42),)45! -%$+7+25!$.3! 2+.''9! 4+8+/,+(! ,-2%&1-!-+2!$2),)/1! 0%2!E$'(!"+%,&+<:! A-)3!$.3!(&+!F%,-! ,%! ,-+!
'%/1+7),9! %0! -+2! 2+'.,)%/3-)6! $),-! ,-+! 6.6+2! ./(! ,-+! )/4'&3)%/! %0! .! F9')/+! .,,2)F&,)/1! ,-+! $2),)/1! ,%!




(2.$)/1!%0!%/+!%0! ,-+!(+3)1/3! MI')7+25! YZ`YF5!6:aN:"Y! ! E%8+!"6$^921/(,-$/)(9A$D(2*27C-$ 6"($ *-+!!.+-82*(
P'%+.,!-.(!4%/4+/,2.,+(!%/!(+3)1/!./(!.24-),+4,&2+5!%0,+/!)/!,-+!0%28!%0!,)635!2+6%2,3!./(!%F3+27.,)%/3!
)/! ,-+!@%8+3!./(!>2%6+2,)+3! 3+4,)%/5!.'%/13)(+!-+2!(2.$)/13:!E$'(!"+%,&+<!6)+4+5!-%$+7+25!$.3!7+29!
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L&)4*'9! 1.,-+2+(! 6.4+! )/! ,+283! %0! 4%'&8/! )/4-+3! ./(! 4%/0)(+/4+:! A-+! 3+/3+! %0! .! F&21+%/)/1! 42),)4.'!
&"762=/7&/$ 27$ ^921/(,-$ D(2*27C-$ "6$ *+/$ /)(9A$ PW_H-$ #)A$ D/99$ +)1/$ >//7$ )2=/=$ >A$ T(2)7$ U/=+/)=,-$





















./!%44.3)%/.'!3&11+3,)%/! 02%8!8+!,-.,! ,-)3!%2! ,-.,!3,%29!$.3!$%2,-!.!-.'0T6.1+!$),-!6)4,&2+3,! MI')7+25!
YZZa5!6:aN:!
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H.2%'+! =)FF%/35! 0%2! +U.86'+5! $+2+! 02+L&+/,'9! 8+/,)%/+(N:! A-+! 0%4&3! %/! 6.2,)4&'.2! /.8+3! )/! ,-+3+!




g"($ "7&/$ *+/(/$ 2-$ 7"$ /#@+)-2-$ /2*+/($ "7$ :/-*)>92-+#/7*,$ "($ :"5*-2=/,$ @)27*/(-4$ `444a$ Z*$ 2-$
&/(%&F,+('9!3.,)309)/1!,%!3++!.!1%%(!H.2%'+!=)FF%/3!4%''.1+!-%'()/1! ),3!%$/!$),-!./!O')K.F+,-!
T9)&M)==/($9)7=-&)@/j$`444a$!"#$%)&="7)9=,-$-57T-9)7*27C$:g2C5(/$27$Z7*/(2"(,$)C)27-*$.+292@-"7,-$




/?+2>2*2"7-$)7=$-/*-$"5*$*"$ :&"((/&*$*+/$@(/1)9/7*$ 2#@(/--2"7$*+)*$F&"**2-+$@)27*27C$>/C27-$)7=$/7=-$ 27$
i=27>5(C+,!MI')7+25!YZ`XFN:"W!
A-.,! I')7+2! 2+7)+$+(! 3%!8./9! +U-)F),)%/3! %0! E4%,,)3-! 6.)/,)/1! )/()4.,+3! 0)23,! %0! .''! ,-+! (%8)/./4+! %0!
6.)/,)/1!)/!,+283!%0!1.''+29!36.4+!./(!+U-)F),)%/3!)/!E4%,'./(!./(!3+4%/('9!,-+!6+24+)7+(!(+3)2+!%/!,-+!
6.2,!%0!E$'(!"+%,&+<! ,-.,!,-+)2!E4%,,)3-!4%22/-@"7=/7*$-+"59=$)&*$)-$)7$)#>)--)="($)7=$(/@"(*/($ :"7$













2+62+3+/,+(! ./(! 4-.2.4,+2)3+=$ >A$ *+/$ :"9=$#)-*/(-,$ "6$ *+/$ UF;! %2! 3,)4*)/1! 0)28'9! ,%! 4%7+2.1+! %0! ,-+!
:>9"&M>5-*/(,$ /?+2>2*2"7-$ +"-*/=$ >A$ /-*)>92-+/=$ 27-*2*5*2"7-4$ !+2-$ )C)27$ (/69/&*-$ ^921/(,-$ >/92/6$ 27$ *+/$
0&/4,)%/! %0! 42),)4)38! .3! ,-.,! %0! .(7%4.495! %0! 0%3,+2)/1! ./(! +/4%&2.1)/1! ,.'+/,! )/! .2,)3,3!8! ,-%&1-! 3-+!
3,2%/1'9!%66%3+(!,-+!/%,)%/!%0!,-+!42),)4!.3!.! 0)1&2+!$-%!,.*+3!42+=2*$ 6"($ :=2-&"1/(27C,$)(*2-*-$8!./(!%0!
)/,2%(&4)/1!.&()+/4+3!,%!,-)3!/+$!$%2*:!"X!;3!3-+!/%,+(!)/!.!3-%2,!2+7)+$!)/!E$'(!"+%,&+<!)/!YZ`YP!
A-+!36+4,.4'+!%0!.!9%&/1!6.)/,+25!c&3,!%&,!%0!.2,!34-%%'5!8.*)/1!-)3!0)23,!,+/,.,)7+!M%2!3%8+,)8+35!







:1/(A$ C""=$ 27=//=,B$^921/($C"/-$"7$ *"$=2-&5--$ *+/$#/(2*-$"6$@)27*27C-$>A$V"5C9)-$L>/(&("#>2/B$Q)("9/$
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,-)3!2+7)+$B$+"D/1/(B$2-$*+/$-/7-/$"6$^921/(,-$"D7$>5(C/"727C$=/1/9"@#/7*$)-$)7$)(*$&(2*2&4$L*$*+2-$/)(9A$
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L&.'),95! -.3! /%$!F++/! ,.*+/!%7+2! )/,%! .F3,2.4,)%/! .'%/1!$),-! .! /+$! )/,+2+3,! )/! ,+U,&2+5! 4%'%&2! F+)/1!







.2,! 3-+! 3.$5! +7+/! .8%/13,! ,-+!8%2+!+3,.F')3-+(5! 4%/3+27.,)7+! L&.2,+23!%0! ,-+! .2,!$%2'(:! #/! .! 2+7)+$!
6("#$PW_GB$6"($27-*)7&/B$^921/($=2-&5--/=$*+/$:7/D$/7*+5-2)-#$6"($D)*/(&"9"5(,$*+)*$+)=$>//7$:#)M27C$
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*//*/(-$ >/*D//7$ )=#2()*2"7$ )7=$ /?)-@/()*2"7B$ )C)27$ &"71/A27C$ ^921/(,-$ )>292*A$ *"$ @2%(&4+! 4.2+0&''9!
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4%'%&2! 3)/1! ./(! 1'%$! )/! './(34.6+35! 0./,.3)+3! ./(!$%/(+20&''9! (+4%2.,)7+! 3,)''T926/-,4$ Z7$ *+/$ 7/?*$ 927/B$












62%62)+,9! ./(! 8+()%42),9! F%,-! .2,)3,3! %0,+/! )(+/,)0)+(! )/! ,-+! $%2*! %0! ,-+! :i=27>5(C+$ F&+""9,B$
4-.2.4,+2)3+(!F9!,-+!$%2*!%0!,-+!+3,.F')3-+(!J%9.'!;4.(+8)4)./3N:!!!
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)/12.,),&(+!,-.,!%/+!.(8),3!,%!()3.66%)/,8+/,:!V%,!,-.,!,-+!,-2++!%2!0%&2!'.21+!%)'3!)/!L&+3,)%/!
.2+!+U,2.%2()/.29! )/! ,-+)2!&1')/+33P! )0! ,-+9!$+2+5!%/+!$%&'(!62%F.F'9!+/c%9! ,-+8!8!%2!.,! '+.3,!
+/c%9! ()3')*)/1! ,-+8:! #/! %/'9! "7/B$ :["#)7,B$ 2-$ *+/(/$ )$ -/7-/$ "6$ *+/$ @)27*/(,-$ @9/)-5(/$ "($
3.,)30.4,)%/! )/! .66'9)/1! ,-+! ,-)4*5! 6.'')(5! F&,,+29! 9+''%$! 6.)/,:! A-+)2! 3,2%/1! 3&6+20)4).'!
(/-/#>9)7&/$ *"$ =/$ 0""727CB$ *+"5C+$ D2*+$ 92**9/$ "6$ *+/$ 9)**/(,-$ -*(5&*5()9$ -*(/7C*-5! )3! 2+.''9!
)22+'+7./,:!b-.,! $%22)+3! 8+! )3! ,-+! &/(+2'9)/1! 0++')/1! ,-.,! >%''%4*! )3! .,! -+.2,! .! F2)'')./,! ./(!
3+/3),)7+!3,9')3,!$-%!)3!(+')F+2.,+'9!+8F2.4)/1!.!3%2,!%0!4'&839!./.24-9!MI')7+25!YZ`X4N:!!
L9"7C$D2*+$)&*27C$)-$)$M/A$/?)#@9/$"6$^921/(,-$D(2*27CB$*-+!2+7)+$!(+8%/3,2.,+3!F%,-!-+2!42),)4.'!.4&),9!



















G./9! E4%,3! 6.)/,+235! )/! .! 0.2! 12+.,+2! (+12++! ,-./! ,-+)2! O/1')3-! 4%&/,+26.2,35! -.7+! $-.,!
3%8+,)8+3! 3++83! ,%! .8%&/,! ,%! ./! %F3+33)7+! )/,+2+3,! )/! ,-+! F+.&,)+3! %0! 3&20.4+! 4%'%&2! ./(!













4%88%/! ,%! .''! -+2! $2),)/15! .'8%3,! 2+1.2('+33! %0! (+4.(+! %2! ,96+! %0! 6&F')4.,)%/:! A-+! >%''%4*! 2+7)+$!
+/4.63&')*/-$ #)7A$ "6$ *+/$ &+)()&*/(2-*2&-$ "6$ ^921/(,-$ D(2*27C4$ g"($ ^921/(B$ )$ (/12/D$ D)-$ 7"*$ #/(/9A$ )$
3&88.29!%2!2+6%2,!%0!$-.,!-.(!F++/!3++/!M%0,+/!,-+!8.)/3,.9!%0!c%&2/.')3,)4!2+7)+$3!%0!7)3&.'!.2,!)/!,-+!
@/(2"=K4$ U)*+/(B$^921/(,-$ (/12/D-$D/(/$ )9#"-*$ )9D)A-$ )7$ /1)'&.,)7+! 62.4,)4+5! F.3+(!%/!7)3&.'! 342&,)/9:!
L**/7*2"7$ *"$ *+/$ 12-5)9B$ 6"(#)9$ )-@/&*-$ "6$ D"(M-$ "6*/7$ 57=/(@277/=$^921/(,-$ D(2*27CB$ >5*$ +/($ (/12/D-$
2.2+'9! 2+8.)/+(! .3! 8+2+! +U+24)3+3! )/! %F3+27.,)%/5! -%$+7+2! 3%6-)3,)4.,+(! ,-)3! ,2./30%28.,)%/! %0! ,-+!
7)3&.'!)/,%!D"(=-4$Z7$-+"(*B$)7$/1)95)*21/$)@@(")&+$*"$&(2*2&2-#$&)7$>/$-//7$27$#)7A$/?)#@9/-$"6$^921/(,-$
D(2*27CB$D2*+$N5=C/#/7*-$/?@(/--/=$>"*+$=2(/&*9A$)7=$27=2(/&*9AB$)7=$:1)95/,$>"*+$2#@92/=$)7=$-*)*/=4$Z7$










7++2)/1! )/,%! 3+'0T4%/34)%&3'9! 3,9')3+(!%2! 42+.,)7+!42),)4)385!8./9!%0!-+2! 2+7)+$3! M3&4-!.3! ,-%3+!L&%,+(!
.F%7+N!(+8%/3,2.,+!-+2!.F)'),9!,%!42.0,!2)4-'9!'.9+2+(5!.''&3)7+!62%3+!,-2%&1-!7)3&.'!(+342)6,)%/:!O7+/!)/!





;3! 3%8+!%0! ,-+!62+7)%&3!L&%,+3!-.7+! 3-%$/5! ,-+!&3+!"6$ 9)7C5)C/$)7=$ -*(5&*5(/$ 27$^921/(,-$ (/12/D-$ 2-$
+86'%9+(! )/! .! /&8F+2! %0! $.93! ./(! )/! 3%8+! 2+36+4,3! .! *)/(! %0! 0%28&'.! %2! ,+86'.,+! .662%.4-! ,%!
2+7)+$)/1! 4./! F+! )(+/,)0)+(! .42%33! -+2! 42),)4.'! $2),)/1:! S)23,'95! I')7+2! .,,+86,3! ,%! +/1.1+! ,-+! 2+.(+25!
%0,+/!,-2%&1-!&3+!%0!./!+/,-&3).3,)4!,%/+!%2!3,2%/15!3%8+,)8+3!62%7%4.,)7+5!%6+/)/1!3,.,+8+/,:!A-+3+!
%6+/)/1!6.2.12.6-3!$%&'(!2+1&'.2'9!3,.,+!./!+U6')4),!6%3),)%/5!3,./4+!%2!%6)/)%/!%/!,-+!6.2,!%0!,-+!42),)4!
./(! $+2+! 02+L&+/,'9! )33&+TF.3+(5! 3&4-! .3! .! 4%88+/,! %/! ,-+! 3,.,+! %0! .2,! )/! E4%,'./(5! .2,! $%2'(!
)/02.3,2&4,&2+5!F2%.(!3,.,+8+/,3!%/!/+$!()2+4,)%/3!%2!,2+/(35!4%/0+33)%/.'!/%,+3!%/!,-+!,.3*!%0!42),)4)38!
./(5! %44.3)%/.''95! .! 4'+.2! 3+/3+! ,-.,! ,-+! .&,-%2! -.3! .! 6.2,)4&'.2! 6%)/,! ,%! 8.*+! %2! M6+2-.63! 8%2+!
.44&2.,+'9N!./!.U+!,%!12)/(:!I0,+/!,-+3+!0)+24+'9!+U62+33+(!7)+$3!2+'.,+(!,%!0&/()/1!)33&+35!6.2,)4&'.2'9!
D+/(/$C)99/(2/-$"($/1/7*-$+)=$>//7B$27$^921/(,-$"@272"7B$576)2(9A$2C7"(/=$>A$657=27C$>"=2/-$-5&+$)-$*+/$
E4%,,)3-! ;2,3! H%&/4)':! </(%&F,+('95! 3%8+! %0! ,-+! F&1F+.23! +U62+3-/=$ 27$ ^921/(,-$ )(*$ &(2*2&2-#$ D/(/$
2+6+.,+(! .(! )/0)/),&8! ,%! ,-+! +/(! %0! -+2! ')0+! M,-+! 4'%3&2+! %0! ,-+! A-)2(! O9+! H+/,2+! )3! .! 4.3+! )/! 6%)/,N:!
E)8)'.2'95! I')7+2! $%&'(! 8.*+! ,2+/4-./,! 3,.,+8+/,3! 2+1.2()/1! .2,)3,3! %2! 4&2.,%23! 3-+! 0+',! -.(! F++/!
&/0.)2'9! 8.21)/.')3+(5! )1/%2+(! %2! $-%! -.(! /%,! 2+4+)7+(! ,-+! 2+4%1/),)%/! ,-+9! M)/! -+2! 7)+$N! (+3+27+(!
MJ)4-.2(!?+8.24%!$%&'(!%0,+/!F+!)/,2%(&4+(!)/!,-+3+!,+283N:!#/!3%8+!4.3+35!I')7+2!.(%6,+(!,-+!8./,'+!




#/! 2+7)+$3!%0!12%&6!+U-)F),)%/3!I')7+2!.'8%3,!.'$.93!62%7)(+(! ,-+! 2+.(+2!$),-! 3%8+!*)/(!%0!-)3,%2)4.'!
&"7*/?*$ "($ 27*("=5&*2"7$ *"$ *+/$ /?+2>2*/=$ D"(M-$ 27$ "(=/($ *"$ :-2*5)*/,$ )7=$ +2C+92C+*! ,-+! 2+'+7./4+! %2!












3+/$=/-&(2>/=$>A$D(2*27C$ *+)*$ -+/$ :)9D)A-$ 2#)C27/=$ *+/$#5-2&$"6$T()+#-$D"59=$ 9""M$ 92M/$ *+2-,$ E^921/(B$
YZ`XN:!;!2+7)+$!%0!;'./!?.7)+5!b)'').8!=+.2!./(!J%F+2,!G+,-7+/5!2+7)+$+(!)/!,-+!+.2'9!YZ`_35!3)8)'.2'9!
#)M/-$ 5-/$ "6$ #5-2&)9$ )7)9"C2/-$ *+("5C+"5*]$ :V)12/,-$ c&86)/15! $2)11')/15! 39/4%6.,+(! '),,'+! 4./7.3+3!







E4%,,)3-! +(&4.,)%/! M.3! %66%3+(! ,%! ,-+! 36+4).')3,! ,2.(),)%/! %0! O/1')3-! &/)7+23),)+3! 3&4-! .3! IU0%2(! ./(!

















2)4-! ,2.(),)%/!%0!$2),+235!8&3)4)./3! ./(!6+20%28+23!$-%!-.(! 3,&()+(!.,!='.31%$!E4-%%'!%0!;2,:! #/! ,-+!
+33.9!3-+!.'3%!-)1-')1-,+(!,-.,5! 0%2!.''! ,-+!+86-.3)3!%/!42%33T0+2,)')3.,)%/5! 0%2!-+2!%$/!1+/+2.,)%/!,-)3!
-.(! F++/! 0.2! 02%8! +/4%&2.1+(5! 6+2-.63! 2+0'+4,)/1! %/! -+2! .,,+86,3! ,%! 8%7+! F+,$++/! S)/+! ;2,!
(+6.2,8+/,3P!
\:::]!-%$+7+2! ,2&+!,-.,!8.9!F+! 0%2! ,-+!1+/+2.,)%/!,-.,!12+$!&6! )/! ,-+!3)U,)+3!./(!.0,+25! ),!$.3!
4+2,.)/'9!%,-+2$)3+! 0%2! ,-+! )88+().,+!6%3,T$.2!(+4.(+!$-+/5!+7+/!$),-)/! ,-+!.2,! 34-%%'5! ,-+!
F%&/(.2)+3!$+2+!0%2!,-+!8%3,!6.2,!0)28'9!0)U+(!MI')7+25!)/!H.22+''5!YZa[5!6:YWN:!




$-)'+!%,-+23!$+2+!()34&33+(! )/!/+1.,)7+! ,+283:! A%1+,-+2!$),-!-+2!()34&33)%/!%0! 36+4)0)4!$%2*35!I')7+2!
.'3%!(/C59)(9A$(/6/((/=$*"$"*+/($D"(M-$D2*+27$*+/$)(*2-*-,$"/51(/B$"($&"#@)(/=$7/D$D"(M$D2*+$@(/7)%&3!
$%2*3! F9! ,-+! .2,)3,:! b-)'3,! *+/-/$ -*)*/#/7*-$ (/1/)9/=$ ^921/(,-! 62+0+2+/4+3! ./(! %6)/)%/3! ./(!
4%88&/)4.,+(!-+2!42),)4.'!c&(1+8+/,!%/!,-+!$%2*3!0%2!,-+!F+/+0),!%0!-+2!2+.(+23-)6!M$-.,!,%!'%%*!%&,!
6"(B$+"D$*"$:(/)=,$*+/$D"(M-B$D+2&+!+U-)F),)%/3!.2+!$%2,-!7)3),)/15!+,4:N5!,-+2+!)3!.'3%!./!)/()4.,)%/!,-.,!
I')7+2! -.3! 2+7+2,+(! ,%! ,+.4-)/1! 8%(+! )/! 3%8+! %0! ,-)3! $2),)/1:! #/(++(5! ,-+! ,%/+! %0! 3%8+! %0! ,-)3!
&/3%')4),+(!.(7)4+!%0,+/!3++8+(! ,%!F+!.((2+33+(!()2+4,'9! ,%! ,-+!.2,)3,35!+36+4).''9!$-+/! ,-+!.2,)3,3! )/!
L&+3,)%/!$+2+!9%&/1+2!%2!'+33!+3,.F')3-+(:!#/!,-)3!3+/3+5!-%$+7+2!62%12+3321/$^921/(,-$12-2"7B$+"D/1/($
3,9')3+(! 3%8+! +'+8+/,3! %0! -+2! $2),)/15! -+2! 42),)4.'! 62)/4)6'+3! .2+! 0)28'9! 2%%,+(! )/! ,-+! 8%(+'! %0!
:*()=2*2"7)9,$)(*$&(2*2&2-#$ 27$T(2*)27B$&+)()&*/(2-/=$>A$*+/$D(2*27C-$"6$ e"+7$U5-M27:!B9! ,-)35! #! 2+0+2! ,%! ,-+!
4%/7+/,)%/.'! &/(+23,./()/1! %0! ,-+! 0&/4,)%/! %0! .2,! 42),)4)38! .3! )/,+262+,.,)7+! ./(! +'&4)(.,%29! ./(! ,-+!
0&/4,)%/!%0!42),)45!)0!/%,!,-.,!%0!,-+!8%2.'!42&3.(+2!0%2!,-+!.2,3!M):+:!J&3*)/N!,-+/5!.,!'+.3,5!,-+!/%,)%/!%0!
,-+!42),)4!.3!.2F),+2!%0!,.3,+5!()33+8)/.,)/1!*/%$'+(1+!%0!$-.,!)3!3)1/)0)4./,!./(!$%2,-9!%0!42),)4.'!M./(!
,-+2+0%2+! F2%.(+2! 6&F')4N! .,,+/,)%/:! ;! 3)8)'.2! 42),)4.'! 6.,+2/.')38! 4./! 4'+.2'9! F+! 3++/! .'3%! )/! @)1-!
G%(+2/)3,!42),)4)385!,96)0)+(!F9!,-+!$2),)/13!%0!H'+8+/,!=2++/F+21!./(!4%/,+86%2.29!$),-!I')7+2:!b-)'+5!





)/0%285! 6+23&.(+! ./(! ()2+4,! ./(! )/! ,-)3! 2+36+4,! ),! 4./! F+! 3++/! .3! 7++2)/1! ,%$.2(3! (%18.! ./(!




)/! 6.2.''+'3! ./(! 2+0+2+/4+3! ,%!8&3)45! 1+%'%19! ./(! 6%+,29! )/! %2(+2! ,%! 0&''9! +U6'%2+! -)3! ,-+8+35! I')7+2!
')*+$)3+!(2+$!%/!.!2./1+!%0!+U.86'+3!)/!-+2!(+342)6,)%/5!./.'93)3!./(!4%86.2)3%/3!%0!$%2*3!%0!7)3&.'!.2,:!
!+/$ -)#/$&"59=$>/$ -)2=$"6$V)12=$ FA91/-*/(B$^921/(,-$ d"7="7TF.3+(!4%/,+86%2.295!$-%!$%2*+(!%/! ,-+!
63-'%7'%(.,!,-+!3.8+!,)8+!.3!I')7+2($.3!$2),)/1!0%2(,-+!!"+%,&+<X!
b-)'3,!#!-.7+!2+0+22+(!,%!=2++/F+21!.3!,-+!8%3,!0.8%&3!./(!(%8)/./,!O/1')3-T36+.*)/1!.2,!42),)4!,%!F+!
4%/,+86%2./+%&3! $),-! I')7+25! ./(! -.7+! 3&11+3,+(! 4+2,.)/! 4%88%/! 12%&/(! )/! 42),)4.'! 62)/4)6'+35!





8.2*+(! F9! ),3! 6.33)%/! ./(! +/,-&3).38! F&,! .'3%! F9! ),3! 3)86')4),9! %0! 3,9'+! ./(! F9! -)3! 3%8+,)8+3!




^921/(,-$ (/@5*)*2"7$)-$)$ :62/(&/,$ &(2*2&$ 2-$@/(+)@-$"1/(-*)*/=$)7=$ 2*$ &"59=$>/$ *+/$&)-/$ *+)*$ *+/$#"=/$"6$
&(2*2&2-#$-+/$)="@*/=$D)-$-2#@9A$*""$:&(2*2&)9,$6"($*+/$*)-*/-$"6$-"#/B$/-@/&2)99A$27$(/9)*2"7$*"$*+/$C/7/(2&B$
62%8%,)%/.'5! c%&2/.')3,)4! 4%7+2.1+! %0! E4%,,)3-! .2,! 3++/! +'3+$-+2+! )/! ,-+! 6+2)%(:! #,!$%&'(! .'3%! F+! '+33!
*+)7$*/75"5-$"($-@/&59)*21/$*"$)--5#/$*+)*$-"#/$"6$*+/$"@@"-2*2"7$D2*+$D+2&+$^921/(,-$D(2*27C$D)-$#/*$
D)-$(/9)*/=$*"$+/($C/7=/(4$Q/(*)279AB$6"($-"#/$:"9=$C5)(=,$)(*2-*-B$/1/7$27!,-+!'.,,+2!6.2,!%0!,-+!,$+/,)+,-!
4+/,&295! ,-+! 0.4,! ,-.,! /%,! %/'9! $.3! .! $%8./! 4%88+/,)/1! %/! ,-+)2! $%2*5! F&,! ./! %6)/)%/.,+(5!
[X!
!
*/%$'+(1+.F'+! ./(! .2,)4&'.,+! $%8./! .,! ,-.,5! 8&3,! -.7+! 62%7+(! 1.'')/1:"a! #/! 36),+! %0! ,-)35! ,-%&1-5!
^921/(,-$&"762=/7*$*"7/$#)A$+)1/$>/+/!)/,+262+,+(!.3!.22%1./4+!.,!,)8+35!./(!-+2!(+')7+29!4%&'(!F+!'+33!
,-./! ,.4,0&':! A-+3+!8%2+! 2.8F&/4,)%&3! 2+7)+$3!.2+!6.2,)4&'.2'9! )(+/,)0).F'+! )/!E$'!!"+%,&+<! 02%8! ,-+!
8)(TYZ`_3!%/$.2(3:! #/! +.2')+2! 2+7)+$3! 0%2( E$'!!"+%,&+<5! ,-+!!.+-82*!P'%+.,! ./(!E$'!E&G'-B$^921/(,-$
"@272"7-$)(/$6)($9/--$1"&26/("5-9A$/?@(/--/=4$!+/(/$2-$*+/(/6"(/$)$-/7-/$"6$^921/(,-$C("D27C$&"762=/7&/B$
F%,-! )/! -+2!$2),)/1! ./(! 42),)4.'! .$.2+/+33! .3! 3-+! F+4.8+!8%2+! 62%')0)4! ./(! .3! ,-+! 9+.23! 62%12+33+(:!







V%,! 0%2!,-+! 0)23,!,)8+! #!/%,)4+! ,-.,!6+%6'+!$-%!.2+!6+23&.(+(!%/'9!$),-!()00)4&',9! ,%!F&9!1%%(!
8%(+2/!6.)/,)/13!$)''!.''!,%%!%0,+/!2&3-!,%!6&24-.3+!./!%F7)%&3'9!39/,-+,)4!.2,)4'+:!E,2%/1!$%2(35!
6+2-.635! ,%! )/,2%(&4+! ,$%!.66.2+/,'9! )/%00+/3)7+!%/+T8./! 3-%$3! \:::]!f.'+2)+!S2.3+2! ./(! D+./!
R+3')+! .2+! F%,-! 7+29! 4%86+,+/,5! +7+/! .,! ,)8+3! 4-.28)/1! ,+4-/)4)./3! $-%! $%&'(! 3&2+'95! )/! .!
3')1-,'9!+.2')+2!6+2)%(5!-.7+! 0%''%$+(!.!8%()0)+(!.4.(+8)4!,2.(),)%/!$),-!4%/3)(+2.F'+!3&44+33:!
B&,!%&23! )3!.! ,)8+! ,-.,!(+8./(3!+),-+2!./! )88+().,+'9! 2+4%1/)3.F'+5!-)1-'9!6+23%/.'! 3,9'+5!%2!
1+/&)/+!6%+,)4!7)3)%/5!./(!$-.,!.2+!6.)/,+23!,%!(%!$-%!-.7+!/+),-+2j!A-+!(./1+2!8!./(!/+),-+2!
%0!,-+3+!6.)/,+23!.7%)(3!),!8!)3!,-.,!%0!3++)/1!+7+29,-)/1!,-2%&1-!,-+!()3,%2,)/1!8)22%2!%0!./%,-+2!
@)27*/(,-$ D"(M4$ !+5-$ %2--$ g()-/($ +)-$ )$ #27=,-$ /A/$ 6299/=$ D2*+$ *+/$ .)(2-$ "6$ m*(299"$ )7=$ (2&+B$
'./1&%2%&3!'./(34.6+!$%2'(!%0!G.4A.11.(*$E)#"7C$-/1/()9$"*+/($27695/7&/-KB$D+29/$%2--$d/-92/,-$
G.U$+'')./! 0./,.3)+3!./(!O.2('+9T)/36)2+(!4%2/0)+'(3!F9!,-+! 3+.!3,%6!3-%2,!.,! ,-+!6%)/,!$-+2+!
,-+3+!6.)/,+23!2+.''9!F+1)/5!+-(+%#&-#-5!,%!0&/4,)%/!MI')7+25!YZ`[.N:!!







02+L&+/,'9! ,2./3'.,+(! )/,%!-+2! ,+U,35!.3! ,-%&1-!3-+! )3! '),+2.''9!36+.*)/1!()2+4,'9!,%!&35! ,-+!2+.(+23:!A-+!
12%./3! %0! )22),.,)%/! ./(! ,-+! 4-.2.4,+2)3,)4! 1+3,&2+! %0! -+2! -./(! 3'.66)/1! ,-+! ,.F'+! )/! .//%9./4+! .2+!
4%/7+9+(! .''! ,%%! ,+'')/1'9! )/! 3%8+! 2+7)+$3:! #/!YZ`[5! 0%2! +U.86'+5!$2),)/1! %0! .! D%./! O.2('+9! +U-)F),)%/!
E=/-&(2>/=$)-$ :#//*27C$*+/$&(2*2&)9$C)3/$D2*+"5*$)$>95-+,K5!/1/7$^921/(,-$5-/$"6$@57&*5)*2"7$-//#/=$*"$
%%K+!()3(.)/!0%2!&//.8+(!42),)435!2+0+22+(!,%!,-&3P!
A-+!O.2('+9!+U-)F),)%/! M%(('9!+/%&1-5! ,-+! 0)23,! )/!='.31%$!3)/4+!,-+! 0%2,)+35!+U4+6,! 0%2!.! '.21+!
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.662%62).,+! +8%,)%/.'! 3,.,+5! ./(! -+9! 62+3,%k! ./%,-+2! 6.)/,)/1!8.,+2).')3+(:!b-.,! /%/3+/3+k!
MI')7+25!YZ`[FN:!
L7"*+/($*()2*$D+2&+$C)91)72-/=$^921/(,-$&(2*2&)9$(/@5*)*2"7B$>5*$D+2&+$)C)27$=2=$92**9/$*"$/7=/)($+/($*"$+/($
3&Fc+4,35!$.3!-+2! 2+1&'.2!-.F),!%0!%00+2)/1!.(7)4+! ,%!.2,)3,35! .'8%3,! 27$ *+/$#)77/($"6$R)7-$R"66#)7,-$
0.8%&3!42),)L&+3:!O7+/! )/! ,-+!9+.23! 0%''%$)/1!-+2! 2+,)2+8+/,! 02%8!2+1&'.2!42),)4)38! )/! ,-+!+.2'9!"___35!
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)&&"#@)72/=$-5&+$D"(M$D)-$(/69/&*/=$ 27$^921/(,-$&(2*2&)9$)@@(")&+4$ Z7$+/($/7&"57*/(-$D2*+$ 27-*)99)*2"7$
.2,! ./(! %,-+2! +U6./(+(! 0%283! %0! 34&'6,&2+5! 0%2! +U.86'+5! I')7+2! 2+')+(! &6%/! -+2! &/(+23,./()/1! %0!
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./(!F+$)'(+2)/1:! ! MV)4-%'.3!S.)2F.)2/5!%/! ,-+!BBH!J.()%!>2%12.88+!6%3&#5! 0%2!+U.86'+5!(+342)F+(! ,-+!
Y_^_!9#%+#'84;(!'#()%#-! +U-)F),)%/!8!()34&33+(! )/!(+,.)'! 02%8!6.1+!`_!%/$.2(3!T!.3!.22%1./,5!$),-! ,-+!
.2,$%2*! 3&F3,),&,+(! F9! ,-+! .2,)3,:! ?+F.,+! .'3%! 2.1+(! )/! ,-+! '+,,+23! 6.1+3! %0! ,-+! F2%.(3-++,3:! A-+!
)=N/&*21/-$:-2&M,B$:-)=,4$:">-&/7/,$)7=$:&(5=/,$D/(/$5-/=$>A$"7/$&"((/-@"7=/7*$*"$E$'(9:2#-G+<XN!
^921/(,-$ &(2*2&)9$ @(27&2@9/-B$ D+/7$ @)()99/9/=$ D2*+$ &"7*/#@"()(9! .2,! ,-+%29! %0! ,-+! 6+2)%(5! 2+3)3,!
4.,+1%2)3.,)%/:!b-)'3,! 3-+! 4%/,)/&+(! ,%! 62)7)'+1+! 6.)/,)/1! %7+2! .''! %,-+2! 0%283! %0! 7)3&.'! .2,5! ./(! ,%! .!
(+12++!8.)/,.)/+(!.!L&.3)T0%28.')3,!.662%.4-!,%!-+2!42),)4)38!%0!(2.$)/1!./(!6.)/,)/1!M0%2!)/3,./4+5!)/!
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42),)4.'! -)3,%29! %0! 4%/,+86%2.29! .2,! )/! E4%,'./(! .3! ),! (%+3! .! 62%0)'+! %0! ?+8.24%:! ;44%86./)+(! F9! .!
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c.(+(! .3! -+2! 4.2++2! 62%12+33+(5! ^921/(,-$ "@@"-2*2"7)92*AB$ )7=B$ .,! ,)8+35! ./,)T+3,.F')3-8+/,! 3,./4+5!











02)+/(! ./(! .33%4).,+! %0! 3+/)%2! 0)1&2+3! )/! ,-+! .2,! $%2'(! M?.7)(! B.U./(.''5! 0%2! +U.86'+5! .(8)2+(! -+2!
$2),)/1N!3-+!-.(!F+1&/!,%!$%2*!.3!.!02++'./4+!4&2.,%2!./(!'+4,&2+2!0%2!,-+!E4%,,)3-!;2,3!H%&/4)'5!$.3!.!
8+8F+2! %0! ,-+!b)'').83! H%88),,++! ./(! -+2! 62)8.29! %44&6.,)%/!$.3! E4%,,)3-! 4%22+36%/(+/,! 0%2!E$'(





^921/(,-$ 62/(&/$ )72#"-2*A! ,%$.2(3! 8./9! %0! ,-+! ,+.4-)/1! 3,.00! .,! ='.31%$! E4-%%'! %0! ;2,5! ./(! ,%! ,-+!
)/3,),&,)%/! .3! .! $-%'+5! $.3! $+''T*/%$/! ./(! 02+L&+/,'9! 6&F')4'9! +U62+33+(! &/,)'! ,-+! +/(! %0! -+2! ')0+!
MH-.8F+235! "_Y_N:! J+1.2('+33! %0! -)3! 2.,-+2! 36),+0&'! ,%/+5! ,-+/5! B.2/+3! $.3! &/(%&F,+('9! 4%22+4,! )/!
(/&"C72-27C$ *+)*B$ 27$^921/(,-$ */?*B$ :'9)-C"D$ *)M/-$ *+/$+)(=/-*$ M7"&M-j$@/(+)@-$>/&)5-/$"6$ *+/$@/&592)($
'%7+d-.,+!2+'.,)%/3-)6!F+,$++/!,-+!$2),+2!./(!-+2!%'(!-&+""9,! MB.2/+35!YZ^_5!66:["T[WN:!V+7+2,-+'+335!
I')7+(,-$ &"##/7*-$ @("1/=$ @(/-&2/7*4$%./9! %0! ,-+! )33&+3! 2.)3+(! )/! ,-+! .2,)4'+! 2+8.)/! -%,'9! 4%/,+3,+(!
2--5/-$ 6"($ )(*$ -&+""9-$ )7=$ )(*$ /=5&)*2"7$ *"=)A$ )7=$ *+/$ */?*,-$ (/9/1)7&/$ "1/($ *+2(*A$ A/)(-$ 9)*/($ D)-$
-)1-')1-,+(!$-+/!,-+!YZ^_!,+U,!$.3!2+6&F')3-+(!)/!)/!,-+!6.1+3!%0!,-+!%/+T%00!c%&2/.'!\%''()--2:&+#&2<(
MI')7+25!"__`F5!66:X"TX[N5!+(),+(!F9!G.'4%'8!?)4*3%/:!!
d2M/$ *+/$ =/>)*/$ -@5(7/=$ >A$ L9/?)7=/($ %"66)*,-$ )(*2&9/$ "7$ f/D$ Z#)C/$ '9)-C"D$ 27$ *+/$ @)C/-$ "6$ *+/$
C,&<3"%8$(@'7&'*! )/! ,-+!YZa_3B$^921/(,-$D(2*27C$ 6"($9:2##&-$( I<#'%<+#&2<+.! -)1-')1-,+(!/%,!%/'9! ,-+!*+9!
)33&+3!0%2!E4%,,)3-!.2,!./(!.2,)3,35!F&,!,-+!2+'.,)7+!'.4*!%0!$2),,+/!(+F.,+!%2!2+3)3,./4+!,%!,-+!3,.,&3!L&%!



















[+29/$^921/(,-$ ("9/$)-$)$&5()*"($ 2-$7"*$ *+/$ 6"&5-$"6$ *+2-$ (/-/)(&+B$ *+/$&(2*2&)9$&"77/&,)%/3!F+,$++/!,-+!
*D"$@()&*2&/-$)(/$&9/)(4$g"($*+2-$(/)-"7B$)$>(2/6$=2-&5--2"7$"6$^921/(,-$&5()*"(2)9$@()&*2&/$2-$27&95=/=$+/(/4!
S2%8!,-+!YZ^H-$*"$*+/$/)(9A$,Z_3!I')7+2!$%2*+(!)/,+28),,+/,'9!.3!.!02++'./4+!4&2.,%2!./(!42),)4.'!$2),+2!
6"($'9)-C"D,-$ !+2(=$ iA+!H+/,2+! M'.,+2! ,-+! H+/,2+! 0%2! H%/,+86%2.29!;2,3N!$-)4-! -.(!F+1&/! ')0+!.3! ,-+!
1.''+29! 36.4+!%0! ,-+!E4%,,)3-!;2,3!H%&/4)'!.,![!B'9,-3$%%(!EL&.2+! M)/),).''9! 3-.2)/1!.!F&)'()/1!$),-! ,-+!
d)=A$L(*2-*-,$Q95>K4$^921/($+)=$>//7$)$6"57=/($#/#>/($"6$*+/$!+2(=$iA/$)7(!2+8.)/+(!%/!,-+!B%.2(!0%2!.!
/&8F+2! %0! 9+.23! .0,+2! ,-+! H+/,2+! 8%7+(! 02%8! B'9,-3$%%(! EL&.2+! ,%! /+$5! '.21+2! 62+8)3+3! .,! W[_!
E.&4-)+-.''! E,2++,! M,-+! 0%28+2! b.'6.8&2! $.''6.6+2! $.2+-%&3+N:! E-+! +/c%9+(! 4'%3+! $%2*)/1!
(/9)*2"7-+2@-$ D2*+$ *+/$ Q/7*(/,-$ 62(-*$ =2(/&*"25! A%8! G4=2.,-5! 02%8! YZ^X! ,%! YZ^^! ./(! -)3! 3&44+33%2!
H-2)3,%6-+2!H.22+''5!$-%!2+8.)/+(!.3!?)2+4,%2!&/,)'!,-+!4'%3&2+!%0!,-+!H+/,2+!)/!YZZY:!!
H.22+''! )/!6.2,)4&'.2!-.3!F++/!42+(),+(!.3!.!F+)/1!.!*+9! 0)1&2+! )/! ,-+!(+7+'%68+/,!%0!.!F%(9!%0!42),)4.'!
$2),)/1!%/!F&"**2-+$)(*$>/&)5-/$"6$+2-$@5>92-+27C$272*2)*21/-$)*$*+/$!+2(=$iA/4$!+/$!+2(=$iA/,-$&"##2*#/7*$
*"$@5>92-+27C$&)7$>/$-//7$)-$)$=/1/9"@#/7*$"6$%&'()*+,-$/)(92/($27*/(/-*$27$@5>92-+27C$C)99/(A$02++3-++,3!
3&4-!.3!!.+-82*(L"91'+>!)7=$ *"$^921/(,-$"D7$ 271"91/#/7,!.3!.! 0%&/()/1!4%88),,++!8+8F+2:!b-)'3,!
%&'()*+,-$ 27*/(/-*$ 27$D(2*27C$)7=$@5>92-+27C$D/(/$57="5>*/=9A$-2C7262&)7*$ 6"($F&"**2-+$)(*$)7=$&59*5(/B$































H.22+''5! F.3+(! 36+4)0)4.''9! %/! -)3! )/,+2+3,! )/! 6&F')3-)/15! .1.)/! &/(+2')/+3! ,-+! 4%/,)/&)/1! 2+3)3,./4+!






















,-./!1.''+29! 02++3-++,3!./(!+6-+8+2.! M.3! 3)1/)0)4./,!.3! ,-+3+!.2+!./(!$+2+N5!I')7+25!?+8.24%5!G%00.,!
./(! H.22+''! &/(+23,%%(! ,-+! 0&/4,)%/! %0! ,-+! +U-)F),)%/! 4.,.'%1&+! .3!8%2+! ,-./! .! 4%86'+8+/,! ,%! ,-+!
+U-)F),)%/!),3+'0:!A-+9!2+4%1/)3+(!,-.,!.!4.,.'%1&+!-.(!,-+!6%,+/,).'!,%!+U,+/(!,-+!')0+!%0!./!+U-)F),)%/5!,%!
-)3,%2)4)3+! ./! +U-)F),)%/! ./(! ,%! +86-.3)3+! ,-+! 3)1/)0)4./4+! %0! ,-+!$%2*! ,-2%&1-! 42),)4.'!$2),)/1!$-)4-!
3+27+(! ,%! )/,+262+,5! 02.8+! ./(! 4%/,+U,&.')3+! ,-+! $%2*3! %/! ()36'.9:! ;/(! ,-+9! 3-%$+(! 2+8.2*.F'+!




.3! #! 3-.''! ()34&33! '.,+2:! <',)8.,+'95! -%$+7+25!$),-! ,-+! 6.&4),9! %0! %,-+2! %&,'+,3! 0%2! 42),)4.'!$2),)/15! ,-+!
4.,.'%1&+!+33.9!,%%*!%/!.!6.2,)4&'.2'9!3)1/)0)4./,!2%'+!)/!E4%,'./(!.3!.!2+4%2(!/%,!%/'9!%0!,-+!+U-)F),)%/3!
,-+83+'7+35!F&,!%0!.662%.4-+3!./(!(+F.,+3!,%!4%/,+86%2.29!.2,!8%2+!F2%.('9:!;/(!.3!#!3-.''!1%!%/!,%!
4%/3)(+25! ,-+! 3,9'+! ./(! 0%28! %0! ,-+! 4.,.'%1&+! +33.9! ),3+'0! F+4.8+! .! *+9! )/()4.,%2! %0! 6.2,)4&'.2!
.662%.4-+3!,%!42),)4.'!$2),)/1!)/!+.4-!+2.:!!
A-+!4.,.'%1&+!0%2!5%+*/2%,(+<,(52G1+<4!./(!,-+!+U-)F),)%/!),3+'05!.3!$+''!.3!62%7)()/1!./%,-+2!6'.,0%28!
0%2! I')7+2! ,%! +U,%'! ,-+! 7)2,&+3! %0! .2,! 34-%%'! +(&4.,)%/! )/! ,-+! YZX_35! +33+/,).''9! .4,+(! .3! .! ,2)F&,+! ,%!
^921/(,-$0%28+2!,&,%2!@&1-!;(.8!H2.$0%2(:!;,!,-+!3.8+!,)8+5!,-%&1-5!),!2+7/)9/=$-"#/*+27C$"6$^921/(,-$
3+'0T2+0'+U)7),9!.3!.!42),)4!./(!62+3+/,+(!-+2!$),-!,-+!%66%2,&/),9!,%!()34&33!,-)3!+U6')4),'9P!
#! 893+'0! $%&'(! ')*+! ,%! 6&,! ),! %/! 2+4%2(! ,-.,5! )/! 1+,,)/1! ,%! 12)63!$),-! ,-+! )/),).'! ()00)4&',)+3! %0!




S%''%$)/1! 5%+*/2%,( +<,( 52G1+<4B$ ^921/(,-$ )--"&2)*2"7$ D2*+$ *+/$ !+2(=$ iA/$ Q/7*(/$ &"7*275/=$ D2*+$ )7$
+U-)F),)%/!./(! 4.,.'%1&+!+33.9!%/!b)/)02+(!V)4-%'3%/! )/!YZ^Z!./(5! )/!YZaY5!9'7'<( 9:2##&-$()%#&-#-5! ./!
a"!
!
+U-)F),)%/! %0! ,-+! $%2*! %0! >.,! ?%&,-$.),+5! S)%/.! =+((+35! H.2%'+! =)FF%/35! D.4*)! >.2295! D&/+! J+(0+2/5!
G+2)'9/! E8),-! ./(! C.,+! b-),+0%2(:! B%,-! +U-)F),)%/35! ./(! ,-+! +33.9! 0%2! 9'7'<( 9:2##&-$( )%#&-#-! )/!
6.2,)4&'.25!+2C+92C+*/=$^921/(,-$&"7*27&)/1!4%88),8+/,! ,%!,-+!$%2*!%0!$%8+/!.2,)3,3! )/!E4%,'./(!M.'3%!
+7)(+/4+(! )/! -+2! 4%/,)/&+(! '%9.',9! ,%! ,-+!$%2*!%0! D%./! O.2('+9!./(!B+,! R%$!./(! )/! -+2! 3+'+4,)%/! 0%2!
12%&6!+U-)F),)%/3!3&4-!.3!5%+*/2%,(+<,(52G1+<4!./(!H+&<#'%-( &<(H+%+..'.N:!A-+!,+U,!0%2!9'7'<(9:2##&-$(














#/! YZaW! I')7+2! $2%,+! .! 8%/%12.6-! %0! D.4*! C/%U! ,%! .44%86./9! ,-+! A-)2(! O9+! H+/,2+! 2+,2%36+4,)7+!
/?+2>2*2"7$"6$*+/$)(*2-*,-$D"(M4$d2M/$+/($&(2*2&)9$>2"C()@+A$"6$e)#/-$Q"D2/B$&"##2--2"7/=$>A$*+/$F&"**2-+$
;2,3! H%&/4)'! ./(!6&F')3-+(!F9! O()/F&21-!</)7+23),9! >2+33! )/!YZa_5! %/+!%0! .! 3+2)+3!%0!8%/%12.6-3! %/!
E4%,,)3-!.2,)3,35!,-+!C/%U!8%/%12.6-!$.3!%/+!%0!,-+!0)23,!3&F3,./,).'!6&F')4.,)%/3!)/!E4%,'./(!,%!4%/3)(+2!









4%/,2)F&,)%/! ,%! ,-+! 3'%$'9! 12%$)/1! F%(9! %0! 42),)4.'! $2),)/1! %/! E4%,,)3-! .2,! $.3! 4+8+/,+(! F9! ,-+!
6&F')4.,)%/! %0! ,-+! F%%*3! %/! D.8+3! H%$)+5! D.4*! C/%U5! >-)')6! J++7+3! ./(! D%./! O.2('+9! )/! ,-+! YZa_3:!
A-%&1-! ,-+! F%%*3! 1+/+2.''9! .(%6,+(! ,-+! 3,./(.2(! 0%28.,! %0! .! F)%12.6-95! 8%7)/1! 4-2%/%'%1)4.''9!
*+("5C+$ )$ -5##)(A$ "6$ *+/$ )(*2-*,-$ 926/$ )7=$ /=5&)*2"7$ )7=$ S5"*27C$ /?*/7-21/9A$ 6("#$ *++! .2,)3,3!
,-+83+'7+35! ,-+9! 0%4&3+(! )/! .F&/(./,! (+,.)'! %/! ,-+! $%2*3! ,-+83+'7+35! %0,+/! 4%/3)(+2)/1! )/()7)(&.'!
$%2*3! )*$ 9/7C*+4$ d2M/$ )99$ "6$ +/($ &(2*2&2-#B$ *+/7B$ *+/$ D"(M-$ *+/#-/91/-$ D/(/$ @21"*)9$ *"$ ^921/(,-$
)/,+262+,.,)%/! ./(! 3-+! 4%/3)3,+/,'9! F+1./! -+2! 2+.()/1! %0! ,-+! $%2*3! $),-! (+,.)'+(! ./(! 4.2+0&''9!
4%/3)(+2+(! 7)3&.'! (+342)6,)%/:! #/! -+2! F)%12.6-)4.'! $2),)/15! I')7+2!8./.1+(! ,%! 3,2)*+! ./! )(+.'! F.'./4+!
>/*D//7$+/($&"1/()C/$"6$*+/$)(*2-*,-$926/B$*+/$&"7*/?*$27$D+2&+$+/n-+/$D"(M/=$)7=$)$6599$)7=$(/#)(M)>9A$
@/(&/@*21/$ )&&"57*$ "6$ *+/$ =/1/9"@#/7*$ "6$ *+/$ D"(M$ 2*-/964$ !+"5C+$ ()(/9A$ &2*/=$ *"=)AB$ ^921/(,-$
F)%12.6-)4.'!,+U,3!.2+!.!,/-*)#/7*$*"$+/($&(2*2&)9$)&52*A$)7=$+/($)>292*A$*"$=2-*29$)7$)(*2-*,-$ 926/$)7=$D"(M$
)/,%!.!$2),,+/!.44%&/,:!!
#/! YZaa! .! 3%'%! +U-)F),)%/! ./(! 4.,.'%1&+! %/! ,-+! $%2*! %0! >.,! ?%&,-$.),+! .66+.2+(5! 1)7)/1! I')7+2! ,-+!
4-./4+!,%!4%/3)(+2!?%&,-$.),+,-$D"(M$27$=/*)29B$6%''%$)/1!/&8+2%&3!2+7)+$3!%0!-+2!$%2*!6&F')3-+(!3)/4+!
,-+! +.2'9! YZ`_3:! OU-)F),)%/3! (+7%,+(! ,%! 3+7+2.'! %,-+2! ='.31%$TF.3+(! .2,)3,3! 0%''%$+(5! .1.)/! .''%$)/1!
I')7+2!,-+!4-./4+!,%!+U6%&/(!.,!'+/1,-!%/!,-+!$%2*!%0!.2,)3,3!3-+!-.(!'%/1!3&66%2,+(!./(!.(8)2+(!.3!.!







6&F')4.,)%/! %0! '%/1+2! +33.93! ./(! .2,)4'+3! )/! ,-+! YZ^_3! 3-+! F+1./! ,%! 4%/4+/,2.,+! %/! 8%2+! +U,+/3)7+!
$2),)/1! 62%c+4,3! 3&4-! .3! -+2! 42),)4.'! F)%12.6-)+3! %0! D.8+3! H%$)+! MYZaXN! ./(! D%./! O.2('+9! MYZaaN5! -+2!
8%/%12.6-!%/!D.4*!C/%U!MYZaWN5!./(!-)3,%2)+3!%0!E4%,,)3-!I6+2.!MYZa^N!./(!,-+!H),)K+/3!A-+.,2+!MYZZZN:!
B%,-!-+2!.2,!./(!,-+.,2+!42),)4)38!12.(&.''9!(+4')/+(!)/!7%'&8+!./(!F9!,-+!8)(TYZZ_3!3-+!$.3!/%!'%/1+2!
$2),)/1! 2+1&'.2'9! 0%2! /+$36.6+23:! </,)'! -+2! (+.,-! )/! "__Z5! -%$+7+25! I')7+2! 2+8.)/+(! .! 2+1&'.2!
aX!
!
4%/,2)F&,%2! ,%! .! 7.2)+,9!%0! 6&F')4.,)%/35!$),-! -+2! '.3,! 3+2)+3!%0! '.21+'9! 6%'+8)4.'! ,+U,3!$2),,+/! 0%2! ,-+!
)/(+6+/(+/,!E4%,,)3-!7)3&.'!.2,3!/+$36.6+2!)%#=2%>5!F.3+(!)/!;F+2(++/:!
!L-$)$F&"**2-+$&(2*2&B$^921/(,-$-2C7262&)7&/$&)77"*$>/$57=/(-*)*/=4$F+/$D)-$&(5&2)9$27$/-*)>92-+27C$)$>"=A$"6$
42),)4)38! ,-.,!$+/,! F+9%/(! ,-+! F+''+! '+,,2)3,! 2+6%2,.1+!$-)4-! (%11+(! E4%,,)3-! F2%.(3-++,3:! ! E-+!$.3!
)/3,2&8+/,.'!)/!4-.86)%/)/1!.2,)3,3!$-%!3-+!F+')+7+(!-.(!F++/!&/0.)2'9!8.21)/.')3+(!F9!,-+!E4%,,)3-!.2,!
$%2'(5! /.8+'9!$%8+/! ./(! 0)1&2.,)7+! .2,)3,3! 02%8! ,-+!b+3,! %0! E4%,'./(:! E-+!$.3! ./! .8F.33.(%2! 0%2!
4%/,+86%2.29!E4%,,)3-!.2,! )/!<CT$)(+!F2%.(3-++,3!./(!$.3!.!6%$+20&'!.(7%4.,+!%0!J)4-.2(!?+8.24%5!
'+/()/1!42+()F)'),9!./(!62+3,)1+!,%!8./9!%0!-)3!+/,+262)3+3!.,!.!,)8+!$-+/!-+!$.3!/%,!,.*+/!3+2)%&3'9!F9!
,-+! +3,.F')3-8+/,:! S&2,-+28%2+5! 3-+! (+8%/3,2.,+(! ./! &/&3&.'! 2+4+6,)7+/+33! ,%! /+$! .2,! 0%283! ./(!
4-./1)/1!()2+4,)%/3!0%2!4%/,+86%2.29!.2,5!/%,!,96)4.'!%0!-+2!1+/+2.,)%/5!62%7)()/1!.!42),)4.'!.44%&/,!%0!


















9)*/$ ,`_3! %/$.2(3! M./(! $%&'(T>/$ :*+"(7$ 27$ *+/$ -2=/,$ "6$ *+/$ i=27>5(C+$ /-*)>92-+#/7*K4$ L&&"(=27C$ *"$
?+8.24%5! ,-+!(+F.,+3!62%7%*+(!F9!,-+!+7+/,35!()34&33)%/3!./(!6+20%28./4+3! ,-.,! ,%%*!6'.4+!.,!F%,-!
,-+! YZ`"! #/,+2/.,)%/.'!b2),+23! H%/0+2+/4+! ./(! ,-+!PW_O$V()#)$Q"76/(/7&/$ :&)5-/=$ *+/$ -@2(2*$ "6$ *+/$
.7./,T1.2(+! ,%! +U6'%(+! )/! ,-+! -+.2,! %0! ,-+! %00)4).'! O()/F&21-! S+3,)7.':! #,! 62+6.2+(! ,-+! $.9! 0%2! ,-+!
A2.7+23+!A-+.,2+!./(!,-+2+0%2+!,-+!?+8.24%!=.''+295!,%!4%8+!)/,%!F+)/1,$EV/#)(&"B$YZZ[5!66:!"`T"^N:!#/!
*/(#-$"6$12-5)9$)(*B$V/#)(&",-$12-2"7)(A$)7=$27=/6)*2C)>9/$/7=/)1"5(-$#)=/$D)A$6"($)7$27*/7-/$@/(2"=$27$
O()/F&21-5! $-)4-! F+4.8+! .! *)/(! %0! <C! 1.,+$.9! ./(! 36.4+! 0%2! +U6+2)8+/,.'! ./(! 3%8+,)8+3! $)'('9!
.8F),)%&3! .2,)3,35!$2),+23! ./(! .4,%23! ,%! 6+20%28! ./(! +U-)F),:! A-+! ().'%1&+3! ./(! +U4-./1+3! 3+,! &6! F9!
J)4-.2(!?+8.24%! 0%21+(!.! '.3,)/1! '+1.49! )/!$-.,!-.(!F+4%8+!.!62%7)/4).'5! 3,.)(! ./(! 4%/3+27.,)7+! .2,!
34+/+:!;'%/1!$),-!;'+U./(+2!G%00.,!./(!H%2(+').!I')7+25!J)4-.2(!?+8.24%!62+3+/,+(!.!2.2+!()33+/,)/1!




b-)'3,!$%2*)/1! .3! ./! .2,! ,+.4-+2! ./(! 62.4,)3)/1! .2,)3,5! ?+8.24%! F+1./! ,%! %21./)3+! +U-)F),)%/3! )/! ,-+!
7.&',+(!>)-/#/7*$"6$e2#$R)A7/-,$.)@/(>)&M$T""M-+"@$)7=$27$*+/$&"66//$(""#$"6$*+/$')*/D)A$!+/)*(/4$
I/+!%0! ,-+! +.2')+3,! ?+8.24%T%21./)3+(! +7+/,3! .,! ,-+! B%%*3-%6!$.3! .! 6+20%28./4+! F9! #7%2!?.7)+35! .!













,-+!+U-)F),)%/3!62%12.88+!$.3! ,%!F+! )/,+2/.,)%/.'! )/! 34%6+!./(! 3-%$!.!F.'./4+!%0!F%,-! 0%2+)1/!./(!
E4%,,)3-! .2,)3,3:! A-+! +U-)F),)/1! .2,)3,3! M%7+2! /)/+,9! .2,)3,3! +U-)F),+(! )/! ,-+! 0)23,! ,-2++! 9+.23N! )/4'&(+(!




;/(9! O'')%,,5! D)889! b.'*+2! ./(! D%-/! G.2,)/5! 0%&/(+(! -)3! +6%/98%&3! 1.''+29! %/! G+'7)''+! E,2++,:Wa!
?+8.24%!-.3!(+342)F+(!,-+!-)3,%29!%0!-)3!C)99/(A$ 27$*/(#-$"6$ :@+)-/-,4$ #/! ,-+! )/,2%(&4,)%/!,%!,-+!,+/,-!
.//)7+23.29! 4.,.'%1&+!%0! ,-+! 1.''+29! )/!YZ^`5!?+8.24%!$2%,+! ,-.,! 02%8!YZ``! ,%!YZ^_! ,-+!1.''+29!$.3!
/-*)>92-+/=$:27$*+/$2#)C/$"6$*+/$-5&&/--659$T"7=$F*(//*$L(*$')99/(2/-$"6$d"7="7,$EV/8.24%5!YZ^`5!6:YN:!!#/!
















-+! -.(! )/7),+(! ,%! +U-)F),! .,! O()/F&21-! H%''+1+! %0! ;2,! 0%2! ,-+! YZ^_! 9#%+#'84;( !'#( )%#-( +U-)F),)%/:! #/!
@)(*2&59)(B$ V/#)(&",-$ (/9)*2"7-+2@$ D2*+$ e"-/@+$ T/5A-$ @("1/=$ *"$ >/$ 27-*(5#/7*)9$ 27$ (/=2(/&*27C$
V/#)(&",-$2=/)-$)>"5*$D+)*$12-5)9$)(*$&"59=$E"($-+"59=K$>/4$V+8.24%!-.(!0)23,!+/4%&/,+2+(!,-+!$%2*!%0!
D%3+6-!B+&93!.,!?%4&8+/,.! )/!=+28./9! )/!YZ`a!F&,!$-+/!B+&93! 0)23,!7)3),+(!E4%,'./(! ),!$%&'(!F+!/%!

























S)1:Y`! ?+8.24%5! J:! MYZ^_N! D%3+6-!




,96+! %0! +U-)F),)%/! 36.4+P! .! 4%/4+6,! ,-.,! $%&'(! '+/(! ),3+'05! 6+2-.635! ,%! 8&',)T8+().! ./(!
)/,+2()34)6')/.29!+7+/,3!%0!.''!*)/(3!M=.1+5!YZ^^5!6:[aN:!
E)/4+! ,-+! 3,.2,! %0! ,-+! O()/F&21-! S+3,)7.'! )/! YZX^5! ,-+! 7)3&.'! .2,3! -.(! .'$.93! M./(! 4%/,)/&+! ,%! F+N!
8.33)7+'9! &/(+2T2+62+3+/,+(! .3! 6.2,! %0! ,-+! 0+3,)7.'! 62%12.88+:! A-+! 9#%+#'84;( !'#( )%#-! +U-)F),)%/5!





:O()/F&21-!;2,3,!$.3! .! 3&88+2! 34-%%'! 3+,!&6!F9!?+8.24%! )/!YZ^":! #,!$.3! 2.()4.''9!()00+2+/,! ,%!%,-+2!
2+3)(+/,).'!.2,!3&88+2!34-%%'3!)/!,-.,!),!4%/4+/,2.,+(!/%,!%/!$.,+24%'%&2!4'.33+3!F&,!%/!.!()7+23+!3+,!%0!







,-+! ,$%!4%&'(! )/,+27+/+:!;! '%,!%0! ,-+!62%12.88+!2+'.,+(!,%!E4%,'./(!./(!E4%,,)3-!4&',&2+! )/! ,+283!%0!
-)3,%295!.24-),+4,&2+5! 0%'*'%2+!./(! './1&.1+5!./(!8./9!%0! ,-+!6.2,)4)6./,3!$+2+!;8+2)4./!.2,!3,&(+/,3!
$-%!-.(! 4%8+! ,%! E4%,'./(! .0,+2! 3++)/1!?+8.24%! '+4,&2+! )/! ,-+!<E!%/!%/+!%0! -)3! '+4,&2+! ,%&23!%0! .2,!




!+/$-5##/($-&+""9,-$/*+"-$D)-$1/(A$&9"-/9A$ (/9)*/=$*"$T/5A-,-$ &)99$ 6"($)$g(//$ Z7*/(7)*2"7)9$m721/(-2*A$
$-)4-! )/! ,&2/!2+'.,+3! ,%!+.2')+2! )(+.3!62%6%3/=$>A$L9/?)7=/($!("&&+2$ 27$ *+/$ ,`_3:!A2%44-)!+U62+33+(!./!
)/,+2+3,! )/! ,-+! 6%33)F)'),9! %0! ./,)T&/)7+23),)+3Q! +(&4.,)%/!$-)4-!$%&'(! /%,! F+! 4%/,2%''+(! F9! ,-+! 2&')/1!
&59*5()9$ /92*/4$ !+/-/$ :)7*2T5721/(-2*2/-,$ D/(/$ 27*/7=/=$ *"$ -2=/T-*/@$ *+/$ &59*5()9$ :C)*/M//@27C,$ )7=$
.(8)/)3,2.,)%/!%0!,-+!3%T4.''+(!+3,.F')3-8+/,!)/!%2(+2!,%!0%3,+2!./!.',+2/.,)7+!+(&4.,)%/!,-2%&1-!$-)4-!
,-+! .2,3! 4%&'(! F+4%8+! .! 2+1+/+2.,)7+! ./(! 2+7%'&,)%/.29! 0%24+! )/! 3%4)+,9:! B%,-! A2%44-)! ./(! B+&93!
F+')+7+(!,-.,!.!2+7%'&,)%/!4%&'(!F+!F2%&1-,!.F%&,!F9!4&',&2+!.3!%66%3+(!,%! 0%''%$)/1!6.2,9!6%'),)435!.!
6%3),)%/!,.*+/!&6!F9!*+9!0)1&2+3!)/!,-+!0%''%$)/1!1+/+2.,)%/!%0!.2,)3,3!./(!$2),+23!)/!,-+!YZa_35!3&4-!.3!
G.'4%'8! ?)4*3%/! M()34&33+(! '.,+2N:! A-+! 4%/4+/,2.,)%/! %/! ,-+! +U6+2)+/4+! %0! ,-+! .2,)3,5! ,-+! 2%'+! ./(!
6&26%3+!%0!.2,5!./(!,-+!4%88),8+/,!,%!,-+!)(+.!%0!,-+!.2,)3,!.3!.!0%24+!0%2!4-./1+!%25!.3!B+&93!6&,!),5!.!
3%4).'! 34&'6,%25! .'3%! ')/*+(! )/! ,%! 62%12+33)7+! )(+.3! .'2+.(9! +3,.F')3-+(! )/! E4%,'./(5! 3&4-! .3! @&1-!
G.4?).28)(,-$2=/)-$)>"5*$F&"**2-+$27*/(7)*2"7)92-#$)7=$+2-$@+29"-"@+2/-$"7$)(*$)7=$&59*5(/4$Z7$*/(#-$"6$
i=27>5(C+$L(*-,$@("C()##/$"6$)&*212*2/-B(,-+!+4'+4,)4!8)U!%0!3&Fc+4,3!./(!)/,+2+3,3!4./!.'3%!F+!3++/!)/!
2+'.,)%/! ,%! ,-+!+(&4.,)%/.'! ,-+%2)+3!%0! ,-+!+.2'9! ,$+/,)+,-T4+/,&29! E4%,,)3-!6-)'%3%6-+25!F%,./)3,! ./(!




YZa_3:! S%2!8./9!%0! ,-+! .2,)3,3! ./(! 3,&(+/,3!$-%! .,,+/(+(! ,-+! 3&88+2! 34-%%'5! ,-+! +7+/,3! 1+/&)/+'9!
8.2*+(!.!/+$!()2+4,)%/!)/!,-+)2!62.4,)4+!./(!%6+/+(!&6!6%33)F)'),)+3!./(!%66%2,&/),)+3!,-.,!4%&'(!-.7+!




V/#)(&",-$ 12-2"7$ 6"($ F&"**2-+$ )(*2-*-$ )7=$ 6"($ F&"*9)7=$ +/9@/=$ *"$ 271/-*$ A"57C/($ )(*2-*-$ D2*+$ *+/$
4%/0)(+/4+! ,-.,! ,-+9! 4%&'(! F+! )/7%'7+(! )/! ./! )/,+2/.,)%/.'! .2,! $%2'(5! ,-.,! )/,+2/.,)%/.')38! $.3!
)86%2,./,!./(! ,-.,!.2,)3,3!$%2*)/1! )/!E4%,'./(!4%&'(!4%//+4,!$),-5!./(!F+!6.2,!%05!$)(+2!.7./,T1.2(+!
8%7+8+/,3:! #/! %,-+2! $%2(35! ?+8.24%! (+8%/3,2.,+(! ,-.,! .2,)3,3! )/! O()/F&21-! M./(! E4%,'./(! 8%2+!
F2%.('9N!3-%&'(!2+1.2(!,-+83+'7+3!.3!36+4).'!./(!&/)L&+!)/!1+%12.6-)4.'!./(!4&',&2.'!,+283!F&,!3-%&'(!
-2#59*)7/"5-9A$)1"2=$>/&"#27C$27-59)($)7=$(/C)(=27C$*+/#-/91/-$)-$:@("127&2)9,$26$*+/A$D/(/$*"$#)27*)27$
,-+)2! .8F),)%/!./(!7)3)%/:!O33+/,).''95!?+8.24%!62%7+(! ,-.,!O()/F&21-5! ')*+!?l33+'(%205! >.2)35! R%/(%/5!
V+$!h%2*! ./(!B+2')/5! 4%&'(! F+! .! 4+/,2+! %0! .2,! 62%(&4,)%/! ./(! 42),)4.'! (+F.,+:! ;3!;/(2+$!B2%$/! ./(!
;/(2+$!=)FF%/!b)'').83!-.7+!/%,+(P!!
@)3! .)8! $.3! ,%! F2)/1! 4-.''+/1)/1! 4%/,+86%2.29! 0%2+)1/! .2,)3,3! ,%! E4%,'./(! ./(! +U-)F),! ,-+8!
.'%/13)(+!/.,)7+!,.'+/,!\:::]!)/!(%)/1!3%5!-+!)/3,)1.,+(!.!*)/(!%0!4&',&2.'!(+7%'&,)%/:!R+.6T02%11)/1!
R%/(%/5!-+!8.(+!.!3+2)+3!%0!4&',&2.'!+U4-./1+3!()2+4,'9!$),-!4%/,)/+/,.'!4%&/,2)+35!8./9!$),-!
i)-*/(7$ i5("@/4$ `444a$ .)(*$ "6$ V/#)(&",-$ #"*21)*2"7$ D)-$ =5/$ *"$ +2-$ =2-92M/$ "6$ *+/$ &59*5()9$
-+1+8%/9!;8+2)4.!-+'(!%7+2!,-+!)/,+2/.,)%/.'!.2,!34+/+5!./(!3%5!$),-!,-+!-+'6!%0!B+&93!./(!C.2'!
J&-2F+215!,-+!()2+4,%2!%0!,-+!?l33+'(%20!C&/3,-.''+5!-+!%21./)3+(!\:::]!E,2.,+19T1+,T;2,3!\:::]!A-)3!
-27C9/$ )(*$ /1/7*$ -+""M$ F&"*9)7=,-$ )(*$ /-*)>92-+#/7*$ *"$ 2*-$ 6"57=)*2"7-4$V%,-)/1! ')*+! ,-)3!$)(+T
2./1)/1!+U-)F),)%/!%0!)/3,.''.,)%/35!6+20%28./4+!.2,!./(!7)(+%!-.(!+7+2!F++/!3++/!./9$-+2+!+'3+!
)/!B2),.)/5!'+,!.'%/+!E4%,'./(!MB2%$/!n!=)FF%/!b)'').835!YZZW5!6:"_aN:!






:&"57*/(>9)-*,$ "($ (/-@"7-/$ *"$ *+/$ @(/12"5-$ A/)(,3! 9#%+#'84;( !'#( )%#-! +U-)F),)%/! MB2%$/! ./(! =)FF%/!
b)'').835!YZZW5!6:"_aN:!I7+2!YX_!$%2*3!$+2+!+U-)F),+(! )/! ,-+!YZ^Y!+U-)F),)%/5!3+7+2.'!F9!8+8F+23!%0!
,-+!3,.00!.,!,-+!,)8+5!./(!,-+!%7+2.''!./(!4+/,2.'! )862+33)%/!%0!,-+!+U-)F),)%/!$.3!,-.,!),!-)1-')1-,+(!.!





V/#)(&",-$ 2#@)&*$ "7$ &(2*2&2-#$1'%( -'! )3!8)/)8.'! )/! ,+283!%0! ,-+! (+7+'%68+/,! )/!8%(+3! %0! 42),)4.'),9:!
J.,-+25! -)3! 3)1/)0)4./4+! ')+3! )/! ,-+! 0.4,! ,-.,! -+! 4%88)33)%/+(! ./(! 6&F')3-+(!$2),)/1! %/! .2,! )/! ./! .2)(!
6+2)%(!0%2!./9!*)/(!%0!4%88+/,.29!"7$)(*4$V/#)(&",-$ 2#@"(*)7&/$&)7$>/$-//7$-2#@9A$>A$12(*5/$"6$*+/$
0.4,! ,-.,! -+! M.'%/1! $),-! ,-+! 6.)/,+2! ;'+U./(+2! G%00.,N! $.3! .8%/13,! ,-+! 0)23,! 0)1&2+3! ,%! 6&F')3-!
4.,.'%1&+3! M./(! .44%86./9)/1! ,+U,3N! %/! E4%,,)3-! .2,)3,-$ 27$ F&"*9)7=4$ T/6"(/$ *+/$ 9)*/$ ,`_3! .'8%3,! /%!
4.,.'%1&+3!-.(!F++/!62%(&4+(!%/!9%&/1!./(!+8+21)/1!E4%,,)3-!.2,)3,3!./(!1.''+29!,+U,3!$+2+!7)2,&.''9!
/%/T+U)3,+/,5! .3! ,-+! 6&F')3-+2,-$ 7"*/$ *"$ Q"(=/92)$ ^921/(,-$ >""M$ "7$ e)#/-$ Q"D2/5! 8+/,)%/+(! +.2')+25!
.4*/%$'+(1+(:!!
;'%/1! $),-! 1)7)/1! E4%,,)3-! .2,)3,3! ./! )86%2,./,! 6&F')4! 0%2&8! ,-2%&1-! ,-+! +U-)F),)%/3! ,-+9! .22./1+(5!
;'+U./(+2!G%00.,!./(!J)4-.2(!?+8.24%!M62%F.F'9! )/!7)+$!%0!(+7+'%68+/,3! )/! '),+2.,&2+!,-.,!,-+9!-.(!
%F3+27+(! 0)23,T+)7=K$ (/&"C72-/=$ *+/$ 1)95/$ "6$D(2*27C$ "7$ )(*$ )-$ 27*/C()9$ *"$ )$ :+/)9*+A,$ )7=$ @2%12+33)7+!
4%88&/),9! 0%2! 7)3&.'! .2,! )/! E4%,'./(:! A-+9! .'3%! .4*/%$'+(1+(! ,-+! &3+0&'/+33! %0! 6&F')4.,)%/3! )/! ,-+!
62%8%,)%/!%0!E4%,,)3-!.2,!%&,3)(+!E4%,'./(:!?+8.24%!./(!G%00.,!3-.2+(!.!0+27+/,!(+3)2+!0%2!E4%,,)3-!.2,!
,%!F+! ,.*+/! 3+2)%&3'9!%/!./! )/,+2/.,)%/.'! '+7+'5! 9+,!F%,-! 2+4%1/)3+(! ,-.,! ,-+!62+7.)')/1! ,2.(),)%/3! ./(!
4&3,%83!%0!,-+!E4%,,)3-!.2,!+3,.F')3-8+/,!./(!,-+!./,)T)/,+''+4,&.')38!%0!,-+!;4.(+89!./(!.2,!34-%%'3!
%/'9!3+27+(!,%!*++6!E4%,,)3-!.2,! )/!3,.3)3:!b2),)/1!.F%&,!.2,! )/! ,-)3!6+2)%(!-+'6+(!,%!42+.,+!.!3+/3+!%0!
&"##572*A$ )#"7C-*$ *+"-/$ /?&95=/=$ 6("#$ *+/$ :/-*)>92-+#/7*,$ E>A$ @"-2*2"7B$ ()&/B$ &9)--B$ @"92*2&-B$ A"5*+$
/*&4K4$U)*+/($*+)7$)1"2=27C$=2)9"C5/B$27$-/(12&/$*"$*+/$&)(/D"(7$&92&+p$"6$:)99"D27C$*+/$D"(M$*"$-@/)M$6"($
2*-/96,$ V/#)(&%! ./(! G%00.,5! ,-+83+'7+3! 62.4,)3)/1! .2,)3,35! )/,+27)+$+(! .2,)3,35! .3*+(! L&+3,)%/35!
+/4%&2.1+(!(+F.,+5!2+6%2,+(!%/!+U-)F),)%/3!./(!.4,)7),)+3!./(5!/%,.F'95!+/4%&2.1+(!%,-+2!9%&/1!.2,)3,3!
,%!0%''%$!3&),:!
b-)'3,! /+7+2! .3! )/0'&+/,).'! %2! 62%')0)4! .3! ;'+U./(+2!G%00.,! %2! H%2(+').! I')7+2! )/! ,+283! %0! -)3! $2),)/1!
.4,)7),)+35!J)4-.2(!?+8.24%!6'.9+(!.!38.''!F&,!3)1/)0)4./,! 2%'+! )/! ,-+!(+7+'%68+/,!%0!$2),)/1!%/!.2,! )/!
F&"*9)7=4$%5&+$92M/$Q+(2-*"@+/($Q)((/99,-$@5>92-+27C$/7=/)1"5(-$)*$*+/$!+2(=$iA/$Q/7*(/$27$*+/$9)*/$PWIH-$
./(!YZa_3!M()34&33+(!'.,+2N5!?+8.24%!$.3!3)8)'.2'9!4%88),,+(!,%!6&F')3-)/1:!;3!,-+!2+4+/,'9! '.&/4-+(!
=2C2*)9$ )(&+21/$)*$ *+/$m721/(-2*A$"6$V57=//$ &9/)(9A$=/#"7-*()*/-B$ "7/$"6$V/#)(&",-$ M/A$)7=$/7=5(27C$










@(2#)(A$ ("9/$ )-$ )7$ )(*2-*]$ :!()27/=$ )-$ )7$ )(*2-*B$ +/$ )9D)93! 0++'3! -)83+'0! 62)8.2)'9! ,%! F+! %/+! M-)3!
*"@"C()@+2&)9$927/$=()D27C-$)(/$695/7*B$&(2-@$)7=$27*/992C/7*K$()*+/($*+)7$)$=/)9/(,$M=.1+5!YZ^^5!6:[aN:!#/!









3+'0T89,-%'%1)3)/1! %0! -)3! 2%'+! )/! ,-+! E4%,,)3-! .2,! $%2'(! 3)/4+! ,-+! YZ`_3! ./(! ,-+! 2+4+/,! .,,+86,3! ,%!
+2-*"(2&2-/$V/#)(&",-$@9)&/$27$F&"**2-+$)(*$+2-*"(A$&"7*275/$57)>)*/=B$26$"1/(=5/4$m7="5>*/=9AB$V/#)(&"$
$.3! .! 4+/,2.'! 0)1&2+! )/! 2+)/7)1%2.,)/1! 4%/,+86%2.29! .2,! )/! E4%,'./(! ./(! 62%7)()/1! 8&4-T/++(+(!
.',+2/.,)7+3! ,%! ,-+! 3,.,&3!L&%:!@)3! 6&F')3-)/1! 7+/,&2+3! 2+62+3+/,! ./! &/&3&.'! M0%2! ,-+! ,)8+N! (+12++! %0!
)/,+2+3,!)/!,-+!(+3)1/!%0!,-+!+U-)F),)%/!4.,.'%1&+!./(!8./9!.2+!/%,.F'9!.8F),)%&3!)/!,+283!%0!,-+!'+/1,-!
)7=$ -23/$"6$@5>92&)*2"74$ F2#29)(9AB$V/#)(&",-$/7*+5-2)-#$ 6"($ C/7/()*27C$ 27*/(/-*$ 27$+2-$ C)99+29! ,-2%&1-!
$2),)/1!./(!6&F')4.,)%/3!$.3!+U+86')0)+(!F9!-)3! )/7%'7+8+/,! )/!62%(&4)/1!.!1.''+29!/+$3'+,,+25!/%$!.!



















2+4%&/,3! .! 4%/7+23.,)%/! F+*D//7$ *D"$ )(*2-*-$ =/-&(2>27C$ *+/$ 62&*2"7)9$ )(*$ =/)9/($ .)*(2&M$%)77$ )-$ :%/+!
2%&/(! F%&/4)/1! F.''! 0&''! %0! 3&6+2'.,)7+3! \:::]! #0! 9%&! 3-%$! -)8! ./9! 6.)/,)/13! -+o''! +U6'%(+,$ EC.95! "__Z5!
6:``N:!R)*+!,-+!0)4,)%/.'!G.//!M:)7$5@$)7=$&"#27C$=/)9/(B$)$A"57C$#)7$D2*+$)$7/D$C)99/(A,KB$V/#)(&"$+)-$
F++/! 3)8)'.2'9! (+342)F+(! .3! 62%/+! ,%! +U4+33)7+! &3+! %0! 3&6+2'.,)7+3:! </(+2! ,-)3! 3++8)/1'9! F%&/('+33!








L9#"-*$ /1/(A$ D(2**/7$ =/-&(2@*2"7$ "6$ V/#)(&"$ +2#-/96$ 27&95=/-$ )=N/&*21/-$ -5&+$ )-$ :921/9A,B$ :/7/(C/*2&,$
:27=/6)*2C)>9/,B$ :/7*+5-2)-*2&,4$ L99$ "6$ *+/-/$ )**(2>5*/-$ &"59=$ /S5)99A$ >/$ )@@92/=$ *"$ +2-$ D(2*27C$ 8! )/! ),3!
/66/(1/-&/7*$@)&/B$-*A9/$)7=$*"7/$2*$(/)=-$)-$)7$/?*/7-2"7$"6$V/#)(&",-$@/(-"7)92*A4$!
;3! .! &F)L&),%&3! 62+3+/4+! .,! .2,! +7+/,3! ./(! +U-)F),)%/3! )/! O()/F&21-! ),! )3! &/3&262)3)/1! ,-.,! ?+8.24%!
F+4.8+!.!2+1&'.2!4%/,2)F&,%2!,%!+U-)F),)%/!4.,.'%1&+3:!;3)(+!02%8!,-+!$2),)/1!0%2!,-+!?+8.24%!=.''+29!









.! 3,.2,')/1! .8%&/,! %0! '),+2.,&2+!8! F2%4-&2+35! '+.0'+,35!8.1.K)/+3! ./(! 4.,.'%1&+3!8! ,%! .44%86./9! ,-+!
+U-)F),)%/3!./(!+7+/,3!-+!-.3!3,.1+(:!#/!,-+!8)(TYZ`_35!.$.2+/+33!%0!,-+!2%'+!%0!6&F')4.,)%/3!.3!.!$.9!,%!
F%,-!-+'6!+3,.F')3-!./(!3,2+/1,-+/! ,-+! 2+6&,.,)%/!%0!1.''+2)+3!./(!.2,)3,3!$.3!2.2+'9!.4*/%$'+(1+(! )/!
E4%,'./(:! ?+8.24%5! -%$+7+25! -.(! .! 1)0,! 0%2! 1+/+2.,)/1! 6&F')4),9! $-)4-! L&)4*'9! 8./)0+3,+(! ),3+'0! )/!
4%&/,'+33! 6&F')4! ,.'*35! 36++4-+3! ./(! '+4,&2+35! ,+'+7)3)%/! .66+.2./4+35! ,-+! 4%&2,)/1! %0! 42),)43! 3&4-! .3!
H%2(+').!I')7+2!./(!,-+!.'8%3,!2+'+/,'+33!62%(&4,)%/!%0!62)/,+(!8.,+2).'!$-)4-!4.22)+(!,-+!/.8+!%0!-)3!




%0! -)3!$2),)/1N5! ),! 3-%&'(! F+! 2+8+8F+2+(! ,-.,!8&4-! %0! ?+8.2&",-$ &(2*2&)9$ )7=$ &5()*"(2)9$ /66"(*-$D/(/$
#)=/$"7$>/+)96$"6$ )(*2-*-$+/$ )=#2(/=$ E/1/7$ 26$ *+/A$D/(/$=/-&(2>/=$)-$ :#A,! .2,)3,3N5! ./(!-+!$.3!%0,+/!
+8)/+/,'9!3&44+330&'! )/!.,,2.4,)/1!42),)4.'!.,,+/,)%/!M.'%/1!$),-!H%2(+').!I')7+25!,-+!R%/(%/TF.3+(!42),)4!
H.2%')/+!A)3(.''!$.3!.! 02+L&+/,! -5@@"(*/($"6$V/#)(&",-$D"(M$ 27$ *+/$PWIH-B$ )7=$ (/C59)(9A$ 6/)*5(/=$+2-$
62%c+4,3! )/! ,-+! 6.1+3! %0! E$'( !"+%,&+<N:!V/#)(&",-$ @("-/9A*2-27C$ -*A9/$ "6$ -@/)M27C$ )7=$ D(2*27CB$ *+/7B$
4.8+!%&,!%0!,-+!3)/4+2+!6&23&),!%0!./!.'8%3,!&,%6)./!)(+.'!%0!,-+!2%'+!.2,!4%&'(!6'.9!)/!,-+!4&',&2.'!')0+!%0!
E4%,'./(! M+7+/! )0! ,-.,! )(+.'! 0+.,&2+(! ?+8.24%! 0)28'9! .,! ,-+! 4+/,2+! .3! .! 6.,+2/.')3,)45! %8/)34)+/,!
/.22.,%2N:!;/!.2,)4'+!$2),,+/!0%2!9:2##&-$(I<#'%<+#&2<+.!27$PWIP$2-$)$@(2#/$/?)#@9/$"6$V/#)(&",-$)@@(")&+$









=.''+29! 0%2! 6.,2%/.1+:! ;/(! F+')+7+!8+5! #! (%!$./,! ,%! 6&,! ,-+! .2,)3,! ,%! 1%%(! &3+! .''! %7+2! ,-)3!
&"57*(A4$Z$="7,*$D)7*$)2,)3,3!,%!4%/,+/,!,-+83+'7+3!36+.*)/1!,%!.2,)3,3!%2!+7+/!.2,!+U6+2,3:!\:::]!#!





)*$ i=27>5(C+,-$ -+"(/927/$ )7=$ 2*-$ C9"(2"5-$ *"D7-&)@/$>/&)5-/$ Z$ *(59A$D2-+$ *+/#$ *"$/7=5(/$)7=$
8.9F+! $),-%&,! ,-+3+! .2,)3,3! ./(! ,-+)2! 6%+,)4! 7)3)%/! 3&4-! .36+4,3! %0! %&2! -+2),.1+! 4.//%,! F+!
62%,+4,+(:!B&,!+"D$#5&+$#"7/A$ 2-$ *+/(/$)1)29)>9/$ *"$ *+/$D"(9=,-$)(*2-*-$ 6"($ -5&+$)$+/(&59/)7$
,.3*j!8!/%$-+2+!/+.2!.3!8&4-!.3!0%2!,-+!/+U,!;6%''%!8%%/!3-%,!M?+8.24%5!YZ^Y5!6:YYN:!
!
L9#"-*$ )99$ "6$ V/#)(&",-$ "D7$D(2*27C-$ E)7=$ *+/(/$ )(/$ &"57*9/--$ /?)#@9/-K$ 6"99"D$ 27$ *+2-$ 1/)/5! 3),,)/1!
-"#/D+/(/$>/*D//7$*+/$ N"5(7)92-*2&$ :@566$@2/&/,B$=2-N"27*/=B$().2)3,)4!8&3)/13!./(!.,,+86,3!,%!+U62+33!
)7$ )(*2-*2&$ @+29"-"@+A$ "($ &5()*"(2)9$ :-*)*/#/7*,4$ !+/$ 9/71,-95! 3+'0T6&F')3-+(! YZ^a! ,+U,( E$'( )%#&-#( +-(
CK1.2%'%( )3! ./%,-+2! *+9! +U.86'+! %0! ,-)3! .662%.4-:! I7+2! 3)U,9T0%&2! 6.1+35! ?+8.24%! .((2+33+3! .! -&1+!






O()/F&21-! ;2,35! .! ^5[__! 8)'+! c%&2/+9! )/,%! ,-+! %2)1)/3! %0! O&2%6+./! 4&',&2+5! ,%! ,-+! (+7+'%6)/1!
4%/,+86%2.29!;2,!'./1&.1+!%0!,-+!,$+/,2/*+$&/7*5(A,4$V/#)(&",-$"1/(9A$.8F),)%&3!.,,+86,3!,%!.((2+33!
3&4-! 8%/&8+/,.'! ,-+8+3! M3&4-! .3! :Q/9*2&$ Q"7-&2"5-7/--,K$ =/#"7-*()*/$ >"*+$ +2-$ /7*+5-2)-#$ )7=$
6.33)%/5!F&,!.'3%5! )/! ,+283!%0! ,-+!+U62+33)%/!%0! ,-+3+! )(+.3! )/!$2),)/15!-)3! '.4*!%0!3,2&4,&2+!./(!0%4&3:!
m792M/$^921/(,-$)7=$%"66)*,-$D(2*27CB$V/#)(&",-$D(2*27C$2-$7"*)>9/$6"($2*-$9)&M$"6$=2-&2@927/$)7=$&9)(2*A$27$
*/(#-$"6$)$&/7*()9$)(C5#/7*4$F*A92-*2&)99AB$V/#)(&",-$D(2*27C$2-$*+)*$"6$)$:-*(/)#T%0T&"7-&2"5-7/--,$-/(2/-$
%6$ 2=/)-$)7=$ ()(/9A$=/1/9"@-$ 27*"$)$=2-&2@927/=$)7)9A-2-$"($=2-&5--2"74$[+)*$ 2*$="/-$ -+)(/$D2*+$^921/(,-$
)7=$%"66)*,-$D(2*27C$2-$*+/$*/7=/7&A$*"$(/*5(7$*"$*+/$-)#/$-/*$"6$2--5/-$"1/($)7=$"1/($)C)274!
!L-$(/&"(=-$"6$V/#)(&",-$#"=5-$"@/()7=2B$*+/$*/?*-$)(/$)$1.'&.F'+!2+4%2(!%0!,-+!8&',),&(+!%0!.4,)7),)+3!







6&F')4.,)%/3! ,%! .44%86./9! 6+20%28./4+3! ./(! +U-)F),)%/3:! @+! .662%.4-+(! -)3! 02)+/(! ./(! 0+''%$!
O()/F&21-!H%''+1+! %0!;2,! 12.(&.,+! D%-/!G.2,)/! ,%!(+3)1/! .! '%1%! 0%2! ,-+! A-+.,2+! H'&F:! S%''%$)/1! ,-)35!
S)1:YZ! D%-/! G.2,)/! '+.0'+,!





62%12.88+3! ./(! 4.,.'%1&+3:!G.2,)/! 4%/,)/&+(! ,%! (+3)1/! 0%2!?+8.24%! 0%2! %7+2! 0%2,9! 9+.23! M,-+!8%3,!
2+4+/,!6&F')4.,)%/3!F+)/1!(+7%,+(! ,%!./,-%'%1)+3! ./(! 4%86)'.,)%/3!%0! ,-+!%'(+2!8.,+2).'5! 3&4-!.3! ,-+!
"__Z! F%%*! E$'( F'G+%:2( 52..':#&2<( +<,( )%:$&7';( )<( I<#%2,":#&2<N:! #/! E$'( @&:$+%,( F'G+%:2( !+..'%4(
5+#+.28"'(F'-&8<-(RVSS0RVVUB$@5>92-+/=$27$GHHHB$%)(*27$D("*/]$:^5($@"92&A$D)-$*"$@("=5&/$&)*)9"C5/-$
%0! ./! )/,+2/.,)%/.'! 3,./(.2(! 0%2!+.4-!+U-)F),)%/:! \:::]! O7+/,&.''9! ,-+! 0)/./4).'! 3,2.)/! %0! 6&F')3-)/1! -)1-!
L&.'),9! 4.,.'%1&+3!.,! 3&4-! 02+L&+/,! )/,+27.'3! M%0,+/!8%/,-'9N!F+4.8+! ,%%!8&4-!./(! 4-+.6+2! 0%28.,3!
-.(! ,%! F+! (+7)3+(,! MG.2,)/5! "___5! 6:WN:! A-+! 02+L&+/49! $),-! $-)4-! ,-+! 1.''+29! 62%(&4+(! '+.0'+,3! ./(!
4.,.'%1&+35!./(!,-+!3,2%/1!12.6-)4!)(+/,),9!(+7+'%6+(!F9!G.2,)/!M$-%!4),+(!@./3!E4-'+1+2!./(!=%2(%/!
@%&3+! .3! ,96%12.6-)4.'! )/0'&+/4+3N5! S52&M9A$ /-*)>92-+/=$ )$ :+"5-/$ -*A9/,$ 6"($ *+/$ &)*)9"C5/-4$ !+/$




"*+/(B$ 6"($D+2&+$%)(*27$=/-2C7/=$ :)$D)99+,! ,%!4%/,.)/! 3)U! 3+6.2.,+! 3)U!6.1+! 0%'(+2! 4.,.'%1&+3:! \:::]! ,-)3!



















'%1%! .3! 42&4).'! +'+8+/,3! %0! ,-+! 6&F')4! 0.4+! %0! ,-+! %21./)3.,)%/:! A-+9! .'3%5! .3! ,-+! L&%,+! .F%7+!
(+8%/3,2.,+35! 2+4%1/)3+(!,-.,! ,-+! )/,+12),9!%0! ,-+!4.,.'%1&+!(+3)1/!3-%&'(!2+0'+4,! ,-+! )/,+12),9!%0! ,-+!
1.''+29:! A-+! (+3)1/!$.3! 62%12+33)7+! ./(! .8F),)%&35! +36+4).''9! 4%86.2+(!$),-! ,-+! 3,.)(5!8%/%4-2%8+!
%00+2)/13! 6&F')3-+(! F9! %,-+2! E4%,,)3-! 1.''+2)+3! M%/! ,-+! 2.2+! %44.3)%/3! 7)3&.'! .2,3! 6&F')4.,)%/3! $+2+!
62%(&4+(N:!B&,!.6.2,!02%8!,-+!42&4).'!2%'+!?+8.24%!6'.9+(!)/!1+/+2.,)/1!$2),)/1!,-2%&1-!,-+!+U-)F),)%/3!
./(! +7+/,3! -+! 4%T%2()/.,+(! M3&4-! .3! ,-+! F2%.(3-++,! 2+7)+$3! ()34&33+(! '.,+2N5! ,-+! 7+29! 0.4,! ,-.,! ,-+!
1.''+29! $.3! F&)'()/1! &6! ./! .24-)7+! ./(! F%(9! %0! '),+2.,&2+! )3! 3)1/)0)4./,! )/! ,-+! $.9! ),! +3,.F')3-+(! .!
62+4+(+/,!)/!7)3&.'!.2,!6&F')3-)/1!M6.2,)4&'.2'9!%/!:2<#'G12%+%4(.2,N:!A-+!+U)3,+/4+!%0!,-+3+!6&F')4.,)%/3!
'+(! ,%! ./! )/42+.3+(! /++(! ./(! (+3)2+! 0%2! $2),)/1! %/! .2,! .3! ./! +33+/,).'! +'+8+/,! %0! ,-+! +U-)F),)%/!
&)*)9"C5/4$ !+/$ &(2*2&)92*A$ E"($ 9)&M$ *+/(/"6K$ "6$ *+/$ */?*-$ 27$ *+/$ /)(9A$ -*)C/-$ "6$ V/#)(&",-$ @5>92-+27C$
7+/,&2+3! )3! '+33! )86%2,./,! -+2+! ,-./! ,-+! 0.4,! ,-.,! ,+U,3! $+2+! 3)86'9! F+)/1! $2),,+/:! H'+.2'95! .3! .!
4%88+24).'!7+/&+!)/!),3!+.2'9!9+.235!,-+!42),)4.'!4%86%/+/,!%0!./9!4.,.'%1&+!,+U,!4%&'(!F+!3++/!.3!F+)/1!
&"#@("#2-/=$>A$ *+/$ :6"(T@("62*,$ 7)*5(/$"6$ *+/$ 27-*2*5*2"74$ T5*$ 6("#$ *+/$ 9)*/$ PW_H-$ E)("57=$ PW_IK$ *+/$
?+8.24%!=.''+29!F+4.8+!.!/%/T62%0),!4%86./95!6.2,'9!6&F')4!0&/(+(5!./(!02%8!,-)3!6%)/,!,-+!+86-.3)3!














4.229!.!4.'+/(.2!%0!4&',&2.'!+7+/,3! )/!E4%,'./(5!.2,)4'+35! )/,+27)+$35!6%+83!./(!/+$3! 02%8!,-+!1.''+29:!
A-+!(+3)1/!3%8+,)8+3!.''%$+(!,-+!/+$3'+,,+2!,%!0%'(!%&,!,%!0%28!.!6%3,+25!,-%&1-!%0,+/!,-)3!36.4+!$.3!
,.*+/!&6!$),-!.((),)%/.'!,+U,3:!S%2!,-+!0)23,!0+$!)33&+35!NG3%'..+($.3!+(),+(!/%,!F9!?+8.24%!-)83+'0!F&,!











A-+! 3+4%/(! )33&+! %0!NG3%'..+( M)/3)(+! ,-+! '.21+! 4%7+2! 6-%,%12.6-! %0! ?+8.24%! ./(! D%3+6-! B+&93! .,!
O()/F&21-!H%''+1+!%0!;2,N!0+.,&2+(!.!62%0)'+!%0!,-+!E4%,,)3-!0)'88.*+2!./(!6%+,!G.21.2+,!A.),5!$2),,+/!F9!
J%F+2,! E-&2+:! A+/$ )(*2&9/B$ /--/7*2)99A$ )$ >2"C()@+A$ 27*/(-@/(-/=$ D2*+$ 6()C#/7*-$ "6$ !)2*,-$ @"/*(AB$ D)-$











C./,%5! ,-+! 4%86%3+2! B%1&3'.$! E4-.00+2! ./(! ,-+! .2,)3,! G.1(.'+/.! ;F.*./%$)4K:! S2%8! ,-)3! 6%)/,5!
)/,+27)+$3! ./(! 6-%,%12.6-3! F+4.8+! .! 2+1&'.2! +'+8+/,! %0! ,-+! 6&F')4.,)%/:! #/! I4,%F+2! YZ^"5! $),-!
?+8.24%!M$),-!E.''9!@%'8./!./(!R)K!H.23'.*+N!.3!+(),%25!NG3%'..+(F+4.8+!H+%+-2'5! :)-$)$*(2>5*/$*"$*+/$
i=27>5(C+$g/-*21)9,-$."92-+$i?+2>2*2"7B$=9)A").$+GH+I!A-+!6&F')4.,)%/!M?+8.24%5!YZ^"N!$.3!.'8%3,!+/,)2+'9!
4%86%3+(! %0! 2+62%(&4+(! +U4+26,3! %0! F2%.(3-++,! 2+7)+$3! %0! ?+8.24%! =.''+29! +U-)F),)%/3! MF9! 42),)43!
)/4'&()/1!>.&'!I7+29!)/!E$'(E&G'-5!O($.2(!=.1+!)/!E$'(9:2#-G+<(./(!H%2(+').!I')7+2!)/!E$'!!"+%,&+<N:!
;1.)/5! ,-+! 7%'&8+!%0! .2,! 42),)4)38! 2/@("=5&/=$ 27$ N5-*$ *+2-$"7/$ 2--5/$+2C+92C+*-$V/#)(&",-$ )@*2*5=/$ 6"($
4%&2,)/1!42),)4.'!.,,+/,)%/!./(!1+/+2.,)/1!6&F')4),9:!
#/! S+F2&.29! YZ^W5! 9:2##&-$( I<#'%<+#&2<+.! )/4%26%2.,+(! .! ,+/T6.1+! )33&+! %0! H+%+-2.! 8.1.K)/+! M,-+!













!+/)*(/$ )7=$V/#)(&",-$ 2995-*()*/=$#/#"2($)( Y&/'( &<( H&:#"%'-N:! #/! .! 6&F')4.,)%/! 62%(&4+(! ,%! 4+'+F2.,+!
,$+/,9T0)7+!9+.23!%0!,-+!8.1.K)/+5!?+8.24%!/%,+(P!!
\:::]! )/! 89! 2%'+! .3! ./! .2,! 42),)45! #! F+/+0),,+(! 12+.,'9! ,-2%&1-! ,-+! 9+.23! 02%8! )%#=2%>:! #! $.3!
4%88)33)%/+(!,%!$2),+!+33.93!%/!.!$)(+!7.2)+,9!%0!3&Fc+4,3!\:::]!)%#=2%>!-.3!62%7)(+(!8+!$),-!.!
7)+$6%)/,! 0%2!89!7)+$3!.3! #! -.(! ,%! 4%/3)(+2!-)3,%2)4!8%8+/,3!$-)4-! 4-./1+(! ,-+! 0.4+!%0! ,-+!
E4%,,)3-! .2,! $%2'(! \:::]! #/! ,-+! +)1-,)+35! #! $.3! 4%/,2)F&,)/1! +(),%2! %0! 9#",&2( I<#'%<+#&2<+.5! ,-+!
Y_W!
!
D"(9=,-$"9=/-*$ N"5(7)9$"6$ *+/$12-5)9$)(*-4$ Z$ (/C)(=/=$#A-/96$)-$ 6"(*57)*/$ *"$+)1/$ *D"$)(*$D"(9=$
6&F')4.,)%/3!62%7)()/1!8+!$),-!,-+!%66%2,&/),9!,%!$2),+!.F%&,!.2,!M?+8.24%5!"__a5!66:!X"!T!XXN:!
A-+! J)4-.2(! ?+8.24%! ;24-)7+! -+'(! .,! E4%,,)3-! V.,)%/.'! =.''+29! %0!G%(+2/! ;2,! )/! O()/F&21-! ./(! ,-+!
%/')/+!()1),.'! .24-)7+! M-,,6Pdd$$$:(+8.24%T.24-)7+:.4:&*dN5! .!6.2,/+23-)6!F+,$++/! ,-+! E4-%%'!%0! S)/+!
;2,! .,!?&/4./!%0! D%2(./3,%/+!H%''+1+!%0!;2,! ./(!?+3)1/! M</)7+23),9!%0!?&/(++N5! ,-+! E4%,,)3-!V.,)%/.'!
=.''+29! %0! G%(+2/! ;2,! ./(! ,-+! ?+8.24%! O&2%6+./! ;2,! S%&/(.,)%/5! -%'(! +U.86'+3! %0! ,-+! /&8+2%&3!
6&F')4.,)%/3! 62%(&4+(! F9! ?+8.24%:! A-+! (+()4.,)%/5! %0,+/! .1.)/3,! 0)/./4).'! 4%/3,2.)/,35! ,%! 6&F')3-!
4.,.'%1&+3!./(! 2+4%2(!+.4-!+7+/,! )/!.! ,2./36%2,.F'+5!+.3)'9!.44+33)F'+! 0%28! M./(!.! 0%28!$-)4-!$%&'(!
/?*/7=$ *+/$ :-+/96T926/,$ "6$ */#@"()(A$ /?+2>2*2"7-K$ =/#"7-*()*/-$ *+/$ 6"(D)(=T,-)/*)/15! 62%12+33)7+! ./(!
+/,2+62+/+&2).'!7)3)%/!%0!,-+!1)99/(A,-$&"##2**//$27$)7$/()$)9#"-*$=/1"2=$"6$12-5)9$)(*-$@5>92&)*2"7-4$L*$





















A-+! 0%''%$)/1! 4-.6,+2! 4%/3)(+23! ,-+! 2%'+!%0!;'+U./(+2!G%00.,! ./(!-)3! 4)24'+! )/!8%2+!(+6,-5!F+1)//)/1!
D2*+$ )$ =2-&5--2"7$ "6$ %"66)*,-$ 6/99"D$ f/D$ U/)92-*$ @)27*/($ U">/(*$ Q("32/($ )7=$ %"66)*,-$ 6(2/7=$ )7=$
3&66%2,+25!,-+!6%+,!;'./!B%'(:!










38.''5! 3%8+,)8+3! 3+'0T6&F')3-+(! '),+2.29!8.1.K)/+3:! I/+! %0! ,-+3+! $.3! .! ,)/9! 6.86-'+,! 4.''+(! @2:>'#(
$-)4-($.3! .! 4%8F)/.,)%/! %0! $2),)/1! %/! .2,! M.2,! 42),)4)38! ./(! 6%'+8)43N! ./(! 6%+,295! $),-! %44.3)%/.'!
2+62%(&4+(!)8.1+3!%0!4%/,+86%2.29!.2,!$%2*:!!
@2:>'#! 0)23,!.66+.2+(! )/!YZ`Wd`X!)-$)$ *A@/D(2**/7$ :6(//-+//*,T3,9'+!6&F')4.,)%/:!A-+!3)K+!%0!+.4-! )33&+!
7.2)+(5!02%8!%/+!3-++,!%0!,96+$2),,+/5!(%&F'+T3)(+(!;[!)/!G.24-!YZ`X!M@2:>'#(V%:WN!,%!.!3')1-,'9!8%2+!
3&F3,./,).'!4%'%&2!'+.0'+,!F9!)33&+!a:!O(),+(!F9!,-+!6%+,!./(!'),+2.29!42),)4!;'./!B%'(5!@2:>'#+3!.66+.2./4+!
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b-)'+!B%'(!$.3!,-+! '),+2.29!+(),%2!%0!!+G3&#(,-+! )''&3,2.,+(!0+.,&2+!4%/4+/,2.,+(!%/!,-+!$%2*!%0! 0%&2!
6.)/,+23!$-%!$%&'(!'.,+2!0%28!*+/$:f/D$U/)92-*,$C("5@$8!D%-/!B)//)/15!J%F+2,!H2%K)+25!;'+U./(+2!G%00.,!
./(!D%-/!B+''./9:!#/!,-+!+33.95!B%'(!4'.)83!,-.,P!!




()00+2!7+29!8&4-! 02%8!,-+!62+3+/,! 3%T&)99/=$ :F&"**2-+$F&+""94,! A-+9!-.7+! 2+.')3+(! ,-.,! ,-+2+! )3!
8%2+! ,%! 6.)/,)/1! ,-./! ,-+! )/7+/,)%/! %0! .! 6+23%/.'! ,+4-/)L&+5! ./(! ,-+9! -.7+! +86-.3)3+(! ,-+!
)86%2,./4+!%0!4%/,+/,5!$-)4-!.'%/+!4./!(+8./(!.!4-./1+!%0!0%28!MB%'(5!YZ`WF5!6:YaN:!
B%'(! 1%+3!%/! ,%! (+0)/+! ,-+! 0%&2! .3! F+)/1! 2+62+3+/,.,)7+!%0! .! 4%/,+86%2.29! E4%,,)3-!8./)0+3,.,)%/!%0!
J+.')38:! #/!-)3!()34&33)%/!%0! +.4-!.2,)3,! )/! ,&2/5!B%'(!6+23)3,+/,'9!%00+23! .!4%86.2.,)7+! ./.'93)3!%0! ,-+!
$%2*!)/!2+'.,)%/!,%!,-+!(%8)/./,!.662%.4-+3!-+!)(+/,)0)+3!)/!E4%,,)3-!.2,:!b-)'+!,-+2+!)3!'),,'+!(%&F,!,-.,!
*+/$ -*)*5-$ S5"$ 27$ F&"**2-+$ )(*$ D)-$ )-$ T"9=$ =/-&(2>/-B$ +/$ 7/1/(*+/9/--$ =2-&5--/-$ :#"-*$ &"7*/#@"()(A$
F&"**2-+$)(*2-*-,$)-$)$+"#"C/7"5-$C("5@B$2#@9A27C$*+)*$B)//)/15!H2%K)+25!B+''./9!./(!G%00.,!.'%/+!.2+!,-+!
"79A$ )9*/(7)*21/$ *"$ *+/$ &"7-/(1)*2-#$"6$ *+/$L&)=/#A4$T"9=,-$ -D//@27C$ N5=C/#/7*-$ 27$ *+/-/$@"9/#2&)9$
6)+4+3!4%/3)1/!.''!4%/,+86%2.29!E4%,,)3-!.2,!%,-+2! ,-./!,-.,!-+! )(+/,)0)+3!.3!4%/,+86%2.29!J+.')38!,%!
,-+!3,.,&3!%0!2+.4,)%/.295!(+4%2.,)7+!.2,:!A-+!-+.79T-./(+(!)86')4.,)%/!,-.,!$),-!,-+!+U4+6,)%/!%0!,-+3+!
























A.4-)38+5! ;F3,2.4,! OU62+33)%/)38! ./(! >%6! ;2,:! b-)'3,! T"9=,-$ -"#/*2#/-$ )--5#@*21/$ )7=$ =)#727C$
)/()4,8+/,! %0! 6.2,)4&'.2!8%7+8+/,3!8)1-,! 3++8!%7+2T3)86')0)+(! %2! %7+2'9! (%18.,)4! )/! 2+,2%36+4,5! -+!














B%'(! 3.$!G%00.,! ./(!B+''./9!.3! ,-+!12+.,!-%6+!%0! 7)3&.'! .2,! .3!6.2,!%0! ,-+! 3+4%/(!$.7+!%0! ,-+! E4%,3!






./(! ,-+)2! 4%/,+86%2.2)+3! .3! 2+62+3+/,.,)7+! %0! .!V+$!J+.')38! )/! E4%,,)3-! 6.)/,)/1! ,%%*! 6'.4+! )/! 62)/,!













$-)4-! .1.)/! 4),+(! H%&2F+,! ./(! Re1+2! .3! )86%2,./,! -)3,%2)4.'! 0)1&2+3:! V%,.F'95! ,-%&1-5! ,-+! +33.9!
.,,+86,+(!,%!-)3,%2)4)3+! M)0!/%,!89,-%'%1)3+N! ,-+!%6+/T)2($/?+2>2*2"7-$"6$PW_OB$ ,_J$)7=$ ,_XB$-@/&262&)99A$
YY^!
!
8+/,)%/)/1! @2:>'#,-$ ("9/$ 27! )(+/,)09)/1! ./(! .2,)4&'.,)/1! ,-+! .)83! %0! /+$! 2+.')3,! 6.)/,)/1! )/! E4%,'./(!
MB%'(5!YZ^Y5!6:XN:!Xa!




.2,)3,3! 3&4-! .3! B+''./9! ./(! G%00.,! F+1./! ,%! 3++! ,-+83+'7+3! ./(! $-.,! ,-+9! ()(! )/! .! $)(+2! 4%/,+U,:!
>%'),)4.'! M./(! ,-+2+0%2+! 4&',&2.'N! .&,%/%89! $.3! .4-)+7.F'+5! )/! G.4?).28)(,-$ 12/DB$ "79A$ *+("5C+$
)/()7)(&.'),9!./(!/%/T4%/0%28),9:!#/!T"9=,-$D"(=-$2*$D)-]$!
\:::]! 3.'&,.29! ,%! 3++! -%$! ,-)3! )86&'3+! ,%$.2(3! )/()7)(&.'),9! -.3! F++/! ,.*+/! &6! F9! 6%3,T
G.4?).28)()./!E4%,,)3-!.2,)3,3! )/!+7+29!0)+'(:!A-+!9%&/1!0)1&2.,)7+!6.)/,+23!%0!E4%,'./(!3&4-!.3!
D%-/!B+''./9!./(!;'+U./(+2!G%00.,!-.7+!&3+(!./!+U62+33)7+!6)4,%2).'! './1&.1+!,-.,!36+.*3! 0%2!
E4%,'./(! )/! ./! +'%L&+/,!$.9! ./(! )/! (%)/1! 3%! -.7+! .'')+(! .! 6.2,)4&'.2! /.,)%/.'! %&,'%%*!$),-! .!
1+/+2.'!4%/,)/+/,.'!4%/34)%&3/+33!MB%'(5!YZaX5!6:YXN:!
#/! YZ`[!G.4?).28)(! )==/=$ )$ @)()C()@+$ *"$ *+/$ "(2C27)9$ PWXH$ */?*B$ D(2*27C$ *+)*$ :*+/$ @("@)C)7=)$ 6"($
2+.')38!%0!;'./!B%'(!./(!-)3!.2,)3,!02)+/(3!)/!@2:>'#,$&"7-*2*5*/=!:-2C7-$"6$)$C/7527/$)=1)7&/,$)C)27-*$*+/$
:(/&(5=/-&/7&/$ "6$ @+292-*272-#$ *+)*$ +)-$ &+)()&*/(2-/=$ @5>92&$ =2-&5--2"7$ "6$ *+/$ i=27>5(C+$ g/-*21)9$




S%''%$)/1!G.4?).28)(5! ),!$.3! 0+',!F9!B%'(5!G%00.,!./(!H2%K)+2! ,-.,! ,-+! 3,.1/.,)%/!%0!E4%,,)3-!.2,!$.3!












./(! ,-+! .,,+86,! F9! 0)1&2+3! 3&4-! .3! B%'(! ,%! )/4'&(+!G%00.,! ./(! B+''./9! )/! ,-)3! 7)3)%/! 3+27+(! %/'9! ,%!
)/42+.3+! -)3! 02&3,2.,)%/! ,-.,! ,-+! 7)3&.'! .2,3! 2+8.)/+(! 3%! 3,.&/4-'9! &/4-.''+/1+(! ./(! &/$)'')/1! ,%!
2+.33+33!),3!4&22+/,!4%/(),)%/!)/!,-+!4%/,+U,!%0!F2%.(+2!(+7+'%68+/,3!%&,3)(+!E4%,'./(!M./(!)/!2+'.,)%/!
,%!,-+!(+7+'%68+/,!%0!3%6-)3,)4.,+(!42),)4)38!$),-)/!E4%,,)3-!'),+2.,&2+N:!A-+!0%''%$)/1!3+4,)%/!4%/3)(+23!
%"66)*,-$ ("9/$ 27$)**/#@*27C$ *"$ (/=(/--$ *+2-$ 2#>)9)7&/B$7"*$"79A$ *+("5C+$+2-$12-5)9$)(*B$>5*$ *+("5C+$+2-$
)/7%'7+8+/,!)/!4&2.,%2).'!62%c+4,3!./(!42),)4.'!$2),)/1:!
"()N=%*)<!O&99=-!
#/! ,-+!YZa_35! ,-2%&1-!-)3! 2%'+! .3! .! ,&,%2! .,!='.31%$!E4-%%'!%0!;2,5!;'+U./(+2!G%00.,!$%&'(!1%!%/! ,%!
+/4%&2.1+!./(!0%3,+2!42),)4.'!$2),)/1!.8%/13,!-)3!3,&(+/,35!6.2,)4&'.2'9!C+/!H&22)+!./(!G.'4%'8!?)4*3%/:!
%"66)*,-!%$/!8+/,%23!./(!2%'+!8%(+'3!)/!,-+!YZ`_3!$+2+!%0,+/!6%+,35!42),)43!./(!c%&2/.')3,3!.3!$+''!.3!
7)3&.'! .2,)3,3! ./(!-)3!(+4)3)%/! ,%!F+1)/! ,%!$2),+! .F%&,!-)3!%$/!.2,!$%2*5! ./(! ,-+!$%2*!%0!%,-+235!$.3!
'.21+'9!(&+!,%!,-+!+/4%&2.1+8+/,!%0!;'./!B%'(:!@2:>'#( )/!6.2,)4&'.2(4/#/7*/=$%"66)*,-$ 27*/(/-*$ 27$*+/$
6%33)F)'),)+3!%00+2+(!F9!$2),)/1!,%!3-.6+!,-+!2+6&,.,)%/!%0!7)3&.'!.2,!)/!E4%,'./(:!%"66)*,-$)--"&2)*2"7$D2*+$
*+9! '),+2.29! 0)1&2+3! )/! YZ`_3! O()/F&21-5! 0.4)'),.,+(! F9! -)3! 02)+/(3-)6! $),-! B%'(5! .'3%! 62%7+(! ,%! F+! ./!
)86%2,./,!4.,.'93,!0%2!-)3!+/(&2)/1!F+')+0!,-.,!,-+!.2,3!)/!E4%,'./(!/++(!/%,!F+!3+6.2.,+(!)/,%!8&,&.''9!










e5-*$ )-$ *+/$ &"7&5((/7*$ 27*/(/-*$ 27$ *+/)*(/$ )7=$ @/(6"(#)7&/$ 2-$ #)726/-*/=$ &9/)(9A$ 27$ Q"(=/92)$ ^921/(,-$















!("&&+2,-$9&8G+(H2%#/2.&2-! ,%!A%8!G4'()*+$)7=$e2#$R)A7/-,$/=2*"(2)9$ 271"91/#/7*$ 27$ *+/$ I<#'%<+#&2<+.(
E&G'-:! B&,! )/! ,+283! %0! 7)3&.'! .2,! 36+4)0)4.''95! ,-+! .4,)7),)+3! %0! J)4-.2(! ?+8.24%5! H%2(+').! I')7+2! ./(!
;'+U./(+2!G%00.,!.2+! 3)1/)0)4./,! )/! ,2.4)/1! ,-+!(+7+'%68+/,!%0!$2),)/1!./(!6&F')3-)/1!%/!7)3&.'!.2,! )/!
E4%,'./(!)/!,-+!'.,,+2!(+4.(+3!%0!,-+!,$+/,)+,-!4+/,&29:!;3!.2,)3,35!4&2.,%23!./(!$2),+23!,-+9!3,2.,+1)4.''9!
+86'%9+(! ,-+! %66%2,&/),)+3! .00%2(+(! ,-+8! F9! ,-+3+! 8&',)6'+! 2%'+3! ,%! 2+7),.')3+! ,-+! 7)3&.'! .2,3! )/!
E4%,'./(:!S%2!.''!%0!,-+3+!0)1&2+35!,-+)2!4'%3+!.33%4).,)%/!$),-!%/+!./%,-+2!./(!$),-!36+4)0)4!1.''+2)+3!!8!!
,-+!V+$![^!=.''+295! ,-+!?+8.24%!=.''+29! ./(! ,-+! A-)2(! O9+! H+/,2+!8! .''%$+(! ,-+8! ,%! (+7+'%6! ,-+)2!
$2),)/1!,-2%&1-!+U-)F),)%/!4.,.'%1&+3!./(!2+'.,+(!1.''+29!6&F')4.,)%/3:!!
G./9!%0!G%06)*,-$12/D-$"7$D(2*27C$D/(/$276"(#/=$>A$+2-$-*5=/7*$/?@/(2/7&/$)*$i=27>5(C+$Q"99/C/$"6$L(*B$


















-.(! $2),,+/! F+0%2+:! ;'./! B%'(! $+/,! %7+2! ,-+3+! ,-)/13! $),-!8+5! 4%22+4,)/1! ,-)3! ./(! ,-.,! ./(!
1)7)/1!8+!7.'&.F'+! '+33%/3! )/! 4%/3,2&4,)/1!.21&8+/,35! +(),)/1!%&,! 3&6+20'&%&3!./(! 2+6+,),)%&3!
6.33.1+3!:::!-+!+7+/,&.''9!62+3+/,+(!8+!$),-!-)3!%'(!,96+$2),+2!.3!)0!,%!3.9!9%&!.2+!.!$2),+2!/%$5!
A"5,99$7//=$"7/$"6$*+"-/$MG%00.,5!"__ZN:!
H'+.2'95!G%00.,! 7.'&+(! ,-+! )/0%28.'! 3&6+27)3)%/!./(! 3&66%2,!%0!B%'(! )/! ,-+!(+7+'%68+/,!%0!-)3! +U,2.T
4&22)4&'.2!$2),)/1!62.4,)4+!./(!0+',!02&3,2.,+(!F9!,-+!.,,),&(+!%0!-)3!.2,!34-%%'!,&,%23!,%$.2(3!$2),)/1:!A-+!
2+L&)2+8+/,! ,%! $2),+! .3! 6.2,! %0! ./! .2,! 34-%%'! +(&4.,)%/! F+4.8+! .! -&1+'9! 4%/,2%7+23).'! ./(! -%,'9!
4%/,+3,+(!)33&+!)/!,-+!YZ^_3!$),-!,-+!)/,2%(&4,)%/!%0!./!.33+33+(!$2),,+/!4%86%/+/,!%0!.!B;!?+12++!)/!
S)/+!;2,:[Y!
#/),).''95! ,-+/5! ,-+! 62.4,)4+! %0!$2),)/1!$.3! .! 62)7.,+5! 42),)4.''9! 2+0'+4,)7+! ,%%'! 0%2!G%00.,! .3! ./! .2,)3,:! #,!
%00+2+(! ./%,-+2! $.9! %0! &/(+23,./()/1! ./(! ./.'93)/1! ./! +8+21)/1! 7)3&.'! .2,! 62.4,)4+! ./(! ),! $.3! ,-)3!
.36+4,!$-)4-!.,,2.4,+(!G%00.,!,%!$2),)/1!.3!.!3,&(+/,5!2.,-+2!,-./!,-+!6%,+/,).'!$2),)/1!%00+2+(!.3!.!$.9!






























3%'(! %&,! ,%! '),+2.,&2+5! ,%! 0.3-)%/.F'+! /%,)%/35! ,%! 36%&,)/1! 0%2,-! .! '%.(!%0! 2&FF)3-5! %2! +7+/! ,%!
R%/(%/!')0+!3,9'+3! :::! ),!$.3!(++8+(!0.2!/%F'+2!,%!(%!%/+,3!,.'*)/1!$),-!,-+!F2&3-!%2!,-+!4-)3+'!
MG%00.,5!"__ZN:!
;3! $+''! .3! ,-+! -)3,%2)4.'! .2,)3,T$2),+23! $-%! $+2+! -+'(! &6! .3! 2%'+! 8%(+'35! 2+4+/,! ./(! 4%/,+86%2.29!
F&"**2-+$ )(*2-*-$ )7=$D(2*/(-$ @("1/=$ *"$ >/$ +5C/9A$ 27695/7*2)9$ 27$%"66)*,-$ =/&2-2"7$ *"$ :*)M/$ 5@$ *+/$ @/7,4$






-+'6+(! ,%!+3,.F')3-!H%'L&-%&/! ./(!G.4B29(+! )/! R%/(%/:!@)3! +2&(),)%/! ./(! 3+2)%&3/+33!8.(+!













































;3! #!()34&33! '.,+2! )/! ,-)3! 4-.6,+25!H%2(+').!I')7+2!-.3! 2+),+2.,+(!%"66)*,3! 4'.)83! )/! 2+'.,)%/!,%!-+2!%$/!
F2%.(3-++,!.2,!42),)4)38!2+1.2()/1!,-+!F.'./4+!3-+!3%&1-,!,%!.4-)+7+!F+,$++/!+(&4.,)/1!./(!+/1.1)/1!




+U-)F),)%/35! %0,+/! F%%3,)/1! ,-+! $%2*! %0! 9%&/1! .2,)3,3! %7+2! ,-+)2! +'(+2! ./(! 8%2+! 0.8%&3!
4%&/,+26.2,3!3-%$)/1!$),-!?+8.24%!%2!)/!,-+!E4%,,)3-!=.''+29!./(!)/!,-+!E4%**2-+$L(*-$Q"57&29,-$
%$/!1.''+29:!A-+9!F%,-!4%/,2)F&,+(!+33.93!0%2![^!=2%&6!3-%$3!MG%00.,5!"__ZN:!
%"66)*,-$ /7*(A$ 27*"$D(2*27C$ )7=$ @5>92-+27C$ 6"($ )7$ )5=2/7&/B$ *+/7$ E"($ +2-$ @("C(/--2"7$ 6("#$ @(21)*/$ *"$
6&F')4!$2),)/1!.4,)7),)+3N5!3++83!,%!-.7+!F++/!36&22+(!%/!F9!.!3+/3+!%0!%F')1.,)%/!./(!/+4+33),9!2.,-+2!
,-./!.!(+3)2+!,%!$(2*/$:6"($D(2*27C,-$-)M/,4$[+29-*!I')7+25!=.1+!./(!=%%(3)2!E8),-!3&66%2,+(!,-+!V+$!![^!
=.''+29! )/! $2),)/15! .3! G%00.,! /%,+(5! :"7&/$ A"5$ +)=$ )-M/=$ *+/#$ *"$ ="$ )$ &"5@9/$ "6$ *+27C-B$ A"5$ +)=$
+U-.&3,+(!,-.,!6%,+/,).',E%"66)*B$GHHGK4$ ! Z7$%"66)*,-$D"(=-B!$-+/!-+!F+4.8+!?)2+4,%2!%0! ,-+!V+$![^!
=.''+29!./(!F+1./!,%!6&F')3-!4.,.'%1&+3!+/$:N5-*$N5#@/=$27$)*$*+/$=//@$/7=,$D2*+$*+/$@()C#)*2-#$,-.,!
,-+!c%F!-.(!,%!F+!(%/+P!















./! +U-)F),)%/! F9! J:! B:! C),.c! )/! YZ^[5! .! ,+U,! 0%2! .! 4.,.'%1&+! 0%2! ,-+! V+$! [^! =.''+29! =2%&6! M$),-! ,-+!
='.31%$! R+.1&+! %0! ;2,)3,3N! ./(! ./! )/,2%(&4,)%/! ,%! .! 4.,.'%1&+! 6&F')3-+(! ,%! .44%86./9! .! G.24+'!
B2%%(,-.+23!+U-)F),)%/!)/!YZ^^:!!




2+0'+4,3!%"66)*,-$ "D7$ 7)+$!"6$ *+/$ 657&*2"7$ "6$ *+/$ &)*)9"C5/$ */?*]$ :`444a$ 2*$ 2-$ +"@/=$ *+)*$ *+/$ 6"99"D27C$
().'%1&+! F+,$++/! ,-+! %21./)3+23! %0! ,-+! +U-)F),)%/! ./(! ;'+U./(+2! G%00.,! $)''! -+'6! ,-+! 7)3),%2! ,%!
&/(+23,./(! ,-+! )(*2-*,-$ 27*/7*2"7-$ )7=$ #/*+"=,! M@&,4-)3%/5! YZ^W5! 6:`N:! #/! .! E4%,,)3-! 4%/,+U,5! ,-+!
4.,.'%1&+! )3!&/&3&.'!0%2! ),3!,)8+!)/!,+283!%0!,-+!36.4+!(+7%,+(!,%!,-+!.2,)4&'.,)%/!8! )/!$%2(3!8!%0!,-+!
42),)4.'! )/,+/,)%/3! %0! ,-+! $%2*3:[X! #/! ,-+! )/,+27)+$! G%00.,! 4),+3! -)3,%2)4.'! 62+4&23%23! ./(! )/0'&+/4+3!






















Z7$)==2*2"7$ *"$L9)7$T"9=,-$ &(2*2&)9$ */?*-$"7$+2-$D"(M$)7=$%"66)*,-$"D7$)(*2-*,-$ -*)*/#/7*-$ E-5&+$)-$ *+/$
)/,+27)+$! )/!)( O&'*( 2/( #$'( H2%#%+&#N5! 3+7+2.'!!"+%,&+<( 2+7)+$3! ! F9! H%2(+').!^921/($ =2-&5--/=$%"66)*,3!
6.)/,)/1:!A-)3!$.3!6+2-.63!=5/$*"$^921/(,-! )/,+2+3,!)/!6%2,2.),&2+!./(!-+2!%$/!+U6+2)+/4+!.3!.!6%2,2.),!
6.)/,+2!M.3!.!3,&(+/,!3-+!-.(!+U4+''+(!.,!6%2,2.),&2+!./(!-.2F%&2+(!./!.8F),)%/!,%!F+4%8+!.!6%2,2.),!







.3! -+! 3.$! ),5! 0%2! .2,)3,3! ,%! F+! .F'+! ,%! +U62+33! ,-+83+'7+3! /%,! %/'9! )/! 6.)/,! F&,! )/!$%2(35! )/! %2(+2! ,%!
&(2*2&)99A$(/69/&*$5@"7$*+/2($"D7$D"(M$)7=$*+/$D"(M$"6$"*+/(-$)7=$*"$:-2C7@"-*,$*+/$&(2*2&)9$27*/7*2"7-$"6$
,-+)2! 7)3&.'! .2,! $%2*3! 0%2! ./! .&()+/4+! )/! E4%,'./(! $-%! ,+/(+(! ,%! F+! 8)3,2&3,0&'! %0! 62%12+33)7+!
4%/,+86%2.29!.2,:!%"66)*,-$ )7?2/*A$ )>"5*$ *+/$ 9)&M$"6$ )$ 12>()7*$=2-&"5(-/$ )("57=$ &"7*/#@"()(A$)(*$ 27$

















)/! ,-+! $.9! ),! ()(! 0%2! '),+2.,&2+5! +7+/! .8%/13,! -)3! 6++23:! G%2+! ,-./! ./9,-)/15! ,-+/5! ),! $.3! 6+2-.63!
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.21&+(!,-.,5!'%%3+'95!,-+!2+/+$+(!0%4&3!%/!,-+!3%4)%T6%'),)4.'!2%'+!%0!.2,!-.(!F++/!2+)/7)1%2.,+(!F9!,-+!
:-@2(2*$ "6$ ,_b,4$ Z7$ *+/$ m0B$ *+/$ /#/(C/7&/$ "6$ *+/$ f/D$ L(*$ R2-*"(A5^`! ')*+!8./9! %,-+2! ()34)6')/+3! )/! ,-+!
-&8./),)+3!./(!3%4).'!34)+/4+35!-.(!F++/!'.21+'9!)/0'&+/4+(!F9!(+7+'%68+/,3!)/!&/)7+23),9!(+6.2,8+/,3!
%0! O/1')3-! R),+2.,&2+!$-%!-.(! .'2+.(9! -.(! ,-+)2! %$/! 42)3)3! ./(! 2+/+$.'! 02%8! .! -)3,%2)4.'! ,%! .! 42),)4.'!
()34)6')/+!)/!,-+!YZW_3!./(!,X_3:!O/1')3-!R),+2.,&2+!.(.6,+(!.1.)/!,%!/+$!,-+%2)+3!./(!)(+.3!)/!,-+!+.2'9!
YZ^_35!./(! ,-+!()7)3)%/!F+,$++/! 2+.4,)%/.29!62%0+33%23!./(! ,-%3+!$-%!+8F2.4+(! '+0,T$)/1! )(+.3!./(!













,-+)2! %$/! .4.(+8)4! .2+.3:! ^^! E%! ,-+! 12%$)/1! .$.2+/+33! %0! 8%7+8+/,3! 3&4-! .3! E),&.,)%/)385! ,-+!
()33+8)/.,)%/!M./(!,2./3'.,)%/!)/,%!O/1')3-N!%0!6%3,3,2&4,&2.')3,!6-)'%3%6-9!)/!S2./4+5!,-+!(+7+'%68+/,!
%0! 42),)4.'! 6%3,8%(+2/)38! )/! ,-+! <E! ./(! ,-+! +8+21+/4+! %0! ,-+! V+$! ;2,! @)3,%29! ./(! H&',&2.'!
E,&()+3df)3&.'!H&',&2+!.662%.4-+3! )/!,-+!<C!,-2%&1-%&,! ,-+! '.,+! ,^_3./(!+.2'9! ,a_3!4./!.''!F+!3++/!,%!
-.7+!-.(!.!12%$)/1! )/0'&+/4+!%/!-%$!./(!$-.,!$.3!()34&33+(!$),-)/!,-+!.2,!$%2'(! M)0!%/'9! ,%!()38)33!
-5&+$ :7/D$D)1/,$ 2=/)9-K4$ L-$ *+/$ 27*("=5&*2"7$ *"$ U//-$ )7=$ T"(3/99",-$ PWb_$ >""M$E$'( L'*( )%#( P&-#2%4(
7"*/=]$ :*+/$7/D$)(*$+2-*"(A$ 2-$ *+/$@("=5&*$"6$ 9)*/T3)U,)+3! ,%'+2./4+! 0%2! '+0,T$)/1!./(! 4%/,)/+/,.'! )(+.3!
$-)4-!-.3!4-./1+(!,-+!/.,&2+!%0!+7+29!.4.(+8)4!3&Fc+4,!%7+2!,-+! '.3,!,$%!(+4.(+3,$MJ++3!n!B%2K+''%5!
YZa`5! 6:[N:! ! G%2+! F2%.('95! ,-+/5! ,-+! ,2./3),)%/! 02%8! M'%%3+'9N! G%(+2/)3,! ,%! H2),)4.'! >%3,8%(+2/)3,!
)@@(")&+/-$ )&("--$ *+/$ :&(/)*21/$ 27=5-*(2/-,$ 27$ *+/$ PWIH-$ )7=$ ,a_3! )/! .4.(+8).! 4./! F+! 3++/! ,%! -.7+!
)/0%28+(!$2),)/1!%&,3)(+!.4.(+8).!.3!$+''!.3!$),-)/! ),:!^a! #!$)''!2+,&2/!,%!3%8+!%0!,-+3+!(+7+'%68+/,3!
'.,+2!)/!,-)3!4-.6,+2:!
b-+,-+2!%2!/%,! ,-+!9%&/1!.2,)3,3!./(!$2),+23! 4%88+/,)/1!%/!.2,! )/!='.31%$! )/! ,-+!+.2'9!YZa_3!$+2+!
36+4)0)4.''9!.$.2+!%0!3&4-!(+7+'%68+/,3!)3!(+F.,.F'+5!,-%&1-!02%8!#33&+!X!%0!O+%&+<#5!6%3,8%(+2/)38!)3!
.!2+4&22+/,!,%6)4!0%2!(+F.,+:!b-.,+7+2!,-+!.$.2+/+33!%0!,-+3+!3-)0,35!,-+3+!$2),+23!$+2+5!-%$+7+25!3,)''!
$2),)/1!$),-)/! ,-)3! F2%.(+2! 4&',&2.'! 02.8+$%2*! ./(!.1.)/3,! ,-)3! 4%/,+U,&.'! F.4*(2%6:!;/(! +7+/! )0! ,-+!
/&./4+3!%0!,-+!.4.(+8)4!(+7+'%68+/,3!(+342)F+(!.F%7+!-.(!F++/!)1/%2+(!F9!,-+3+!.2,)3,T$2),+235!,-+9!





















.2,! )/! ,-+! ,2.(),)%/! %0! /)/+,++/,-T&/7*5(A$ g(/7&+$ U/)92-#4$ d2M/$ Q("32/(B$ T"9=$ )7=$ %"66)*B$ Q5((2/,-$
6-)'%3%6-9!%0!.2,!$.3! )/0%28+(!M$),-!,-+!+U4+6,)%/!%0!D%-/!B+21+2N!F9!+.2'9!,%!8)(T,$+/,)+,-T4+/,&29!




%0! ,-+! $%2*)/1! 4'.33! ./(! )8F+(! ,-+83+'7+3! )/! ,-+! $%2*)/1! 4'.33! 4&',&2.''9:! A-+! 3,2.,+19! \)/!
$2),)/1!.F%&,!.2,]!$.3!,-.,!$+!$+2+!,29)/1!,%!8.*+!.2,!.44+33)F'+!./(!&3+!.2,!.3!.!7+-)4'+! 0%2!
6+%6'+! ,%! +U62+33! ,-+)2! 6%'),)4.'! )(+.3:! #,!$.3! 6.2,! %0! .! 6%'),)4.'! 62%4+33! .3!$+''! .3! ./! .2,)3,)4!
6%3),)%/!MH&22)+5!"__"N:!
A-)3! L&%,+! (+8%/3,2.,+3! ,-+! 4'%3+! 2+'.,)%/3-)6! F+,$++/! Q5((2/,-$ )7=$%"66)*,-$ 57=/(-*)7=27C$ "6$ *+/$
0&/4,)%/!./(!6&26%3+!%0!42),)4)38:!H+2,.)/'95!,-+!+/42%.4-)/1!2+,2+.,!)/,%!6%3,8%(+2/!2+'.,)7)38!3++/!)/!
,-+!.2,!42),)4)38!%0!,-+!YZZ_3!)/!E4%,'./(!$.3!/%$-+2+!,%!F+!3//7$27$Q5((2/,-$D(2*27C$"6$*+/$,a_3:!#/!,-)3!
























*+/$ PWbH-4$ Z72*2)99AB$ *+/$ 927M$ >/*D//7$ @"92*2&-$ )7=$ )(*$ 27$ [""=D)(=,-$ =2-&5--2%/! .66+.2! ,+/&%&3:!
@%$+7+25! ')*+! 8%3,! %0! ,-+! ,+U,3! )/( 9#&8G+5! ,-+! +86-.3)3! )/! ,-+! 4%/4'&3)%/! 8.*+3! ,-+! 4%//+4,)%/3!
F+,$++/!.2,!./(!6%'),)43!+U6')4),:!</+86'%98+/,!$.3!4'+.2'9!4%/3)(+2+(!,%!F+!,-+!8%3,!')*+'9!%&,4%8+!
0%2!3,&(+/,3!0.4)/1!12.(&.,)%/!)/!,-+!+.2'9!YZa_3!./(!),!$.3!.!3),&.,)%/!02+L&+/,'9!()34&33+(!,-2%&1-%&,!










[""=D)(=,-$ 12/D@"27*$ #)M/-$ /12=/7*$ *+/$ +)(-+$ /&"7"8)4! ./(! 4&',&2.'! 2+.'),)+3! $),-)/! $-)4-! ,-+3+!
.2,)3,3!./(!$2),+23!$+2+!62.4,)3)/1!./(!4%/,+U,&.')3+3!,-+!2)3+!%0!3+'0T%21./)3.,)%/!/%,!c&3,!.3!.!6%'),)4.'!







.2,)3,3! 4%8)/1!%&,!%0! .2,! 34-%%'3:! #,! )3! /%! 4%)/4)(+/4+5! ,-+/5! ,-.,! ,-+! 0%28.,)%/!%0!8./9! '%/13,./()/1!
12.332%%,3! %21./)3.,)%/3! M6&F')4.,)%/35! 1.''+29! 36.4+35! .2,)3,! 12%&63N! )/! E4%,'./(! +8+21+(! )/! ,-+! '.,+!
YZ^_3!./(!+.2'9!YZa_3:!M#!$)''!2+,&2/!,%!.!()34&33)%/!%0!3&4-!)/),).,)7+3!'.,+2!)/!,-)3!4-.6,+2:N!A-+!6.1+3!
6"99"D27C$[""=D)(=,-$ )(*2&9/$ &)((2/=$ )7$/1/7$ 9/7C*+2/($ @2/&/$D+2&+$ /?@)7=/=$"/! 3%8+!%0! ,-+! 6%)/,3!
2.)3+(!)/!:</+86'%98+/,,4$0/7$Q5((2/,-$:;2,!./(!E%4).'!H%88),8+/,,!MH&22)+5!YZaWN!(+.',!$),-!,-+!$+''T
D"(7$ -5>N/&*$ 27=2&)*/=$ >A$ 2*-$ *2*9/$ >5*$ )**/#@*/=$ *"$ +2C+92C+*$ *+/$ (/9/1)7&/$ "6$ *+/$ 7//=$ 6"($ :-"&2)9$
&"##2*#/7*,$27$*+/$&"7*/?*$"6$F&"*9)7=$27$*+/$PWbH-4$!+/$3.24.38!%0!,-+!2+7)+$!)/!#33&+!"!1)7+3!$.9!)/!
,-)3!,+U,!,%!.!0.2!(.2*+2!4.&,)%/.29!,.'+!$.2/)/1!)(*2-*-$*+)*$*+/A$:&)7$7"$9"7C/($=/*)&+$*+/#-/91/-$6("#$
*+/-/$ 12*)99A$ 2#@"(*)7*$ 2--5/-,4$ Q5((2/$ @(/-/7*-$ )$ @"**/=$ +2-*"(A$ "6$ )(*$ D+2&+$ +)-$ +)=$ )$ &9/)($ -"&2)9$
0&/4,)%/!)/!F%,-!'),+2.'!./(!)(+%'%1)4.'!,+283:!b-)'3,!Q5((2/,-$)&&"57*$#)AB$27$(/*("-@/&*B$-//#$=.,+(!%2!
/.g7+! )/! ),3!+U62+33)%/!%0!E%4).')3,!7.'&+3! M./(!,-+!&21)/1!%0!9%&/1!.2,)3,3! ,%!.36)2+! ,%!8.*+!.2,!$-)4-!
2+3)3,3!4.6),.')38N5!)*$2*-$+/)(*$Q5((2/,-$>)-2&$)(C5#/7*-$)(/$-*299$@/(-5)-21/$)7=$*2#/9A4$Z*$D"59=$>/$*""$
+.39! ,%! ()38)33! 3&4-! $2),)/1! .3! ,-+! 2.8F')/13! %0! .! 2.()4.'! 3,&(+/,! 0%2! $-)'3,! $+! 8.9! /%,! $2),+! %0!
:D"(M/(-,$ )7=$ :(/1"95*2"7,$ 27$ *+/$#)77/($ "6$ Q5((2/,-$ */?*B$ #5&+$ &(2*2&)9$ =/>)*/$ *"=)A$ -*299$ &/7*(/-$ "7$
4'%3+'9!2+'.,+(!4%/4+2/3!3&4-!,-+!4%88%(),9!3,.,&3!%0!.2,!)/!,-+!4%/,+U,!%0!1'%F.')3.,)%/5!,-+!2%'+!%0!.2,!
)/!3%4).'! )/4'&3)%/! )/),).,)7+3!./(!3%!%/:!V+7+2,-+'+335!$-)'3,! ,-+!4%2+!(+F.,+3!8.9!3,)''!-.7+!4&22+/495!
*+/$*"7/B$9)7C5)C/$)7=$C/7/()9$/?@(/--2"7$"6$*+/-/$2=/)-$27$Q5((2/,-$D(2*27C$)(/$1/(A$#5&+$"6$*+/2($*2#/4$
Q"7-&2"5-9A$ "($ 7"*B$ Q5((2/,3! ,+U,! )/()2+4,'9! 2+0+2+/4+3! .! 2./1+! %0! 6-)'%3%6-)4.'! 4%/4+6,3! $-)4-! $+2+!
&2(&59)*27C$ 27$*+/$ 9)*/$ ,^_3)7=$/)(9A$ ,bH-$E/4C4$L9*+5--/(,-$7"*2"7$"6$ ZFL-B$g"5&)59*,-$ :@"D/(TM7"D9/=C/,$
)7=$T"5(=2/5,-$57=/(-*)7=27C$"6$$+3&#"-c:!@)3!+/(/%,+!2+0+2+/4+35!')*+!,-%3+!%0!H2%K)+25!G%00.,!./(!B%'(!
)/!,-+!YZ`_35!4),+!D%-/!B+21+2!./(!O2/3,!S)34-+2!.3!$+''!.3!$2),)/13!F9!S+2/./(!Re1+2!./(!?.7)(!E)L&+)2%3!
M,-+! G+U)4./! G&2.')3,35! E)L&+)2%35! I2%K4%! ./(! J)7+2.5! ./(! ,-+)2! G.2U)3,! 6%'),)43! $+2+! ,%! 62%7+! ./!
+/(&2)/1! )/0'&+/4+! %/! H5((2/,-$ "D7$D"(M$ )7=$ +2-$ )@@(")&+$ *"$ :@"92*2&)9$ )(*,K4$ F"B$ D+29-*! ,-+! +33+/,).'!
@(27&2@9/-$"6$Q5((2/,-$*/?*$#)A$+)1/$9"7C/12*A$27$*/(#-$"6$&"7*/#@"()(A$&"7&/(7-B$Q5((2/,-$#)726/-*"T')*+!
4.''3! 0%2! 4-./1+! ./(!-)3! 62%6%3.'3! 0%2!$-.,! ,-+3+! 4-./1+3!8)1-,! +/,.)'! M)/! 3-%2,5! .2,)3,3!8!$%2*)/1! .3!
6&F')4! 3+27./,3! 8! $%&'(! %6+2.,+! $),-)/! .! 393,+8! F.3+(! %/! 3)8)'.2! -)3,%2)4.'! 8%(+'3! 3&4-! .3!






A-+! 4+/,2.'! 6.2,! %0! ,-+! .2,)4'+! (+.'3! 36+4)0)4.''9! $),-! ,-+3+! )(+.3! )/! 2+'.,)%/! ,%! .2,)3,3! ./(! 3,&(+/,3!
$%2*)/1!)/!='.31%$:!A+'')/1'95!H&22)+!$2),+3!6%)/,+('9!%0!,-+!)/,+2/.,)%/.'!)86.4,!%0!V+$!#8.1+!6.)/,)/1!
./(! ,-+! 2+/+$+(! 42),)4.'! 0%4&3! %/! .7./,T1.2(+! 0)1&2.,)7+! 6.)/,)/1:!I/+! %0! ,-+!8%3,! 3.')+/,! 6%)/,3! -+!
#)M/-$&"#/-$27$)$=2-&5--2"7$"6$)(*$D"(9=$:&/7*(/-,]!
#,!)3!./!.22%1./4+!,%!3&11+3,!,-.,!,-+!)/,+2/.,)%/.'!.2,!34+/+!2+7%'7)/1!.2%&/(!V+$!h%2*5!R%/(%/!








2--5/-$ -5(("57=27C$ *+/#B$ &9)2#27C$ *+)*$ *+2-$ =/*)&+#/7*$ :2-$ )7$ 57+/)9*+A$ *()=2*2"7$ *+)*$ +)-$ >//7$
(2C"("5-9A$#)27*)27/=$ 27$ *+/$'9)-C"D$ F&+""9$ "6$ L(*4,$ Q5((2/,-$ 12/DB$ +"D/1/(B$ 2-$#"(/$ "@*2#2-*2&$ *+)7$
Q("32/(,-B$-5CC/-*27C$*+)*$)*$9/)-*$-"#/$9/1/9$"6$&-./1+!-.3!%44&22+(P!
`oa$ 6"($ *+/$ 9)-*$ A/)($ "($ -"$ *+/$ -2*5)*2"7$ +)-$ C()=5)99A$ >/C57$ *"$ &+)7C/4$ !+/(/$ 2-$ )$ C("D27C$
/&8F+2! %0! .2,)3,3! )/! ='.31%$!$-%! .2+! (+.')/1! ()2+4,'9!$),-! 3%4).'! ./(! 6%'),)4.'! )33&+3! )/! ,-+)2!
$%2*! ./(! .,,+86,)/1! ,%! .((2+33! ),! ,%! .!$)(+2! .&(2/7&/$ `oa$ F"#/$ )(/$ )**/#@*27C$ *"$ -/*$ 5@$ )$
1.''+29! )/! ,-+!O.3,!O/(!,-.,!$)''!F+!2&/!./(!%21./)K+(!F9!.2,)3,3!,-+83+'7+3!./(!4%88),,+(!,%!
+U-)F),)/1!,-+!$%2*!%0!9%&/15!2.()4.'!.2,)3,3!MH&22)+5!YZaW5!6YWN:!













H&22)+! +/(+(! -)3! .2,)4'+! $),-! .! L&%,+! F9! =+%21+! =2%3K! $-)4-! 3++83! ,%! 3,2)*+! .! F'%$! .,! F%,-! ,-+!
F%&21+%)3!.,,),&(+3!%0!,-+!.2,!34-%%'!,&,%23!./(!+3,.F')3-+(!.2,)3,3!)/!='.31%$!.3!$+''!.3!3/)6)/1!.,!-)3!
6++23!$-%!)(+/,)0)+(!,-+83+'7+3!$),-!./.24-)38!2.,-+2!,-./!E%4).')38!)/!,-+)2!./,)T4.6),.')3,!3,./4+:!!
?)4*3%/! $.3! 6+2-.63! ,-+! 8.)/! ,.21+,! H&22)+! -.(! )/! 8)/(! )/! -)3! +U62+33)%/! %0! +U.36+2.,)%/! $),-!
./.24-)38:!b-)'3,! ,-+2+!$+2+!8./9!%,-+2! 4%/,2)F&,%23! ,%!9#&8G+5! H&22)+! ./(!?)4*3%/!.2+!/%,.F'9! ,-+!
#"-*$@("9262&$)7=$*+/$#"-*$1"&26/("5-$27$*+/2($=2-&5--2"7-4$T5*$>"*+$V2&M-"7,-$-*A9/$)7=$+2-$)@@(")&-!.2+!
)*$"==-$D2*+$Q5((2/,-$1/(A$/)(7/-*!F"&2)92-*$:&)99$ *"$)(#-,4$[+29-*!Q5((2/,-$D(2*27C$#)A$+)1/$>//7$:"6$ 2*-$
*2#/,$ 27$ */(#-$ "6$ *+/$ D)A$ +/$ )(*2&59)*/=$ +2-$ >/92/6-B$ V2&M-"7,-$ D(2*27C$ +/()9=/=$ )$ 7/DB$ /7/(C/*2&$
.662%.4-!,%!42),)4.'!$2),)/1!)/!E4%,'./(:!;66("@(2)*/9AB$V2&M-"7,-$-*A9/$-//#-$1/(A$#5&+$)7$)@@("@(2)*2"7$
%0!3)8)'.2!$2),)/1!)/!8&3)4!c%&2/.')38!./(!K)/+!4&',&2+!M%/!$-)4-!8./9!./.24-)3,!/+,$%2*3!%0!,-+!6+2)%(!
2+')+(N:!J.,-+2! ,-./! )/7%*)/1!+U+86'.23! 02%8!+.2'9! ,$+/,)+,-T4+/,&29!.2,!-)3,%295!%2! 4),)/1!+3,.F')3-+(!
%)(?2-*$*/?*-$)-$=2=$Q5((2/B$V2&M-"7,-$6()#/$"6$(/6/(/7&/$2-$(/-"95*/9A$(""*/=$27$)7$57=/(-*)7=27C$"6$-5>$
./(! 4%&/,+2T4&',&2.'! 12%&63:! ;/(! 2.,-+2! ,-./! )(+/,)09)/1! $),-! .! 4./%/! %0! 3%4).''9! 4%88),,+(! .2,)3,35!
V2&M-"7,-$ &59*5()9$ @"-2*2"7$D2*+27$ 9#&8G+! )3! ,-.,! %0! .! 6%3,T6&/*! ./.24-)3,5! .! '%%3+'9! (+0)/+(! /+,$%2*!
%0,+/!')/*+(!,%!,-+!2)3+!%0!)/(+6+/(+/,5!/%/T4%88+24).'!8&3)4!)/),).,)7+3:!?)3)''&3)%/+(!$),-!,-+!$.9!)/!
D+2&+$*+/$ 2=/)92-#$"6$ ,`_3!)7=$,^_3!4%&/,+2T4&',&2+!F+4.8+!3&F3&8+(!)/,%!,-+!8.)/3,2+.85!.! '%%3+'9!
(+0)/+(!./.24-)3,!3,./4+!F+4.8+!.!7).F'+!%6,)%/!0%2!9%&/1!6+%6'+!$-%!-+'(!2.()4.'!'+0,)3,!4%/4+2/3!F&,!
4%&'(!3++!,-+!0.)'&2+3!%0!3,.,+T2&/!H%88&/)3,!./(!E%4).')3,!393,+83:!!







*"=)A$ 27$ */(#-$ "6$ *+/$ @"*/7*2)9$ 6"($ &59*5(/$ N)##27C$ -*()*/C2/-K4$ !+/$ )(*2&9/$ )9-"$ (/1/)9-$ V2&M-"7,-$
Y`a!
!
.$.2+/+33! ./(! */%$'+(1+! %0! B2),)3-! ./(! O&2%6+./! 4%&/,+2T4&',&2.'! 8%7+8+/,3! 02%8! ,-+! YZ`_3!
"7D)(=-$ E*+/$ -*5=/7*$5@(2-27C-$"6$.)(2-$ ,_b$)7=$ *+/$6Z(%F34+/),9! ,2).'3!.2+! 36+4)0)4.''9!8+/,)%/+(5! 0%2!
+U.86'+N:!;'%/1!$),-!,-+!62+3+/,.,)%/!%0!.!6.2,)4&'.2!3,./4+!M.44%86./)+(!F9!/&8+2%&3!.662%62).,+(!
./(! 2+$%2*+(! 4.2,%%/35! 3'%1./35! +,4:KB$ V2&M-"7,-$ )(*2&9/$ D)-$ )9-"$ 7"*)>9/$ 27$ 2*-$ 5-/$ "6$ )$ 9/--$ *+)7$




*+/$ PW_H-$ )7=$ ,IH-B$ @)()99/9-$ &)7$ )9-"$ >/$ =()D7$>/*D//7$ *+/$ 2((/1/(/7*$#"=/$ )7=$ -*A9/$ "6$V2&M-"7,-$
,+U,3! ./(! ,-+!V+$! D%&2/.')38!$-)4-! +8+2C/=$ 27$ *+/$mF$ 27$ *+/$ PW_H-$ )7=$ ,^_3:! E6+.2-+.(+(!F9! A%8!




A2&8./!H.6%,+! M$-%3+!/%/T0)4,)%/!.44%&/,!%0!.!8&2(+2! I<(52.,(D.22,! )/! ,-+! 3,9'+!%0!.!/%7+'!F+4.8+!
3+8)/.'! 0%2! ,-+! 1+/2+N5! @&/,+2! E! A-%863%/! ./(! >:! D:!^,U"5(M/4$["96/$ 27$ @)(*2&59)($ =/#"7-*()*/=$ )7$
27*/(/-*$27$)(*$)7=$12-5)9$&59*5(/B$D2*+$*+/$@5>92&)*2"7$"6$*+/$:7/D$N"5(7)92-*2&,$(/-@"7-/-$*"$%"=/(72-#$
)/! 6.)/,)/1! ./(! .24-),+4,&2+! ME$'( H+&<#',( =2%,! )/! YZ^[5! \%2G( D+"$+"-( #2( 6"%( P2"-'5! YZaYN:! ;/!
+U,+/3)%/! %0! V+$! D%&2/.')38!8! 1%/K%! c%&2/.')38!8!D)-$ @2"7//(/=$ >A$R57*/($ F4!+"#@-"7,-$\'+%( +<,(
Y2+#$&<8(&<(Y+-(O'8+-:!!H%/3&2"5-9A$"($7"*B$2*$2-$*"$C"73"$N"5(7)92-#$*+)*$V2&M-"7,-$*/?*!)3!8%3,!)/(+F,+(:!




0%2! 0)23,T6+23%/! /.22.,)7+! -*A9/$ )7=$ 5-/$ "6$ &"71/(-)*2"7)9$ -@//&+B$ V2&M-"7,-$ */?*$ 2-$ @/@@/(/=$ D2*+$
-D/)(27CB$N"M/-$)7=$=2(/&*B$&"71/(-)*2"7)9$:)-2=/-,$*"$*+/$(/)=/(4$!+("5C+$*+/$5-/$"6$-5&+$C"73"T+3L&+!
(+')7+295! ?)4*3%/! .'3%! 3,%%(! )/! %66%3),)%/! ,%! ,-+! 7+/++2! %0! /+&,2.'),9! 62%c+4,+(! F9! 4%/7+/,)%/.'!










V2&M-"7,-$ -*A9/$ D)-$ 2(2+7+2+/,5! )/0%28.'! ./(! .((2+33+(! ,%! -)3! 6++23:! A-%&1-! 4'+.2'9! ./1+2+(! F9! ,-+!
.6.,-9!%0!,-+!3%T&)99/=$57=/(C("57=$#"1/#/7*-$D+"$D/(/$=//#/=$*"$+)1/$:-"9=$"5*,B$V2&M-"7$)1"2=-$
*+/$="C#)*2&$*"7/$"6$-"#/$"6$Q5((2/,-$D(2*27C4$!+/(/$2-$9/--$)$-/7-/$"6$)7$)**/#@*!*"$@/(-5)=/$"($:D27$
"1/(,$ *+/$ (/)=/($ *"$ )$ @)(*2&59)($ @"27*$ "6$ 12/D$ 27$ V2&M-"7,-$ */?*$ *+)7$ 27$ Q5((2/,-4$ U)*+/($ E)C)27$ 27$ *+/$
#)77/($ "6$ 327/$D(2*27CK$V2&M-"7,-$ -*A9/$ -//#-$ *"$ )--5#/$ *+)*$ +2-$ (/)=/(-+2@$D"59=$ >/$ :"7$ *+/$ -)#/$
D)1/9/7C*+,4$T"*+$-*A9/-B$+"D/1/(5!4%&'(!F+!3++/!,%!F+!)/!(./1+2!%0!.')+/.,)/1!,-+)2!2+.(+23-)6!8!$-+2+!
?)4*3%/!6+2-.63! '+./3! ,%%! 0.2! )/,%!-&8%&($)7=$ (2-M-$57=/(#2727C$+2-$ :#/--)C/,B$Q5((2/,-$ */?*-$ &)7$>/$
.',%1+,-+2! ,%%! (29! ./(! +.2/+3,5! '.4*)/1! ,-+! 9%&,-0&'5! +/+21)3/=$ *"7/$ "6$ V2&M-"7,-$ @(%3+:! #/! ,-+! 3.8+!
2--5/B$V2&M-"7,-$)(*)4'+!:;(7+/,&2+3!<6!E-),!H2++*,!2.)'3!.1.)/3,!,-+!6%'),)43!%0!,-+!S.'*'./(3!b.2:!?)4*3%/!
.66')+3!./!.'8%3,!3+8)%,)4!2+.()/1!%0!62%6.1./(.!,%!()33+4,!,-+!$.9!)/!$-)4-!F%,-!;21+/,)/.!./(!B2),.)/!
-.(! 4.2+0&''9! &3+(! './1&.1+! )/! ,-+)2! 3,2&11'+! ,%! 3$.9! 6&F')4! %6)/)%/:! ?)4*3%/! &3+(! -)3! ./1+2! .,! ,-+!
+U4&3+3!6&,!0%2$.2(!,%!c&3,)09!./!)/(+0+/3)F'+!$.2!,%!)''&8)/.,+!./(!0%2+12%&/(!F2%.(+2!)33&+3!%0!6%$+2!
)7=$&"7*("9$)7=$*+/$ 27=212=5)9,-$ (/9)*2"7-+2@$D2*+$*+/$-*)*/4$V2&M-"7,-$-&+6,)4)38!%0! ,-+!8.33!8+().! )3!
$2),!'.21+!.42%33!,-+!.2,)4'+!./(!)/!8./9!$.93!,-)3!8)3,2&3,!62+0)1&2+3!-)3!2+.4,)%/!,%!M$-.,!-+!3.$!.3N!
*+/$&"7-*(5&*2"7$)7=$@("#"*2"7$"6$f/D$Z#)C/$@)27*27C$27$'9)-C"D4$V2&M-"7,-$&(2*2&)9$)@@(")&+B$>"*+$27$
9#&8G+! ./(! )/!-)3!$2),)/1! 3)/4+! ,-+/5! )3! '+33! 4%/4+2/+(!$),-! ,-+!62%8%,)%/!%0! .!6.2,)4&'.2!6%'),)4.'!%2!
.+3,-+,)4!.1+/(.!,-./!$),-!,-+!.(%6,)%/!%0!.!L&+3,)%/)/15!()34&23)7+!2+36%/3+!,%!4&',&2+P!:A-+!'+.3,!$+!
4./! (%! )3! F+! &/2+'+/,)/1'9! 42),)4.'! %0! ,-+! 1.2F.1+! ,-+9! ,-2%$! .,! &3! +7+29! (.95! 02%8! ,-+! 1'.8%&2! %0!
.(7+2,)3)/1!,%!,-+!4%/4%4,)%/!%0!$%2'(!+7/7*-$E)-$(/@"(*/=$>A$*+/$#/=2)K,!M?)4*3%/5!YZa"F5!6:Y^N:!
:A-+! E'%6! %0! ,-+! V+$,5! )/! 9#&8G+! #33&+! WB$ +2C+92C+*-$ V2&M-"7,-$ 27*/(/-*$ 27$ *+/$ F2*5)*2"72-*$ 7"*2"7$ "6$








&,%6)./! /%,)%/3! %0! 1+/+2.,)/1! .4,&.'! 4-./1+! ,-2%&1-! ,-+! )/,2&3)%/! %0! .2,! )/,%! ')0+! F+4.8+!
)/.662%62).,+5!./(!62%F.F'9!.F3&2(!MB2)3'+9!)/!?)4*3%/5!YZaW.N:!!
?)4*3%/!0%''%$3!,-)3!L&%,+!F9!4'.)8)/1!,-.,!&/(+2!,-+3+!4%7=2*2"7-$:)(*$&)7$"79A$-5(121/$27$*D"$D)A-]$>A$
3,+.',-5! %2! F9! 3&F8),,)/1! M+.1+2'9! %0! 4%&23+N! ,%! ,-%3+! 3+27./,3! %0! 4.6),.')38! 8! ,-+! 1.''+2)+3! ./(!
#5-/5#-4,$ V2&M-"7,-$ 27*/(/-*$ 27$ 57=/(C("57=$ )7=$ )7*2T+3,.F')3-8+/,! 8%7+8+/,35! ./(! -)3! %/1%)/1!
4%88),8+/,! ,%! 3+'0T%21./)3.,)%/! 4'+.2'9! (+8%/3,2.,+! ,-+! )**/#@*-$ *"$ +/9@$ )(*$ -5(121/$ :>A$ -*/)9*+,4$






















+3,.F')3-! O+%&+<#( )/! YZaX5! $-)4-! $.3! )/),).''9! 3&66%2,+(! F9! ,-+! E,&(+/,3! J+62+3+/,.,)7+! H%&/4)'! .,!
='.31%$!E4-%%'!%0!;2,:aW!!
O+%&+<#! +8+21+(!$-)'3,! ),3! 0%&/(+25!?)4*3%/5!$.3! 3,)''! .! 3,&(+/,5!./(! ,-+!42%33%7+2! )/! ,-+8+5! 4%/,+/,!
./(! 4-2%/%'%19! F+,$++/! 9#&8G+! ./(! O+%&+<#! .2+! 7+29! .66.2+/,:! O33+/,).''95! O+%&+<#! F+4.8+! ,-+!















S%2! -)3! 6.2,5! ?)4*3%/! -.3! 4),+(! ,-+! '.4*! %0! 42),)4.'! (+F.,+! +'3+$-+2+! .3! .! 8.c%2! )86+,&3! )/! 3,.2,)/1!
O+%&+<#;!
A-+! 0)23,! )33&+!4.8+!%&,! )/!YZaX!$-+/! #!$.3! )/! ,-+! 0)/.'!9+.2! )/! ,-+!>.)/,)/1!?+6.2,8+/,!./(!
,-+2+!$.3!.!12%&6!%0!6+%6'+! )/! ,-+!?+6.2,8+/,!$-%!1%,! ,%1+,-+2!./(!$+2+! 0.)2'9!()33.,)30)+(!




.)27*27C$ V/@)(*#/7*$ -5CC/-*-$ *+)*$ D+29/$ %"66)*,-$ /7&"5()C/#/7*$ #)A$ +)1/$ )&*/=$ )-$ )7$ 2#@"(*)7*$
+U.86'+!M)/!,+283!%0!-)3!3&66%2,!%0!.2,)3,3,!$2),)/1!.4,)7),9N5!,-+!36+4)0)4!(+F.,+3!./(!)33&+3!$-)4-!$+2+!
%0!3&4-!)86%2,./4+!,%!G%00.,!M/.8+'95!,-+!2%'+!./(!0&/4,)%/!%0!0)1&2.,)7+!6.)/,)/1N!$+2+!/%,!3-.2+(!F9!




./(! ,-+3+! )/,+2+3,3!$+2+! 2+0'+4,+(! )/! F%,-! ,-+! 3,9'+! ./(! 4%/,+/,! %0! +.2'9! )33&+3! %0!O+%&+<#:!I7+2! ,+/!
9+.23! O+%&+<#! +7%'7+(! 02%8! .! '%$TF&(1+,5! F'.4*T./(T$-),+! 6&F')4.,)%/! )/,%! .! 1'%3395! 0&''T&"9"5($ :)(*$
#)C)327/,4$ !+/$ ="#27)7*$ 2#@(/--2"7$ 27$ /)(9A$ 2--5/-B$ ,-%&1-5! $.3! ,-.,! %0! .! 3+2)+3! %0!8./)0+3,%3! %2! .!
(/1"95*2"7)(A$ *()&*B$ 6("#$&"7*/7*$ *"$=/-2C7B$D+2&+$D)-B$ )-$L9/?)7=/($%"66)*$ (/&)99-B$ :)$@(/Ts+2%U!$+,!
&"@A$D+/(/$A"5$+)=$*"$D)2*$6"($*+/$27M$*"$=(A$>/6"(/$(/-5#27C$@(27*27C,$E%"66)*B$GHHGK4$!+/$#)C)327/,-$
3&F,),'+5!:;!J.()4.'!;2,3!G.1.K)/+,5!.'%/1!$),-!),3!4%7+2!(+3)1/5!8%2+!,-./!-)/,+(!.,!),3!4%/,+/,:!!I,-+2!
3&F,),'+3! ./(! 3'%1./3! )/4'&(+(! :L99$ !+)*,-$.("C(/--21/,! ./(! :;2,! ./(! #(+.3,5!$-)'3,! ,-+!$%2(! :C&',&2*2),,!
$.3! +8F'.K%/+(! .42%33! ,-+! F.3+:! ;',-%&1-! )/! ,-+! 8)(TYZa_3! O+%&+<#! $.3! &/(%&F,+('9! .! 7+29! '%$T
F&(1+,!6&F')4.,)%/5!,-+!(+3)1/!%0!,-+!8.1.K)/+!$.3!/%,!')/*+(!6&2+'9!,%!+4"7"#2&$6)&*"(-4$!+/$@57M$:&5*$
/!@)-*/,$)/-*+/*2&$"6$/)(9A$2--5/-$)7=$*-+!&3+!%0!.33+8F'+(5!D.8)+!J+)(T3,9'+!,96%12.6-9!)/!)33&+3!Y!./(!"!






#,! 1%+3! $),-%&,! 3.9)/1! ,-.,! .! 42),)L&+! %0! .2,! )3! 7),.'5! F&,! .3! '%/1! .3! ),! 2+8.)/3! $),-)/! ,-+!
F%&/(.2)+3! %0! .2,! ,-+/! ),! )3! &3+'+33! ./(! 4%''.F%2.,%29:! @%6+0&''9! ,-)3!8.1.K)/+!$)''! 62%7)(+! .!
6'.,0%28!0%2!.!6%3),)7+!42),)L&+!%0!4&',&2.'!62%(&4,!./(!)(+.35!02%8!6.)/,)/1!,%!0)'85!3&FT4&',&2.'!
.4,)7),9!,%!,-+!6%'),)43!%0!,-+!3%4)+,9!%0!4%/3&86,)%/5!./(!'%,3!8%2+!F+3)(+3!M?)4*3%/5!YZaX5!6:"N:!
b-)'+! @2:>'#! 8.9! -.7+! 62%7+(! ./! )/36)2.,)%/! 0%2! ?)4*3%/! ,%! +3,.F')3-! O+%&+<#! )/! ,+283! %0! ()2+4,!
+U.86'+3!%0!42),)4.'!$2),)/1!F9!E4%,,)3-!.2,)3,3!M./(5!.3!/%,+(!+.2')+25!G%00.,!-.3!4'.)8+(!,-.,!@2:>'#!$.3!
)$=/6272*/$ )7=$=2(/&*$ 27695/7&/$"7$V2&M-"7,-$=/&2-2"7$ *"$ -*)(*$+2-$"D7$#)C)327/K5! -+!$.3!&/(%&F,+('9!
.$.2+!%0!8%2+!2+4+7*$#)C)327/-$D2*+$)$-2#29)(9A$:()=2&)9,$)C/7=)4$^7/$"6$*+/-/$D)-$*+/$'9)-C"DTF.3+(!
./.24-)3,! 8.1.K)/+! P'%'( +<,( L2*A( +(),+(! F9! C+),-! G)''.2:! ;44%2()/1! ,%! ?)4*3%/5( ,-+( 12%&6! $-%!
+3,.F')3-+(!O+%&+<#!:D/(/$S52*/$27695/7&/=$>A$&2(&5#-*)7&/-$/?*/(7)9$*"$627/$)(*!/=5&)*2"7,B$-@/&262&)99A$
*+/$ :)&*212*A$)("57=$)7)(&+2-*$C("5@-,4$Q/(*)279AB$D+/7$-/1/()9$ 62C5(/-$)--"&2)*/=$D2*+$O+%&+<#!F+4.8+!
4%88),,++!8+8F+23! %0! ,-+! /+$'9! +3,.F')3-+(! .2,)3,T2&/! A2./38)33)%/! H%88),,++! 0%2! ,-+! f)3&.'! ;2,35!
P'%'(+<,(L2*!&3+(!,-+!1.''+29!36.4+!.3!,-+)2!8.)')/1!.((2+33X(R)*+$)3+5!.!0&''T6.1+!2+7)+$!%0(P'%'(+<,(
L2*!F9!?)4*3%/!.66+.2+(!)/!O+%&+<#!#33&+!":!G./9!A2./38)33)%/!+U-)F),)%/3!./(!O+%&+<#!.2,)4'+3!%0!,-+!
+.2'9! ,%!8)(TYZa_3! 3)8)'.2'9! 2+0'+4,+(! ,-+!62%Td6%3,TE),&.,)%/)3,!+,-%3!%0!P'%'(+<,(L2*X! A2./38)33)%/!
),3+'0!$.3! .'3%! 7+29! 4'%3+'9! 2+'.,+(! ,%!O+%&+<#! )/! ,+283!%0! 6+23%//+'! ./(!62%12.88)/1:!;/! .(7+2,! 0%2!
A2./38)33)%/!.66+.2+(!)/!,-+!0)23,!)33&+!%0!O+%&+<#!)/!YZaX!./(!,-2%&1-%&,!,-+!YZa_3!,-+2+!$%&'(!F+!.!
4'%3+! ./(!%/1%)/1! 2+'.,)%/3-)6!F+,$++/! ,-+!6&F')4.,)%/!./(! ,-+!.2,)3,T2&/! 36.4+:!I0! ,-+!+)1-,! 0)1&2+3!
)/7%'7+(! )/!+3,.F')3-)/1! ,-+! 0)23,! )33&+!%0!O+%&+<#5! 0)7+! ME)8%/!B2%$/5!G.'4%'8!?)4*3%/5!b)'').8!H'.2*5!
=%2(%/!G&)2!./(!>+,+2!A-%83%/N!$%&'(!1%!%/!,%!F+4%8+!A2./38)33)%/!H%88),,++!8+8F+23!)/!,-+!8)(!
YZa_3!M?)4*3%/!F+,$++/!YZa[!./(!YZa^N:!
#0! P'%'( +<,( L2*! 8.9! -.7+! 2+0'+4,+(! ,-+! &/(+2'9)/1! 6%'),)4.'! 6-)'%3%6-9! %0!O+%&+<#5! )/! ,+283! %0! .2,!
6&F')4.,)%/35!?)4*3%/!-.3!4'.)8+(!,-.,!4%/,+86%2.29!H./.()./!.2,!8.1.K)/+3!62%7+(!)/0'&+/,).'!%/!+.2'9!
)33&+3!%0!O+%&+<#P!








b!(.2,)4'+3!$+2+!L&%,+(! 02+L&+/,'9! )/!O+%&+<#5! 02%8! #33&+!Y!%/$.2(35! ./(! ,-+!8.1.K)/+!$.3(4),+(!F9!
?)4*3%/!.3!./!)86%2,./,!.2,!8.1.K)/+!%0!,-+!6+2)%(!./(!./!)/0'&+/4+!%/!-)3!%$/!.662%.4-!$),-(O+%&+<#:!
b!,-$%2--2"7$F*)*/#/7*$+2C+92C+*-$ *+/$ -2#29)(2*2/-$>/*D//7$b!(8.1.K)/+!./(!O+%&+<#! )/! ,+283!%0!.)83!
./(!%Fc+4,)7+3P!!
b!!8.1.K)/+! )(+/,)0)+(!./!&21+/,!/+4+33),9! )/! ,-+!7+29!6.2,)4&'.2!8%8+/,!%0! ),3!.66+.2./4+!8!
,-+! J+.1./! 9+.235! ,-+! F+1)//)/1! %0! ,-+! ;#?E! +6)(+8)45! ,-+! 6%3,T6&/*! 9+.235! ,-+!b.''! E,2++,!
F%%8!8! ./(! 2+3@"7=/=$ *"$ 2*4$ `oa$b!(6.&3+(5! 2+6+.,+(! ./(! .F%7+! .''! 2+02.8+(! ,-+! 4&',&2+!%0!
6%$+25!F&,!$),-!,+U,:!B9! ,.*)/1!,-+!%Fc+4,3!%0! ),3!./.'93+3! 02%8!-)1-!./(! '%$!4&',&2+5!6%6&'.2!





A2./38)33)%/! )/! YZa`5!D)-$ =/-&(2>/=$ )-$ :b!T2-+,$ M;/%/5! YZa`! )/P! E,+6-+/3%/! ./(!G4R.&4-'./5! "__Y5!
6:Y^N:!!













2+'.,)7+'9! &/*/%$/! $),-)/! .4.(+8).! ./(! #! ,-)/*! ,-.,! $.3! ,-+! F+1)//)/1! %0! ,-+! 6+2)%(! %0!
.F3%26,)%/!0%2!,-+8!)/,%!4&',&2+5!)/,%!,-+!.2,3:!A-.,!4%8+3!,-2%&1-!.''!,-+!+.2'9!)33&+3!2)1-,!&6!







A-+! ,%/+! %0! O+%&+<#5! 02%8! ,-+! F+1)//)/1! ,%! ,-+! +/(! %0! #33&+! Y5! $.3! F%8F.3,)45! 4-.''+/1)/1! ./(!
%66%3),)%/.'!8!@/(+)@-$ 927M/=$ *"$V2&M-"7,-$ 27*/(/-*$ 27$ F2*5)*2"72-*$D(2*27C-$ E(/6/(/7&/-$ *"$'5A$V/F%2(!
.F%&/(!,-2%&1-%&,!#33&+!YN4$L-$V2&M-"7$+)-$)=#2**/=B$:*+/$62(-*$*D"$`2--5/-$"6$O+%&+<#]!$+2+!*)/(!%0!%/+T
%003!#!,-)/*5!./(!8%2+!,%!(%!$),-!3,)22)/1!&6!8!),!$.3!c&3,!.!$.9!%0!*)4*)/1!F.4*!.1.)/3,!,-+!8+()%42+!.2,!
34+/+!.,! ,-+! *2#/,! M?)4*3%/5!"__"N:! #/! ,+283!%0! ,-+!()7)3)%/!F+,$++/!G%00.,!./(! ,-+!$2),+23! ')/*+(! ,%!
O+%&+<#5! ,-+! 7+29! 0)23,! .2,)4'+! )/!O+%&+<#5! :@%6+3! ./(! S+.23,B$ /?@92&2*9A$ "5*927/-$V2&M-"7,-$ @"-2*2"7$D2*+$
(/C)(=$*"$*+/$:V+$!>.)/,)/1,]$!







G%00.,!./(!-)3! 3%T4.''+(!62%,e1e3:!?)4*-"7,-$ 27*/(/-*-B$)7=$ *+"-/$"6$+2-$ 6/99"D$O+%&+<#! 0%&/(+235!$+2+!




,29)/1! ,%! 42+.,+! .! 36.4+! 0%2! 3%8+,-)/1! +'3+! ,%! -.66+/:,! V%,! %/'9!$.3! ,-+!V+$!>.)/,)/1! (%8)/./,! .,!
Y^`!
!
='.31%$! E4-%%'! %0! ;2,5! ),3! *+9! 62%6%/+/,3! MH&22)+5!b)3K/)+$3*)5! >+,+2! @%$3%/! ./(! E,+6-+/! B.24'.9N!
$+2+!.'3%!)/7%'7+(!)/!3%8+!%0!,-+!0)23,!+U-)F),)%/3!.,!A2./38)33)%/5!3&4-!.3!=&<<&<8(P'+%#-(+<,(Q&<,-!)/!
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V2&M-"7,-$#)=/$*+/$-)#/$@"27*$ 27$ *+)*$>"*+$D(2*/(-$L&+3,)%/+(!,-+!&3+!%0! ,-+!/%,)%/!%0!='.31%$!./(!
:F&"**2-+7/--,$)-$)$D)A$"6$ (/@(/-/7*27C$F&"**2-+$ :V+$!>.)/,)/1,4$T"*+$-)D$ *+/$ :'9)-C"D,$ -5662?$ *"$f/D$
#8.1+! .3! .! 49/)4.'! .,,+86,! ,%! ')/*! ,-+! $%2*3! $),-! ,-+! )/,+2/.,)%/.'! 2+,&2/! ,%! 0)1&2.,)%/! $-)'3,!
3)8&',./+%5-9A$-5CC/-*27C$*+)*$*+/$F&"**2-+$D"(M-$D/(/$>"*+$27*/(7)*2"7)9$)7=$:(/C2"7)9,$)7=$)-$-5&+$)$
=2-*27&*21/$#)726/-*)*2"7$"6$*+/$#"=/4$L-$-5&+B$U">/(*-"7,-$(/2*/()*2"7$"6$*+/$@"27*$)@@/)(-$-"#/D+)*$
%F3%'+,+! )/! ),3! .,,+86,! ,%! 2+7+.'! ,-)3! 3%T&)99/=$ :6()5=,4$ LC))/5! ')*+! ,-+! %,-+2! 2+36%/(+/,35! J%F+2,3%/!
6%)/,3! ,%!A2./38)33)%/! .3! 0.)')/1! ,%! %00+2! .! 7).F'+! .',+2/.,)7+! ,%! ,-+!$%2*3! ),! 3&66%3+('9! 4%/(+8/+(5!
.(7)3)/1!H'.2*!./(!?)4*3%/!,-.,!,-+)2!.2,)4'+3!M)/!.!4'+.2!2+0+2+/4+!,%!9#&8G+!./(!./!+U6')4),!%/+!,%!+.2')+2!
,+?*-$ @5>92-+/=$ >A$ V2&M-"7$ )7=$ Q9)(MK$ :)(/$ >/**/($ M/@*$ *"$ -*5=/7*$ ()C-$ "($ *+/$ &A&9"-*A9/=$ 27MA$ --++,3!
@("=5&/=$>A$!()7-#2--2"7,!MJ%F+2,3%/5!YZa`5!6:Y^"N:!
</3&262)3)/1'95!?)4*3%/!2+36%/(+(!)/!0&''!M?)4*3%/5!YZa`F5!66:Y^"TY^[N5!.(%6,)/1!.!F9!/%$!,96)4.'!8%(+!
%0! (+.')/1! $),-! +.4-! ./(! +7+29! 42),)4)38! ,%! ./! +U-.&3,)7+! (+12++! +7+/! ,-%&1-! -+! 4'.)8+(! ,-.,! ,-+!
(/-@"7-/-$ 9)&M/=$ :)7A$ -"(*$ "6$ 27-2C+*$ )7=$ 27*/99/&*5)9$ ">-/(1)*2"7$ E*+/$ @(/(/S52-2*/-$ "6$ &(2*2&2-#K,4$
V2&M-"7,-$#)27$ &"7&/(7$ D)-$ *"$ =/6/7=$ *+/$ (/@5*)*2"7$ "6$ !()7-#2--2"7$ 6("#$ *+/$ :-&"(7,$ )7=$ :27-59*-,$
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7)+$3!)/!6.2,)4&'.2!0%28+(!,-+!F.3)3!0%2!'.,+2!./,)TV+$!#8.1+!6%3),)%/3!,.*+/!&6!F9!.!/+$!1+/+2.,)%/!%0!

























F+1)//)/1( ).3+( ./(! O+%&+<#! 2+62+3+/,+(! 6.2,)4&'.25! %0,+/! %66%3),+5! .662%.4-+3:! G.'&"9#$ V2&M-"7,-$
'+,,+2!,%!).3+5!$-)4-!.66+.2+(!)/!,-+!0)23,!)33&+!M)/!2+36%/3+!,%!.!/%,)4+!3+/,!,%!A2./38)33)%/!=.''+29!,%!
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36+.*)/15!),!$.3!7)+$+(!.3!,-+!8%2+!+3,.F')3-+(5!3,.)(!./(!,2.(),)%/.'!8.1.K)/+!)/!4%/,2.3,!,%!='.31%$T
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$2),+235! -%$+7+25! 4%/,2)F&,+(! ,%!F%,-!8.1.K)/+3! 3)8&',./+%&3'9! ./(! ,-+! 0++')/1! 3++83! ,%!-.7+!F++/!
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+/4%&2.1+! ,-+! 7+29! (+F.,+! ./(! ()34&33)%/! $-)4-! -.(! F++/! '.4*)/1:! A-+! ()7)3)%/3! F+,$++/! ,-+! ,$%!
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A-+! 3+4%/(! )33&+! $.3! YZa[! .,! ,-+! 6%)/,! $-)4-! #! 1%,! )/7%'7+(! $),-! A2./38)33)%/! 3%! ),! ,%%*!
./%,-+2! ,$%!9+.23!F+0%2+! #!(+4)(+(! ,%! 2+'.&/4-! ),!$),-! 3&F342)6,)%/3! 02%8!.! 0+$!6+%6'+:!A-.,!
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,-+!C,&<3"%8$(@'7&'*! `^d`a5!-)3! )/,+/,)%/!-.(!F++/! ,%!%00+2!%66%2,&/),)+3! ,%!F%,-!+3,.F')3-+(!7%)4+3!
./(!+8+21)/1!42),)4.'!$2),+23P!






&(/)*2"7$"6$)$&59*5(/$D2*+"5*$#/=2)*2"74$[/$D/(/$ *(A27C$ *"$/92#27)*/$)$ :-/&"7=)(27/--,$ 27$ *+/$
62%(&4,)%/B$/?+2>2*2"7$)7=$D(2*27C$"6$)(*,!M?)4*3%/5!"__"N:!









.&,-%23-)6! %0! ,+U,3! F+4.8+! ./! )/42+.3)/1! 62+%44&6.,)%/! 0%2! O+%&+<#:! b-+2+! C2.7),K! -.(! $+'4%8+(!
&"7*(2>5*2"7-$:D+"/1/($*+/A$)(/$>A$)7=$D+/(/1/($*+/A$&"#/$6("#,B$O+%&+<#!,%%*!,-)3!6%3),)%/!,%!.!8%2+!
2.()4.'!'+7+'!)/!),3!+U6+2)8+/,3!$),-!6'.1).2)38!./(!3%T4.''+(!V+%)3,!$2),)/1:!!
b-)'3,! E),&.,)%/)38! 2+8.)/+(! ,-+! 62+7.)')/1! ,-+%2+,)4.'! ./(! 6-)'%3%6-)4.'! '9/4-6)/! %0! ,-+! 8.1.K)/+5!
02%8! #33&+!W5!6&F')3-+(! )/!;&,&8/!YZa^5!&/,)'! ,-+!+/(!%0! ,-+!YZa_3!O+%&+<#! F+1./! ,%!6&F')3-!$2),)/1!
$-)4-! /%,! %/'9! 2+0'+4,+(! E),&.,)%/)3,! )(+.3! )/! ,+283! %0! ,-+8+5! 4%7+2.1+! ./(! 4%/,+/,5! F&,! 3%&1-,! ,%!
+8F+(!8%2+! 2+4+/,! 2.()4.'! )(+.3! )/! ,-+!8.1.K)/+! ,-2%&1-! ,-+! 3,9'+!%0!$2),)/1! ./(!8%(+!%0! (+')7+29:!
;44%2()/1! ,%! ./! ./%/98%&3! 2+7)+$! )/! ,-+! A2./38)33)%/! =.''+29! /+$3'+,,+25! )/! ,-+! ,)8+! F+,$++/(
I:2<2:.+-G!./(!=+%(2/( IG+8'-!+/9=$ 27$ e)75)(A$PWb_$V2&M-"7$+)=$ :-D)@@/=$V/>"(=2-*$ 6"($g"5&)59=2)7$
@9)C2)(2-#,4$ !+"5C+$ "1/(-2#@9262/=$ E)7=$ &+5(92-+$ 27$ *"7/K5! ,-+! 4%88+/,! /+7+2,-+'+33! )(+/,)0)+(! .!







./(! 6%3,T6&/*d./.24-)3,! %21./)3.,)%/3! M2+62+3+/,+(! ,-2%&1-! 6&F')3-+23! 3&4-! .3! ;C! >2+335! 6%'),)4.'!





./(! ,-+! &3+!%0! ,+U,&.'! 02.18+/,3! ./(! 4),.,)%/! )/! 4&',&2.'! 42),)4)38!F9! +.2')+2! -)3,%2)4.'! 0)1&2+3! Mb.',+2!
T/7N)#27,-!)%:+,'-(H%2e':#! )3!.!*+9!+U.86'+N5!F&,! ,-+!&3+!%0!6'.1).2)38!.3!.! 36+4)0)4!6%'),)4.'! 3,2.,+19!




.! 3)1/)0)4./,!62+4&23%2! ,%! ,-+!&3+!%0!6'.1).2)38!.3! .! '),+2.29!(+7)4+!$),-)/! E4%,,)3-!.2,! 42),)4)38!%0! ,-+!
YZZ_3! )7=$ )@@/)(/=$ /)(92/($ *+)7$ *+/$ :)@@("@(2)*/=$ */?*-,$ 27$O+%&+<#:! ;8%/13,! .! ()7+23+! 3+'+4,)%/! %0!
'),+2.29!,+4-/)L&+3!Y+<+%>(27&95=/=$)$:Z7=/?$"6$.9)C2)(2-#,$27$*+/$i@29"C5/4$'()A$27*("=5&/=$*+/$27=/?$>A$
=/62727C$*+/$:*+(//$M27=-$"6$92*/()(A$*+/6*$27$*+2-$>""M]$Td^Q0$.dL'ZLUZF%B$D+/(/$-"#/"7/$/9-/,-$D"(M$2-$




02%8!#33&+!W!.2+!()00)4&',! ,%!6)/6%)/,5!.! 2+4&22+/,! 0)1&2+! )/!F%,-!A2./38)33)%/!./(!O+%&+<#!.,! ,-)3! ,)8+!





S+F2&.29! YZaX5! ,-%&1-! -+! -.(! F+1&/! ,%! )/7+3,)1.*/$ *+/$ &"7&/@*-$ "6$ @9)C2)(2-#$ )7=$ :&"99/&*21/$






6%,+/,).'!%0!8&',)6'+!/.8+3:! #/!9G&.'!V%:a5!6&F')3-+(! )/!V%7+8F+2!YZa[5!-+!.,,+86,+(! ,%!+U6'.)/!-)3!
5-/$"6$ :@"-2*21/$@9)C2)(2-#,$)7=$ *+/$ :&"765-2"7$-5(("57=27C$ `444a$ *+/$)5*+"(-+2@$"6$#A$D"(M,$ *+("5C+$)$









)/(++(! &3+! ),:! A-+! 6&26%3+! %0! -.7)/1! .! /&8F+2! %0! 6+%6'+! &3+! ,-+! 3.8+! /.8+! )3! ,%! +U.8)/+!
62.4,)4.''9! ,-+! 6-)'%3%6-)4.'! L&+3,)%/! %0! )/()7)(&.'),9:! #,!$.3! 3&4-! ./! )/,+2+3,! )/! 6-)'%3%6-)4.'!
































0)1&2+3! 3&4-! .3! @%2%F)/5! ?)4*3%/5!b)'').8! H'.2*5! 0)1&2+3! )/7%'7+(! )/! ,-+!8.1.K)/+!P'%'( +<,(L2*! ./(!
0&2,-+2! O+%&+<#! .2,)3,T$2),+23! 3&4-! .3! >+,+2! E&4-)/5! C,&<3"%8$( @'7&'*! +(),%2! >+,+2! C2.7),K! ./(! D+//9!
A&2/+2!M$-%!-.(!62+7)%&3'9!$2),,+/!1%/K%T+3L&+!'),+2.29!42),)4)38!0%2!,-+!C,&<3"%8$(@'7&'*!./(!$+/,!%/!
*"$/=2*$R"#/,-$7"1/9$H"%'(Q+<&+N:YYY! ! #2%/)4.''95!.'%/1!$),-!8./9!%,-+2!.2,)3,3! M6.2,)4&'.2'95! )/!B2),.)/5!
F*/D)(*$ R"#/K$ R"(">27,-$ 7)#/$ >/&)#/$ &9"-/9A$ )--"&2)*/=$ D2*+$ *+/$ )&*212*2/-$ )7=$ D(2*27C-$ "6$ :0)(/7$
i92"*,4$L-$R"8+!-.3!/%,+(P!
Z7$ PWb_B$ Z$ -+26*/=$ 6("#$="27C$ @/(6"(#)7&/$ *"$ :-*()2C+*,$ C)99/(A$D"(M$ E#)279A$ 27-*)99)*2"7-K$ )7=$
3,.2,+(! 1+,,)/1! 2+36+4,.F'+! 2+7)+$3:! ;3! .! 4%/3+L&+/4+5! .! /&8F+2! %0! )/()7)(&.'3! .4,)7+! )/! ,-+!










,%! O+%&+<#! 6("#$ PWbI$ "7D)(=-4$ Z--5/$ O$ 27&95=/=$ :L$ F&"**2-+$ F*"(A,$ >A$ 0)(/7$ i92"*B$ D+2&+$ 27&95=/=$ )$
:-@927*/(/=$ &5((2&595#$ 12*)/,$ "6$ +/(n+2-$ D"(M$ 6)-*$ 6"(D)(=/=$ *"$ PWWO4$ Z7$ */(#-$ "0! ),3! 3,9'+5! ./(!
)5*+"(-+2@B$ *+/$ -*"(A$ >/)(-$ )$ &9"-/$ (/-/#>9)7&/$ *"$ F*/D)(*$ R"#/,-$ 62&*2"7B$ @)(*2&59)(9A$ 27$ 2*-$ 5-/$ "6$
+U6')4),'9!3+U&.'!)8.1+29!./(!2+0+2+/4+3!,%!(2&1!&3+5!,-%&1-!4'+.2'9!./!.,,+86,!,%!.,,2)F&,+!,-+!3,%29!,%!







@-/5="7A#,4$ L-$ D/99$ )-$ *+/$ =2(/&*B$ @()&*2&)9$ /?@/(2#/7*)*2"7$ D2*+$ @9)C2)(2-#$ )7=$ #59*2@9/$ 7)#/-$
*+("5C+$:&(/)*21/,$*/?*-$>A$0)(/7$i92"*B$O+%&+<#!.'3%!()34&33+(!,-+!)86+,&3!0%2!+86'%9)/1!6'.1).2)38!.3!./!
./,)T4.6),.')3,5! ./,)TG%(+2/)3,! (+7)4+:! #7$ *+/$ -)#/$ 2--5/B$ 6"($ /?)#@9/B$ *+/$ :B%F! D%/+3,! .2,)4'+! :b-9!
>'.1).2)38j,! )/,2%(&4+(! ,-+! )(+.! %0! 6'.1).2)38! .3! .! 2.()4.'! 42),)4.'! 3,2.,+19:! A-+! ,+U,! 4+/,2+(! %/! .!
()34&33)%/!%0! ),3!&3+!$),-)/!,-+!7)3&.'!)(*-B$)--/(*27C$*+/$1)95/$"6$@9)C2)(2-#$)-$)7$)&*$D+2&+$&"59=$ :C"$
>/A"7=$ (+/*"(2&,$ )7=$ *+/$ :@-/5="T7/C)*2"7$ "6$ )(*,4$[+29-*$ -D//@27CB$ 6(/S5/7*9A$ 57-5>-*)7*2)*/=$ )7=$
%0,+/! /.)7+! M0%2! )/3,./4+! )/! ),3! .33&86,)%/3! 2+1.2()/1! .2,! -)3,%2)4.'! 8+,-%(3! ./(! ),3! ,2+.,8+/,! %0!
:@"-*#"=/(7$2=/"9"CA,$)-$)$+"#"C/7"5-B$57262/=$:D+"9/,K5! ,-+!,+U,! )3!2+7+.')/1! )/! ),3!42),)4.'! )/,+/,)%/3!
$-)4-!.2+!.,!%/4+!./,)TG%(+2/)3,!M)/!-)1-')1-,)/1!,-+!2%'+!%0!6'.1).2)38!.3!.!42),)L&+!%0!,-+!/%,)%/!%0!,-+!
27=212=5)9$ :C/725-,$ )(*2-*$ )7=$ *++! /%,)%/! %0! .! ')/+.25! ,+'+%'%1)4.'! .2,! -)3,%2)4.'! ,2.c+4,%29N! ./(! ./,)T




%0! )/()7)(&.'3! MF%,-! 6.3,! ./(! 62+3+/,N! $-%! 4%/3,),&,+! ),! \:::]! ;2,! ),3+'0! )3! F.3+(! %/! 6)4,%2).'!
,2.(),)%/3!F&)',!&6!%7+2!,-%&3./(3!%0!9+.235!./(!9+,!.2,!-)3,%2)./3!./(!42),)43!.'$.93!0%4&3!%/!,-+!
1/(A$#27"(B$5-5)99A$7/C92C2>9/B$:277"1)*2"7-,$"6$/)&+$:27=212=5)9,$.2,)3,!MD%/+35!YZa^5(6:Y[N:YY"!
!+/$ =212-2"7$ >/*D//7$ e"7/-,3! 7"*2"7$ "6$ @9)C2)(2-#$ )7=$ @"-*#"=/(7$ :S5"*)*2"7,$ 2-! /&./4+(:! #/(++(5!!
6'.1).2)38!./(!6%3,8%(+2/!4),.,)%/!.2+!4'%3+'9!2+'.,+(!)/!,+283!%0!3,2.,+19!./(!)/,+/,)%/5!6.2,)4&'.2'9!)/!














#,! )3!-+2+5! )/! ,-+!42+.,)%/!%0!/+$!8+./)/135! ,-.,!$+!3++!8%3,! 4'+.2'9! ,-+!()7+21+/4+!F+,$++/!
6'.1).2)38! ./(! 6%3,T8%(+2/! )(+%'%19:! A-+! 6'.1).2)3,! -.3! /%! ()00)4&',9! $),-! 8+./)/135! 2+.'),95!
,2&,-:! A-+! 6'.1).2)3,! 3++3! /%! 42)3)3! %0! ,-+! 3)1/! 8! %/'9! ,-+! 4%/,)/&.'! ,2./30%28.,)%/! %0! -&8./!
2+'.,)%/3-)63! $),-)/! .! 3%4).'! 4%/,+U,:! b-+/! .! 6%3,T8%(+2/)3,! ,.'*3! %0! 6'.1).2)38! ,-+9! 4.''! ),!
:)@@("@(2)*2"7,$ E*()7-6/($ "6$ "D7/(-+2@K$ 27$ )7$ )**/#@*$ *"$#)27*)27$ *+/$ 2=/"9"C2&)9$ ("9/$ "6$ *+/$
.2,)3,!MD%/+35!YZa^5(6:Y[N:!




*"$ /?5=/$ )7$ )@@/)()7&/$ "6$ :"(2C27)92*A,4$ U/)&*27C$ *"$ *+2-$ :2#@"--2>9/,$ -2*5)*2"7$ *+/$ @"-*T
#"=/(72-*$*)M/-$"7$)$:&"(@"()*/,$2#)C/$)7=$:&"@A(2C+*-,$)7$299T()1+3,+(!.33%2,8+/,!%0!02.18+/,3:!
A-)3!)3! )/!()2+4,!4%/,2.3,!,%!,-+!6'.1).2)3,!$-%5!2.,-+2!,-./!.44+6,)/1!,-)3!3,.3)35!3++*3!,%!36++(!





%0! .4.(+8).! ./(! 34-%'.2'9! 6&F')3-)/1! $+2+! .,,+86,)/1! ,%!8.*+! 3+/3+! %0! ./(! 6%3),)%/! ,-+83+'7+3! )/!
2+'.,)%/!,%!.!12%$)/1!F%(9!%0!6%3,8%(+2/!.2,!,-+%29:!;'3%!/%,+$%2,-9!)3!,-+!0.4,!,-.,!,-+3+!()34&33)%/3!
$+2+!,.*)/1!6'.4+!.,!,-+!3.8+!,)8+!.35!)0!/%,!F+0%2+5!3&4-!)(+.3!-.(!,2&'9!+/,+2+(!,-+!.4.(+89!)/!,+283!












#33&+! X! 4%/,)/&+(! ,-+! ()2+4,! +U62+33)%/! ./(! +U6+2)8+/,.,)%/! $),-! 8&',)6'+! /.8+3! ,-2%&1-! ,-+!
6&F')4.,)%/! %0! :;! >%')3-! E,%29,! F9! C.2+/! O')%,! M62%F.F'9! >+,+2! @%2%F)/N:! A-+! ,+U,! F2%&1-,! ,%1+,-+2!
6()C#/7*-$"6$&(/)*21/$@("-/$=/*)2927C$:0)(/7,-,$=)A$27*/(-@/(-/=$D2*+$)7$)&&"57*$"6$*+/$/1/7*-$9/)=271!,%!




.2,)3,! $-%3+! (+.,-! $.3! .,,2)F&,+(! ,%! -+2! -%&/()/1! F9! ,-+! ?@EE! M(+342)F+(! .3! :27*()7-2C/7&/$ )7=$














8&3)4.'5! 7)3&.'! ./(! '),+2.,+! ,.'+/,3! F9! 8.*)/1! 4.33+,,+3! ./(! 38.''! 62+33! 62%(&4,)%/3! ,%! 6.33!







b),-!3%8+!.//%9./4+!*.2+/!+')%,! \3)4]! 4'%3+(! ,-+!1'%339!.2,!8.1:!Ed-+!-.(!/%,! 2+.(! ),!.''!8! .!
4&23%29!F2%$3+!-.(!F++/!+/%&1-!,%!,+''!-+2d-)8!,-.,! ),3!4%/,+/,3!$+2+!/%!()00+2+/,! 02%8!./9!






8%3,! 62%F.F'9! >+,+2! @%2%F)/:! #/! :L$ T)99""72-*,-$ F*"(A,A! :M)(/7$ /92"*,-,! \3)4]! &3+! %0! /%,+F%%*35! -+2d-)3!
2+0+2+/4+3! ,%!.24-)7)/1!./(!,-+!4%''+4,)%/!%0!(%8+3,)4!(+,2),&3!./(!,-+! )/4'&3)%/!%0!36+4)0)4! ,)8+3!./(!
=)*/-$(/9)*/-$*"$R"(">27,-$"D/!(+,.)'+(!2+4%2()/1!%0!(.)'9!+7+/,3!.,!,-+!?;A;!;,,)4:!G%2+!%F7)%&3'95!)/!
:;!V+%)3,!E,%29,B$*+/$&/7*()9$&+)()&*/($2-$)$:F&"**2-+$f/"2-*,$7)#/=$R"$U">274$%5&+$"6$*+/$*/?*$&"7&/(7-$
2+.'! .4,)7),)+3! ./(! +7+/,3! 3&4-! .3! ,-+! ?;A;! ;,,)45! ,-+! 3&F4&',&2.'! 4+'+F2.,)%/d.4,)%/! E$'( D"%<&<8!
E=/-&(2>/=$ )-$ )$ :-/(2"5-$ &(2*2&2-#$"6$ &/(*)27$ )-@/&*-$"6$ @"-*#"=/(7$ &59*5(/,$ )-$D/99$ )-$ )$ :-"&2)9!/1/7*,$
?)4*3%/!./(!=%2(%/!G&)2!$+2+!.8%/1!8./9!6.2,)4)6./,3N!./(!,-+!S+3,)7.'!%0!V%/T>.2,)4)6.,)%/5!.3!$+''!
.3!/.8+T4-+4*)/1!0)1&2+3!3&4-!.3!,-+!8.)'!.2,)3,!./(!O+%&+<#!4%/,2)F&,%2!G.2*!>.$3%/!./(!D%-/!B+2/(,:!
A-+! 3,%29!$.3! 0%''%$+(! F9! 6-%,%12.6-3! .,,2)F&,+(! ,%! >+,+! @%2%F)/:!I7+2.''5! ,-+/5! .3!$+''! .3! F+)/1! .!
3+2)%&3!.,,+86,!,%!+U.8)/+!,-+!/%,)%/3!%0!.&,-%23-)65!.,,2)F&,)%/!./(!62%7+/./4+!M./(!,-+!G%(+2/)3,!
7"*2"7$"6$ *+/$ 27=212=5)9$ :C/725-,$)5*+"(n)(*2-*KB$ *+/$ */?*-$D(2**/7$57=/($#59*2@9/$7)#/-$D/(/$)-$#5&+$
)>"5*$ 927C52-*2&$ )7=$ -/#)7*2&$ :@9)A,$ )7=$ )7$ )**/#@*$ *"$ @5-+$ )(*$ &(2*2&2-#$ *"$ 2*-$ 92#2*-$ 27$ */(#-$ "6$
3,9')3.,)%/!.3!,-+9!$+2+!.F%&,!.!()38./,')/1!%0!4%/4+6,3!%0!%2)1)/.'),9!./(!%$/+23-)6:YYW!
;3! +7+25! +7+/,3! .,! A2./38)33)%/! )/! ,-)3! 6+2)%(! 2+0'+4,+(! 8./9! %0! ,-+! ,-+8+3! ./(! )(+.3! +U6'%2+(! )/!
O+%&+<#:!#/!6.2,)4&'.25!.3!?)4*3%/!-.3!/%,+(5!,-+!+U-)F),)%/3!F'-&%'(&<(@"&<-5!-+'(!)/!G.9!YZa^5!.'%/1!$),-!








H.+8&+%&-G(+<,(H%+K&-5! 3+7+2.'!3,.,+8+/,3!2+'.,+! ,%!+U-)F),)%/3!./(!+7+/,3!-+'(!.,!A2./38)33)%/! )/! ,-+!
'.,+!YZa_35!)/4'&()/1!,-2++!,+U,3!,%!.44%86./9!,-+!F'-&%'(&<(@"&<-!+U-)F),)%/!./(!0&2,-+2!,+U,3!(+7%,+(!
,%! 6'.1).2)38! ./(!8&',)6'+! /.8+3:! A-+3+!$+2+! ()2+4,'9! ')/*+(! ,%! ,-+!\'-#&7+.( 2/( H.+8&+%&-G! +7+/,3! 4%T
)/),).,+(! F9! @%8+5! )/4'&()/1! ,-+( \&/#$( I<#'%<+#&2<+.( \'-#&7+.( 2/( H.+8&+%&-G5! $-)4-! $.3! -+'(! .,!
A2./38)33)%/!=.''+29!)/!,-+!3&88+2!%0!YZaZ5!4%/3)3,)/1!%0!+U-)F),)%/35!$%2*3-%635!6+20%28./4+35!0)'83!
./(!62+3+/,.,)%/3:!!
b-)'+5! 4'+.2'95! 4%&/,'+33! .2,)3,3! )/! ,-+! YZa_3! -.(! +U.8)/+(! B.2,-+3)./! ./(! S%&4.&',)./! /%,)%/3! %0!










42),)4.''9! 2+0'+4,)7+! 2+36%/3+! ,%! .! 3+,! %0! )(+.3!$-)4-5!$-+/! 7)3&.''9!8./)0+3,+(5!$+2+! %0,+/! 4%/0&3+(5!
&/2+3%'7+(!./(!7++2+(!6+2)'%&3'9!4'%3+!,%!0.)2'9!-%''%$!-9F+2F%'+5!-%$+7+2! '.&(.F'+!,-+! )/,+/,)%/3:! #/!
@)(*2&59)(B$ T)?*/($ =2-&5--/=$ *+/$ &"7*()=2&*2"7-$ 27+/(/7*$ 27$ /7C)C27C$ )7$ 57=/627/=$ :)5=2/7&/,$ )7=$ 27$
+/4%&2.1)/1!%6+/!6.2,)4)6.,)%/!$),-%&,!4%/(+34+/3)%/:!;3!-+!/%,+(P!









b-.,+7+2! ),3! 0.)'&2+35! -%$+7+25! $-.,! 2+8.)/+(! &/.8F)1&%&3! $.3! ,-+! F+')+0! %/! ,-+! 6.2,! %0! @%8+5!
?)4*3%/5!@%2%F)/!./(!4%:!,-.,!,-+)2!.662%.4-!M%2!.,!'+.3,!,-+)2!.,,+86,N!$.3!8%2+!2.()4.'!)/!),3!%Fc+4,)7+3!
,-./! ,-+! /%$! )4%/2&$ /?)#@9/-$ "6$ @"-*#"=/(7$ )@@("@(2)*2"7B$ /-@/&2)99A$ *+/2($ )**/#@*$ *"$ :=/7A$ *+/$









>(")=/($57=/(-*)7=27C$"6$ :@"-*#"=/(72-#,4$L9"7C$D2*+$%)(?2-*$ *+/"(2-*-! 3&4-!.3!S2+(2)4! D.8+3%/!./(!
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2+6&,.,)%/!./(!8+().!4%7+2.1+:!;'8%3,!.''!%0!,-+!$%2*!()34&33+(! )/!O+%&+<#!$.3!-)1-'9!6%'),)4)3+(!./(!
$-%''9! 2+62+3+/,.,)7+! %0! 42),)4.'! 6%3,8%(+2/)3,! 62.4,)4+! )/! B2),.)/! ./(! ,-+2+! $.3! .! 3+/3+! ,-.,5! -.(!
O+%&+<#!/%,!()34&33+(!,-)3!$%2*!M8&4-!%0!),!+6-+8+2.'5!,)8+TF.3+(!./(!,2./3)+/,N5!/%!2+4%2(!%2!42),)4.'!
2+36%/3+!8!!4+2,.)/'9!02%8!.!&/)L&+'9!E4%,,)3-!6+236+4,)7+!8!!$%&'(!-.7+!F++/!62+3+27+(:!!






6+2)%()4.'! 9+,! ,-+! 62%0+33)%/.')3+(! (+3)1/! 3++8+(! .,! %((3!$),-! ,-/$#)C)327/,-$ /*+"-$ )7=$ ()=2&)92-/=$
4%/,+/,:!S2%8!#--5/$bB$@5>92-+/=$27$PWWHB$*+/$:-)#23=)*,$ 9""M$"6$O+%&+<#!-.(!.''!F&,!()3.66+.2+(:!#/!),3!
6'.4+!.66+.2+(!.!/+$! '%1%5!./(!.!8.1.K)/+!$-)4-! 2+3+8F'+(!8%2+!4%/7+/,)%/.'!.2,!8.1.K)/+35!$),-!
4'+.2'9! (+0)/+(! 3+4,)%/3! (+7%,+(! ,%! 2+7)+$35! /+$3! ./(! 3%! %/:! #/! ,+283! %0! 4%/,+/,5! $-)'3,! ,-+! ')3,! %0!
4%/,2)F&,%23! 4%/,)/&+(! ,%! +U6./(5! ,-+! +,-%3! %0! ,-+! 8.1.K)/+! 2+8.)/+(:! A-+! 3&Fc+4,! 8.,,+25!
4%88)33)%/)/1!./(!4%7+2.1+!$+2+!4%/3)3,+/,'9!42),)4.'5!%66%3),)%/.'5!./(!3%&1-,!,%!2+0'+4,!.2,!62.4,)4+3!
&/(+2T2+62+3+/,+(!+'3+$-+2+:!A-+!6%'),)4.'!F).3!%0! ,-+!8.1.K)/+!$.3!4'+.2'9! '+0,)3,! M)0!/%,! 3%!+U6')4),'9!
2.()4.'! %2! ./.24-)3,N! ./(! ),! 02+L&+/,'9! F+4.8+! .! 0%2&8! 0%2! (+F.,+! ,-2%&1-! '+,,+23! ./(! 2+36%/3+3! ,%!
(/12/D-4$ Z7$ /=2*"(2)9-B$ +"D/1/(B$ V2&M-"7,-$ 57/)-/$ D2*+$ *+/$ 27&(/)-/=$ >)&M27C$ "6$ @5>92&! 0&/(3! $.3!




E-.*)/1! &6! 4%86'.4+/49! ./(! 62%7)()/1! .! 0%2&8! 0%2! ,-+! (+7+'%68+/,! %0! /+$! 3,2.,+1)+3! %0!
4&',&2.'!+86%$+28+/,!.2+!.3!8&4-! ,-+! 2%'+!%0!8.1.K)/+3!.3! ,-+!.2+.3! ,-+9! 2+6%2,!&6%/:!S%2!
,-%3+!$-%!62+0+2!6%3+!%7+2!6%3),)%/5!0.3-)%/!%7+2!42),)L&+5!./(!.!8&',),&(+!%0!()7+23)%/!%7+2!,-+!
62+3+/,5!),!)3!/%,!3%!4%%'!,%!,.'*!%0!)/(+6+/(+/,!8+().!%2!%0!./!.',+2/.,)7+!4&',&2+!\:::]!A-+2+!)3!/%!
2%%8! 0%2! 4%86'.4+/49! ./(! )/()00+2+/4+P! ,%! +7.'&.,+! ,-.,! $-)4-! 9%&! .2+! 6.2,)3./! ,%! 8+./3!
+8F2.4)/1!4%/0')4,)/1!7)+$6%)/,3!.3!$+''!M?)4*3%/5!YZZY5!6:^N:!
Z7$ >/&"#27C$ E27$ *+/$L(*-$Q"57&29,-$ 12/DK$#"(/$ :12-5)99A$ )@@/)927C,$O+%&+<#!$.3! 0%24+(! ,%! )/42+.3+! ,-+!
4%7+2!62)4+!,%!6.9!0%2!,-+!8%2+!+U6+/3)7+!62%(&4,)%/:!A-+!4%3,!%0!,-+!8.1.K)/+!,%!,-+!2+.(+2!2%3+!02%8!
mY!,%!mW:[_!)/!,-+!36.4+!%0!0%&2!)33&+35!./(!.3!3&4-!$.3!F+9%/(!,-+!F&(1+,!%0!8./9!.2,)3,3!)/!E4%,'./(!
./(! 2)3*+(! .')+/.,)/1! ),3! 4%2+! 2+.(+23-)6:! #/+7),.F'95!$-+/!O+%&+<#,-$ L(*-$ Q"57&29$ 657=27C$D)-$ &5*$ *+/$
8.1.K)/+!4%&'(!/%,!3&3,.)/!,-+3+!)/0'.,+(!4%3,3!./(!$.3!0%24+(!,%!4'%3+!)/!YZZX:!!
O+%&+<#,-$ 27695/7&/$ "7$ &(2*2&)9$ D(2*27C$ "7$ &"7*/#@"()(A$ 12-5)9$ )(*$ 27$ F&"*9)7=$ -+"59=$ 7"*$ >/$
&/(+2+3,)8.,+(5! 6.2,)4&'.2'9! )/! ,+283! %0! ),3! +U6')4),! +/1.1+8+/,! $),-! 3%4)%T6%'),)4.'! 4%/,+U,3! ./(! ),3!
&"##2*#/7*$*"$)$=2-&5--2"7$"6$7/D$)7=$/#/(C27C$:7/D$#/=2),4$!+/$@"9/#2&)9B$27&2-21/$)7=$()=2&)9$-*A9/$
%0!$2),)/1!)/!O+%&+<#5!4%8F)/+(!$),-!),3!$)'')/1/+33!,%!6&F')3-!+U6+2)8+/,.'5!%7+2,'9!3,9')3+(!./(!0%28.''9!
)//%7.,)7+!,+U,35!-.3!/%,!F++/!+L&.''+(! )/!E4%,,)3-!.2,!$2),)/1:! #,3! )86.4,!$.3!(&+!,%!,-+! )/(+0.,)1.F'+!
+/+219!%0!,-+!7%)4+3!%0!9%&/1!E4%,,)3-!.2,)3,3!$-%!-.(!+3,.F')3-+(!,-+)2!%$/!0%2&8!0%2!42),)4.'!(+F.,+:!
















0%2! 42),)4.'! $2),)/1! )/! E4%,'./(5! ,-+! 12%&/(! $.3! 3,)''! 3-.*9! ./(5! 6.2,'9! F+4.&3+! %0! ,-)35! ,-+! 3,.,&3! %0!
42),)4)38! $.3! 62+4.2)%&3:! A-+! (+8)3+! %0! O+%&+<#( )/! 6.2,)4&'.25! ,-+/5! $.3! 12++,+(! $),-! .'.28! ./(!
()38.9:YYX!
h+,! 0%2! ,-+! 0)23,! ,)8+! 8! )/! ,-+! ,$+/,)+,-! 4+/,&29! .,! '+.3,! 8! ,-+! YZa_3! -.(! 6.7+(! ,-+! $.9! 0%2!
(+7+'%68+/,3! )/!,-+!YZZ_3!F9!-.7)/1!62%(&4+(!$-)*$&"59=$>/$(/C)(=/=$)-$)$C/7527/$:>"=A,$"6$&(2*2&)9$







E,+7+/! H.86F+''! +,! .':! ,-.,! ,-+! 4.2++23! %0! ,-+! ='.31%$! V+$! #8.1+! 6.)/,+23! $+2+! '.&/4-+(!
)/,+2/.,)%/.''9:!;/(!.3!,-+!()00+2+/4+35!2.,-+2!,-./!4%//+4,)%/35!F+,$++/!,-+!6.)/,+23!F+4.8+!4'+.2! ),!
3)8&',./+%&3'9!F+4.8+!.66.2+/,!,-.,! ),!$.3!,-+!42),)4.'!./(!4&2.,%2).'!4%/3,2&4,)%/!%0!,-+3+!()36.2.,+!
6.)/,+23!.3!.!E4%,,)3-!34-%%'!%0!/+%TJ+.')385!%2! ,-+!E4%,,)3-!8./)0+3,.,)%/!%0! ,-+!2+,&2/!,%! 0)1&2.,)%/5!















J%33! B)22+''5! 8./9! )/),).''9! ,-2%&1-! ,-+! +/4%&2.1+8+/,! %0!G.'4%'8! ?)4*3%/! )/! ,-+! 6.1+3! %0! O+%&+<,5!
O+%&+<#(f%'&8+!"!M02%8!YZZ`!%/$.2(3N!./(!\%&'Z':YY[!!
H2),)4.'!,+U,3!F9!$2),+23!F.3+(!)/!E4%,'./(!F+1./!,%!.66+.2!)/!.!F2%.(+2!2./1+!%0!6&F')4.,)%/35!.'%/13)(+!
,-+! :*A@2&)9,$ -@)&/-$ 6"($ &(2*2&2-#$ 27$ #)C)327/-$ )7=$ N"5(7)9-4$ L9"7C$ D2,-! 1.''+2)+3! ./(! 2+'.,+(!





B%94+5!?%&1'.3!=%2(%/5! H-2)3,)/+! B%2'./(5!V.,-./!H%'+95! H'.)2+! B.24'.9! ./(! D&')+! J%F+2,3!$-%!$%&'(!
4%8+!,%!398F%')3+!E4%,,)3-!.2,!.0,+2!V+$!#8.1+5!%0,+/!(&+!,%!,-+)2!3&44+33!,-2%&1-!+7+/,3!3&4-!.3!,-+!
A&2/+2! >2)K+! M?%&1'.3!=%2(%/!$%/! ,-+! 62)K+! )/! YZZ`5! H-2)3,)/+! B%2'./(!$.3! .! /%8)/++! )/! YZZ^N! ./(!
,-2%&1-!,-+)2!2+62+3+/,.,)%/!)/!)/,+2/.,)%/.'!+U-)F),)%/3!%0!3%T4.''+(!/+%T4%/4+6,&.')38:!A-+!4.,.'%1&+!
.'3%5! 7+29! 3+'0T4%/34)%&3'95! .)83! ,%! 2+02.8+! ,-+! 2+6&,.,)%/!%0! E4%,,)3-! .2,! )/! ./! )/,+2/.,)%/.'! 4%/,+U,5!
























,-.,!8.1.K)/+3! ./(! ,-+! ,-+%2)/-$ )7=$ -*A9/-$ *+/A$ @("#"*/=$D/(/$ )$ &"((5@*27C$ 27695/7&/$ "7$ -*5=/7*-,$
$%2*5! .! *)/(! %0! ./,)T)/,+''+4,&.'! ,.*+! %/! @.2%'(! T9""#,-$ :)7?2/*A$ "6$ 27695/7&/,8! ,-+! 0.4,! ,-.,! %,-+2!
,+.4-)/1!3,.00!/%$!4%/,2)F&,+(!,%!,-+3+!8.1.K)/+3!3%8+$-.,!,&2/+(!,-+!,)(+!%0!3,&(+/,!%6)/)%/:!E.8!
;)/3'+95! 0%2!+U.86'+5!$2%,+!%44.3)%/.''9! 0%2!)%#(Q2<#$.4! ./(! ,-+! 0+8)/)3,! .2,!8.1.K)/+!Q)?C5!$-)'3,!
>.7+'! Bl4-'+2! &"7*(2>5*/=$ *"$ i=27>5(C+,-$H2%#/2.&2!8.1.K)/+! ./(!5%'+#&7'( 5+G'%+:! Bl4-'+25!$-%!$.3!
@+.(!%0!S)/+!;2,!F+,$++/!YZZ"!./(!YZZ`5!-.(!.!6.2,)4&'.2! )/,+2+3,! )/! ,-+! ')/*3!./(!%7+2'.63!F+,$++/!
$2),)/15!42),)4)38!./(!.2,!62.4,)4+:!@+!$.3!)/3,2&8+/,.'5!.'%/1!$),-!,-+!4&2.,%2!./(!42),)4!H-.2'+3!O34-+5!
)/!+3,.F')3-)/1!E%+G.&<'-A!.!3+2)+3!%0!F%%*'+,3!6&F')3-+(!F9!A2.8$.9!02%8!YZZX!%/$.2(3:!!
;'%/1! $),-! 3,&()%! 3,.00! )/! S)/+! ;2,5! ,-+! ?+6.2,8+/,! %0! @)3,%2)4.'! ./(! H2),)4.'! E,&()+3! .'3%! 6'.9+(! .!
3)1/)0)4./,!2%'+!)/!+/4%&2.1)/1!F%,-!42),)4.'!./(!42+.,)7+!$2),)/1!.8%/13,!3,&(+/,3V!;3!J.9!G4C+/K)+!-.3!
2+4.''+(P!
E,+7+!G&'2)/+!$.3! 4+2,.)/'9! .!8.c%2! 0%24+! .,! ,-)3! ,)8+! ./(! c&3,! F+0%2+5! F&,! -)3! )/0'&+/4+!$.3!
8%2+!%/!42+.,)7+!2.,-+2!,-./!42),)4.'!$2),)/1:!!R)K!R%4--+.(!./(!D./)4+!=.''%$.9!.2+!,-+!%F7)%&3!
+U.86'+35! F&,! ,-+2+! .2+! '%,3! %0! %,-+2! '+33+2! */%$/! F&,! 3,)''! 7+29! F2)'')./,! $2),+23! .2%&/(! 0%2!
$-%8!E,+7+!$.3!./!+.2'9!8+/,%2!MG4C+/K)+5!"__ZN:!
#/! .((),)%/5! >+,+2! C2.7),K5! ,-+! 0%28+2! +(),%2! %0! ,-+!C,&<3"%8$( @'7&'*5! ./(!@)'.29! J%F)/3%/5! +(),%2! %0!
).3+5!.'3%!,.&1-,!)/!@)3,%2)4.'!./(!H2),)4.'!E,&()+3!)/!,-+!YZZ_3:!A-+!.66%)/,8+/,!%0!D%-/!H.'4&,,!,%!,-+!







*+/$ 5-/-$ "6$ &2*)*2"7$ )7=$ :&(/)*21/$ @9)C2)(2-#,$D+2&+$#"1/=! .$.9! 02%8! ,-+!8%2+! 6%'),)4.''9!8%,)7.,+(!
6'.1).2)38!%0!YZa_3!O+%&+<#:!#/!3%8+!2+36+4,35!./!./.'93)3!%0!,-+!*+9!(+7+'%68+/,3!./(!()2+4,)%/3!$),-)/!
E4%,,)3-!42),)4.'!$2),)/1!%0!,-+!YZZ_3!4%&'(!.4,!.3!.!4.3+!3,&(9!0%2!F2%.(+25!)/,+2/.,)%/.'!(+F.,+3!$-)4-!
4%/,)/&+! ,%! L&+3,)%/! ,-+! 2%'+! ./(! 0&/4,)%/! %0! 42),)4)38! M0%2! +U.86'+5! ,-+! 6+24+)7+(! ()7)(+! F+,$++/!
42),)4)38!$-)4-! 4.22)+3! +U6')4),! 7.'&+! c&(+18+/,3! %/! ,-+!$%2*! ),! .((2+33+35! ./(! '%%3+25!8%2+! .''&3)7+!
0%283!(+342)F+(!F%,-!6%3),)7+'9!)7=$@/N"()*21/9A$)-$:)(*D(2*27C,N:!
A-+!')/*3!F+,$++/!,-+!+3,.F')3-8+/,!%0!/+$!(+6.2,8+/,3!./(!()34)6')/+3!)/!E4%,,)3-!.2,!+(&4.,)%/!)/!,-+!




?+6.2,8+/,5! +3,.F')3-+(! )/! YZa`! .,! ='.31%$! E4-%%'! %0! ;2,5! 3++8+(! ,%! .4-)+7+! ./! .'8%3,! 8+,+%2)4!
#"#/7*5#$*+("5C+"5*$*+/$PWWH-4$L-$*+2-$:7/D$C/7/()*2"7,$"6$)(*2-*-$>/&)#/$27*/(7)*2"7)99A$(//%$/+(5!
,-+)2!3&44+33!3)8&',./+%&3'9!1+/+2.,+(!.!F%(9!%0!42),)4.'!$2),)/1!$-)4-!3%&1-,!,%!,2.4*!./(!()34&33!,-+3+!
6%3,TV+$! #8.1+! (+7+'%68+/,3! )/! E4%,'./(:!b-.,! )3! 8%3,! 6+2,)/+/,5! -%$+7+25! )/! ,-+! 4%/,+U,! %0! ,-)3!
2+3+.24-5! )3! ,-.,! ,-+! 42),)4.'! 8.33! .4-)+7+(! F9! ,-+! 3%T&)99/=$ :F&"*2)$ f"-*(),$ D)-$ -@/)(+/)=/=$ F9! ,-+!
.2,)3,3! ,-+83+'7+3:!b-)'3,! )/! ,-+!YZa_3!C+/!H&22)+!-.(!+/1.1+(! )/!42),)4.'!.,,+86,3! ,%!(+0+/(!-)3!%$/!
6%3),)%/!.3!./!.2,)3,!.33%4).,+(!$2*+$f/D$Z#)C/$@)27*27CB$27$*+/$,Z_3!9%&/1+2!.2,)3,T$2),+23!3&4-!.3!J%33!
E)/4'.)2!.)8+(!,%!62%7)(+!,-+)2!%$/!42),)4.'! 02.8+$%2*! 02%8!,-+!%&,3+,:!;44%2()/1!,%!?%&1'.3!=%2(%/5!
,-+! *)/(! %0! 6++2! 42),)L&+! ./(! .,,+86,! .,! 42),)4.'! .&,%/%89! %/! ,-+! 6.2,! %0! -)3! 1+/+2.,)%/! F+1./! .,!
'9)-C"D$ F&+""9$ "6$ L(*]$ :[+/7$#A$A/)($ -*)(*/=$"7$ *+/$ &"5(-/B$D/$=2=7,*$ +)1/$ )$ +/)=$"6$ =/@)(*#/7*4$
A-+9!1.7+!&3!.!4%&23+!(%4&8+/,!,-.,!$+!$+2+!3&66%3+(!,%!0%''%$!./(!$+!2+c+4,+(!),5!$2%,+!%&2!%$/!
)7=$ 6"99"D/=$ 2*$ `oa$ %"-*$ "6$ 5-$ D/(/$ PWB$ -*()2C+*$ 6("#$ -&+""9B$$2),)/1! %&2! %$/! 4%&23+! (%4&8+/,,$
M=%2(%/5!YZZYN:!O7+/!.3!3,&(+/,35!.!/&8F+2!%0!.2,)3,3!3,&(9)/1!)/!,-+!(+6.2,8+/,!-.(!+8F.2*+(!&6%/!
62%0+33)%/.'! 4.2++235! +U-)F),)/1! 6&F')4'9! .,! +3,.F')3-+(! ./(! 62+3,)1)%&3! 7+/&+3! .'%/13)(+! ,-+)2! 8%2+!
,2./3)+/,! ./(! +6-+8+2.'! 6&F')4! .2,! ./(! 6+20%28./4+! 62%c+4,3:! #/! ,+283! %0! .! F2%.(+2! 6&F')4!















%2()/.,)%/!%0! ,-+!+7+/,!$.3! '+(! '.21+'9!F9!='.31%$TF.3+(!.2,)3,!?.7)(!G4G)''./5!$-%!-.(!,2.7+''+(! )/!
O&2%6+! )/!YZZ_! ,%! )(+/,)09!.2,)3,3!$-%!4%&'(!4%/,2)F&,+! ,%! ,-+!62%c+4,:!A-+!+U-)F),)%/!$.3!-+'(! )/! ,-+!
6"(#/($F/)#)7,-$%2--2"7$>529=)/1!$-)4-!$.3!(&+!,%!F+!(+8%')3-+(!'.,+2!,-.,!9+.2:!B%,-!,-+!.24-),+4,&2+!












='.31%$TF.3+(! .2,)3,3! $-%! -.(! )/),).,+(! ,-+! 62%c+4,5! ,-+! )/7),+(! O&2%6+./! .2,)3,3! -.(! 8.(+! $%2*!
36+4)0)4.''9!0%2!,-+!36.&/-$D2*+27$*+/$F/)#)7,-$%2--2"74$L99$*D/7*AT3)U!.2,)3,3!-.(!36+/,!0%&2!$++*3!&3)/1!
,-+!F&)'()/1!.3!$%2*3-%6!./(!3,&()%!36.4+3!62)%2!,%!,-+!6&F')4!%6+/)/1!%0!=&<,/+..!,VR!)/!;&1&3,:!#/!,-+!










-+"D$ 2*-/96$ )7$ /?*/7=/=$ :-+/96T926/,4$ g"($ 27-*)7&/B$ 6"($ *+/$ 27*/(7)*2"7)9$ &5(.,%23!$-%!$+2+! )/7),+(! F&,!
4%&'(! /%,! .,,+/(5! ,-+! 4.,.'%1&+! +U)3,+(! .3! .! *)/(! %0! 62%U9! +U-)F),)%/! M4%86'+,+!$),-! )8.1+3! %0! +.4-!
)(*2-*,-$D"(M$ &<(-&#"N!./(!.!8)33)%/!3,.,+8+/,!)/!,-+!0%28!%0!,-+!4.,.'%1&+!+33.93:!;3!#!-.7+!()34&33+(5!
,-+! %Fc+4,)7+3! %0! ,-+! O/7)2%/8+/,.'! ;2,!?+6.2,8+/,5! '+(! F9! 6&F')4! .2,)3,!?.7)(!@.2()/15! -.(! ,96)4.''9!
4+/,2+(!%/!,-+!4%/,+U,&.'!F.3)3!%0!.2,!.3!./!)/,+12.'!6.2,!%0!8.*)/1!$%2*:!E,&(+/,3!$+2+!+/4%&2.1+(!,%!
&/(+2,.*+! ,-+)2! %$/! 6&F')4! .2,! 62%c+4,3! M+U.86'+3! 02%8! ,-)3! 6+2)%(! )/4'&(+! ,-+! B+''12%7+! B)''F%.2(!
>2%c+4,!./(!V"5C9)-$'"(="7,-$8&2.'!Q"#'N!02%8!4%/4+6,)%/!,%!+U+4&,)%/:!J.,-+2!,-./!0%4&3)/1!%/!,-+!







4%''.F%2.,)7+'9! $),-! 4%88&/),)+3! )/! $-)4-! $%2*3! $%&'(! F+! 3),+(! ./(! .F)()/1! F9! -+.',-! ./(! 3.0+,9!
2+1&'.,)%/3:!!
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$%&'(!F+!3,2+,4-)/1!,-+!6%)/,!,%!+L&.,+!./! )/),).'!3+/3+!%0!3+'0T(+,+28)/.,)%/!./(!3+'0T2+')./4+!%/!,-+!
6.2,!%0!9%&/1!.2,)3,3!$),-!%/1%)/1!.2,)3,)4!.&,%/%89!./(!3,+.(0.3,!6%'),)4.'!)/,+12),9!M.,!'+.3,!$),-!2+1.2(!
*"$*+/$#)&+27)*2"7-$"6$ *+/$)(*$D"(9=K4$%)7A$"6$ *+/$)(*2-*-B$ 6"($/?)#@9/B$D/(/$S52&M9A$ :-7)@@/=$5@,$>A$










.'8%3,! F)/.29! %66%3),)%/35!$),-! 2-+,"(2&)9$ S5/-*2"7-$ 6(/S5/7*9A$ @"-/=$ )-$ )7$ :/2*+/(n"(,$ =2&+"*"#A4$ Z7$















L-$ *+/$ )>"1/$ S5"*/$ =/#"7-*()*/-B$ F27&9)2(,-$#"=/$ "6$ /7C)C/#/7*$ &)7$ >/$ ()*+/($ >%8F.3,)4! )/! ,%/+5!
6+2-.63!'+./)/1!,%$.2(3!2-+,%2)4:!H+2,.)/'95!,-+2+!)3!.!3+/3+!%0!E)/4'.)2!6%3),)%/)/1!-)83+'0!.3!.!*)/(!%0!
36%*+38./!%2!6%'),)4)./!2+62+3+/,)/1!,-+!7.'&+3!./(!.662%.4-+3!%0!-)83+'0!./(!-)3!6++23:!h+,!)/!36),+!%0!
,-+! ()(.4,)4)38! %0! ,-+! +33.9! ,-+2+! .2+! .'3%! +'+8+/,3! %0! ()34&23)7+/+33! ./(! 3+'0T2+0'+U)7),9! ,-.,! '+.7+!
(""#$ 6"($ *+/$ (/)=/($ *"$ >/&"#/$ :)&*21/,4$ L7=$ 2*$ 2-$ @/(+)@-$ *+2-$ /9/#/7*$ 8! ,-+! 4%/0)(+/4+! ,%! 2.)3+!
S5/-*2"7-$ )7=$@"-2*$ -*()*/C2/-$D2*+"5*$ @(/-/7*27C$ :)>-"95*/-,$8!$-)4-!8.*+3! E)/4'.2(,-$ /--)A$ )(C5)>9A$
8%2+! 42),)4.''9! -"@+2-*2&)*/=$ *+)7$ *+)*$ "6$ +2-$ ,a_3! 4%&/,+26.2,3:! #,! )3! )/,+2+3,)/1! ,%! /%,+5! ,-%&1-5! ,-.,!!
=/-@2*/$*+/$/--)A,-$&9/)($)**/#@*$*"$=2-*)7&/$2*-/96$6("#$*+/$)(*2-*-$)--"&2)*/=$D2*+$f/D$Z#)C/$*+/(/$)(/$
&/(%&F,+('9!6.2.''+'3! ,%!F+!(2.$/!F+,$++/!,-+!4'.2)%/T4.''!()(.4,)4)38!%0!+33.93!F9!C+/!H&22)+! )/! ,-+!
/)(9A$ ,a_3!)7=$F27&9)2(,-$"D7$)**/#@*$*"$()99A$A"57C$)(*2-*-$)&&"(=27C$*"$)$7/D$)C/7=)4$F27&9)2(,-$/--)A$

















,-+! 6-93)4.'! ./(! -&8./! 0.F2)4! )/! $-)4-! ,-+! .2,$%2*! )3! 3),+(5! -+/4+! 2+7+.')/1! ./! &/(+2'9)/1!
)(+%'%1)4.'! .00)/),9! $),-! ,-+! 3%4).'! +/1.1+8+/,! %0! H&22)+5! @%$3%/! '#( +.5! (+36),+! ,-+)2! 2.()4.'!
()36.2),9!%0!8+,-%(!Mb)'3%/!./(!>)'12)85!"__^N:!!
;3!,-+!L&%,+!-)1-')1-,35!(+36),+!8.c%2!()00+2+/4+3!M6.2,)4&'.2'9!$),-!2+1.2(!,%!,-+!3,9'+!./(!0%28!%0!,-+!
.2,!$%2*3!62%(&4+(N! ,-+!.2,)3,3!./(!$2),+23!%0! ,-+!YZa_3!./(!YZZ_3!-.(!8%2+! )/!4%88%/!,-./!+),-+2!
3)(+! $%&'(! ')*+! ,%! .(8),:! B%,-! G%00.,! ./(! H&22)+! )/! ,-/2($ D(2*27C-$ "7$ f/D$ Z#)C/B$ )7=$ 27$ F27&9)2(,-$
()34&33)%/!M-+2+!./(!)/!3&F3+L&+/,!+33.93N!%0!,-+!2)3+!%0!-)3!%$/!1+/+2.,)%/5!,-+2+!)35!0)23,!./(!0%2+8%3,5!
./!.,,+86,!,%!-)3,%2)4)3+!./(!42),)4.''9!02.8+!.!1)7+/!12%&6!%0!.2,)3,3:!E)8)'.2'95!,-+2+!)3!.!3+/3+!,-.,!F%,-!
F%()+3!%0!$2),)/1!.,,+86,!,%!62+T+86,!./(!4%&/,+2!42),)4)38!F+0%2+! ),!.66+.23! ME)/4'.)2!./(!H&22)+5! 0%2!
+U.86'+5!.(%6,!.!2.,-+2!(+0+/3)7+!,%/+!$-)4-!3++*3!,%! c&3,)09!./(!62%7)(+!.!2.,)%/.'+!0%2!,-+)2!.2,)3,)4!
6-)'%3%6-)+3N:! ;/(! .1.)/5! )/!%"66)*,-$ /33.9! 0%2!L'*( IG+8'(!.+-82*B$ Q5((2/,-$ /--)A$ 6"($ *+/$C,&<3"%8$(
@'7&'*!)7=$F27&9)2(,-$=&<,/+..!+33.9!M.7=$"*+/($D(2*27C-$"6$*+/$/)(9A$,Z_3N!,-+!+U.86'+3!+86'%9+(!.2+!.3!
2+7+.')/1!.3! ,-+!1.63:! #/!.''!%0! ,-+!+33.935! ,-+!-)3,%2)+3!./(!.21&8+/,3!62+3+/,+(!.2+!-)1-'9!3+'+4,)7+5!
(+3)1/+(!,%!6+23&.(+:!@)3,%295!)/!.''!%0!,-+3+!4.3+35!)3!/+.,'9!6.4*.1+(!,%!3&66%2,!,-+!*+9!6%)/,3!%0!,-+!
D(2*27C4$ Z7$ F27&9)2(,-$ &)-/B$ +/$ @(/-/7*-$ -/96T(+,+28)/.,)%/! ./(! .! (+3)2+! 0%2! 4&2.,%2).'! ./(! 42),)4.'!
"[X!
!
.&,%/%89!.3! ,-%&1-!-)3! 1+/+2.,)%/!-.(! )/7+/,+(! 3&4-!.662%.4-+3:!;(8),,+('95! -+! .4*/%$'+(1+3! ,-+!
2)3+!%0! .!6.2,)4&'.2! ,96+!%0! .2,)3,T2&/! )/),).,)7+35! F&,!+7+/!-+2+!-+!$%+0&''9! )1/%2+3! ,-+!+00%2,3!%0! ')*+T
8)/(+(! .2,)3,3! )/! E4%,'./(! $),-! ),3! 3,2%/1! ,2.(),)%/! %0! .2,)3,T2&/! 62%c+4,3! ./(! %21./)3.,)%/3! M3&4-! .3!
b;E>E5! ?%7+4%,+5! V+$! [^! =.''+295! ?+8.24%T)/),).,+(! +7+/,35! ,-+! E+.1.,+! =.''+295! ='.31%$! =2%&65!
;BBI5!O()/F&21-!>2)/,8.*+235!='.31%$!>2)/,!E,&()%!./(!3%!%/N:!</')*+!H&22)+!./(!G%00.,5!-+!0.)'3!,%!4),+!
-)3,%2)4.'!+U.86'+3!%2!62+4&23%23!)/!,+2#-$"6$)(*2-*-$:&5**27C$"5*$*+/$#2==9/#/7,$)7=$(/65-27C$*"$D)2*$*"$




#/! 36),+!%0! ),3! ')8),.,)%/3! M/%,.F'95! ,-+! '.4*! %0! .! -)3,%2)4.'! 02.8+$%2*! ./(! ,-+! )86')4),! 3&11+3,)%/! ,-.,!








,-+! 8%3,! 0.8%&3! .2,)3,T2&/! +7+/,! )/! B2),)3-! .2,! )/! 2+4+/,! 8+8%295! -+'(! %/'9! ,-2++! 9+.23! F+0%2+! )/!
d"7="7B$ 2-$ 7"D+/(/$#/7*2"7/=$ 27$ F27&9)2(,-$ */?*4! A-+! 6.2.''+'35! $-+,-+2! ,-+/! %2! )/! 2+,2%36+4,5! 3++8!
.F&/(./,'9! 4'+.2:! A-+! 0.4,! ,-.,! E)/4'.)2! (%+3! /%,! 8+/,)%/! ),5! +7+/! )/! 6.33)/15! 3&11+3,3! .! /&8F+2! %0!
6%33)F'+! 2+.3%/3! 0%2! ,-+! %8)33)%/:! S)23,'95! 6+2-.635! %/! 62)/4)6'+5! E)/4'.)2! (%+3! /%,! $./,! ,%! 0.7%&2! .!
R%/(%/TF.3+(! 7+/,&2+! F9! .4*/%$'+(1)/1! ),! 0%2! 0+.2! %0! &/(+28)/)/1! -)3! 4%88+/,3! %/! ,-+!
2+1)%/.'d8+,2%6%'),./!36'),:!E+4%/('95!,-+!0.)'&2+!,%!8+/,)%/(\%''Z'()3!.!4%/34)%&3!.,,+86,!,%!.7%)(!-)3!




,%! .4*/%$'+(1+! ),N! $),-! ,-+! 3,2.,+1)+3! %0! ,-+! =%'(38),-3d9B.! 12%&6! ./(! 3++*3! ,%! 3+,! 3%8+! ()3,./4+!
F+,$++/!,-+!,$%!12%&63!7).!,-+!%8)33)%/:!YYZ!
#,! $%&'(! F+! 3)86')3,)4! ,%! 3&11+3,! ,-.,! ,-+! =&<,/+..! 12%&6! $+2+! 4%88),,+(! ,%! 3%4).'! ./(! 6%'),)4.'!
+/1.1+8+/,! .,! ,-+! +U6+/3+! %0! .8F),)%/! ./(! +/,2+62+/+&2).')385! 9+,! ),!$%&'(!F+! ,2&+! ,%! 3.9! ,-.,5! )/!
4%86.2)3%/!$),-!,-+!R%/(%/!.2,)3,35!,-+2+!$.3!8%2+!%0!.!3%4).'d6%'),)4.'!.1+/(.!.,!6'.9!)/!F%,-!,-+!$%2*!
./(!3,2.,+1)+3!%0!,-+3+!.2,)3,3!)/!,-+!+.2'9!YZZ_3!)/!4%/,2.3,!,%!$-.,!3++83!')*+!,-+!2.$!.8F),)%/!%0!,-+!
\%''Z'! 1+/+2.,)%/:Y"_! A-+! =&<,/+..! .2,)3,3! )/4'&()/1! E)/4'.)25! =%2(%/5! B%2'./(! ./(! J%F+2,3! $+2+!
&/(%&F,+('9! 4%/4+2/+(!$),-! ,-+!6%'),)43!%0! )(+/,),9! )/! 2+'.,)%/! ,%!1+/(+25! 4'.33!./(!/.,)%/.'),9!./(! )/!
3%8+! 2+36+4,3! ,-+9! 4./!F+! ')/*+(! ,%! ,-+)2! ,a_3! 4%&/,+26.2,3! )/! E4%,'./(!8! .3! 2+0'+4,+(! )/!O+%&+<#5! 0%2!
+U.86'+!8!)/!,+283!%0!,-+)2!)/,+2+3,!./(!+/1.1+8+/,!$),-!,-+3+!)33&+3!,-2%&1-!,-+!$%2*!,-+9!62%(&4+(:!
A-+9!.'3%!3-.2+(!.!3+/3+!%0!2+3)3,./4+!,%!.&,-%2),9!./(!./!.66.2+/,!()3(.)/!0%2!,-+!%00)4).''9!3./4,)%/+(!
36.4+3! %0! .2,! M+U+86')0)+(5! 0%2! )/3,./4+5! ,-2%&1-! ,-+)2! ,+/(+/49! ,%! '%4.,+! $%2*! )/! 6&F')4! 36.4+3N:!
V+7+2,-+'+335! )/! 36),+!%0! ,-+)2!()00+2+/4+35! ,-+! 0.4,! ,-.,! ,-+!='.31%$T>)-/=$)(*2-*-$"6$ *+/$ ,Z_3!./(! ,-+!
=%'(38),-3! 12.(&.,+3! %0! ,-+! 3.8+! 6+2)%(! (+7+'%6+(! 3)8)'.2! 3,2.,+1)+3! 0%2! +U6%3&2+! ./(! .2,! $%2'(!
.,,+/,)%/!.,!.'8%3,!,-+!3.8+!,)8+!3&2+'9!)/7),+3!4%86.2)3%/:!!
!+/$-2C7262&)7&/$"6$F27&9)2(,-$/--)A$ 2-$D2=/T2./1)/1:! #/!3%8+!2+36+4,35!/%,.F'9! )/!,+283!%0!,-+!3,9'+!./(!
&3+!%0!'./1&.1+5!,-+!+33.9!.4,3!.3!.!,2./3),)%/!%2!F2)(1+!F+,$++/!E4%,,)3-!.2,!$2),)/1!%0!,-+!YZa_3!./(!
YZZ_3:!A-+!12%&6!%0!$2),+23!$-%!+8+21+(!)/!,-+!+.2'9!YZZ_3!$+2+!4'%3+'9!4%//+4,+(!.,!,-)3!3,.1+!$),-!
,-+! %'(+2! 12%&6! %0! .2,)3,3! .2%&/(! A2./38)33)%/! ./(! O+%&+<#:! b)'').8! H'.2*5! 0%2! +U.86'+5! %/! ,-+!
A2./38)33)%/! H%88),,++! )/! YZaZ5! +/4%&2.1+(! 1.''+29! 7%'&/,++23! .2%&/(! ,-+! ,)8+! %0! ,-+! \'-#&7+.( 2/(
H.+8&+%&-G:! A-+3+! 9%&/1! -+'6+23! )/4'&(+(!8./9! .2,)3,3! .33%4).,+(!$),-! E)/4'.)25!=&<,/+..! ./(! E4%,,)3-!
/+%T4%/4+6,&.')38! 3&4-! .3! ?.7)(! ;''+/5! H-2)3,)/+! B%2'./(5! D.4L&+')/+! ?%/.4-)+! ./(! ?%&1'.3! =%2(%/:!
S%''%$)/1!,-)3!+.2'9!.33%4).,)%/!$),-!,-+!1.''+295!.!/&8F+2!%0!,-+!.2,)3,3! MB%2'./(5!J)4-.2(3%/5!B.24'.95!
B%94+5! ?%/.4-)+5! B&4-././! ./(! %,-+23N! $+/,! %/! ,%! F+4%8+! 4%88),,++!8+8F+23! $-%5! )/! ,-+! +.2'9!


















.8%/13,! .2,)3,3! )/! E4%,'./(! ! ./(! ,-+! (+3)2+! ,%! +/1.1+!$),-! ./(! 6.2,)4)6.,+! )/! ,-+! 42),)4.'! 02.8+$%2*!







%/! 3%4).'! 4.6),.'!$-)4-!$%&'(!F+4%8+!.! *+9! 0+.,&2+!%0! 4%88)33)%/)/1!$),-)/! E4%,,)3-!.2,!$2),)/1!./(!
6&F')4.,)%/3!%0!,-+!YZZ_3:!O33+/,).''95!,-+!4'%3+!')/*3!F+,$++/!8+8F+23!%0!,-+!A2./38)33)%/!4%88),,++!


















T"A&/$D+2&+$ &"1/(/=$#)7A$ "6$ *+/$ -)#/$ @"27*-$ ()2-/=$ >A$ F27&9)2(,-$ &)*)9"C5/$ /--)A$ 6"($=&<,/+..:! A-+!
,%/+5!,%%5!$.3!3)8)'.25!)0!'+33!,-%&1-,0&':!D&3,!.3!J)4-.2(!?+8.24%!-.(!+U4+''+(!.,!3+'0T62%8%,)%/!)/!./9!
()34&33)%/! %0! -)3! %$/! +/,+262)3+3! 02%8! ,-+! YZ`_3! %/$.2(35! ,-+! 9%&/1+2! .2,)3,3! )/! ,-+! YZZ_3! $+2+!
3)8)'.2'9!+00&3)7+! )/!,-+)2!()34&33)%/!%0!,-+)2!.4-)+7+8+/,35!./(!,-+)2!1+/+2.'!3+/3+!%0!3+'0T.33&2+(/+33!
./(! 4%/0)(+/4+! .,! ,)8+3! 7+21+(! %/! ,-+! -96+2F%')4:! A-+! .2,)3,3! %0! ,-)3! 1+/+2.,)%/! $+2+! &/(%&F,+('9!
ED+)*/1/($ *+/2($ @/(-"7)9$ @"92*2&-K$ &+29=(/7$ "6$ !+)*&+/(,-$ T(2*)274$ !+/2($ 57@)()99/9/=$ )#>2*2"7$ )7=$
3,2.,+1)4! 4%&2,3-)6! %0! ,-+! 8+().! $.3! +8)/+/,'9! 3&44+330&'! ./(! ,-+! ,+U,3! $2),,+/! F9! ,-+3+! .2,)3,35!




.! 4%''+4,)7+! 6&F')4! 6+23%/.!$-)4-! 2+')+(!%/! ,-+)2! .F)'),9! ,%! 1+/+2.,+! .! *)/(! %0!89,-%'%19! 3&22%&/()/1!
,-+)2!.2,)3,)4!(+7+'%68+/,!./(!-)3,%29:!b-)'3,!8&4-!%0!$-.,!=%2(%/5!H%'+95!B%94+!./(!4%:!2+6%2,+(!$.3!
2+'.,)7+'9! .44&2.,+5! ),! $.3! /+7+2,-+'+33! 8! .3! ./! &/(+23,./()/1! %0! 4%/,+86%2.29! E4%,,)3-! .2,! 8! ,-+!
6+236+4,)7+!%0!.!7+29!38.''!12%&6!%0!.2,)3,3!$-%!2+62+3+/,+(!,-+83+'7+3!./(!,-+)2!)/,+2+3,3!2.,-+2!,-./!
M.3! ,-+9! %0,+/! .66+.2+(N! F+)/1! 36%*+36+23%/3! %2! 2+62+3+/,.,)7+3! %0! 4%/,+86%2.29! E4%,,)3-! .2,! .3! .!
$-%'+:! MA-+!V+$!#8.1+!6.)/,+235! 0%2!+U.86'+5!$+2+!./(!.2+!3,)''!8.c%2! )/,+2/.,)%/.'!6'.9+235!.'F+),! )/!
()00+2+/,!4)24'+3!./(!1.''+2)+3!,-./!,-+!9%&/1+2!.2,)3,3:N!#/(++(5!)/!3%8+!%0!,-+!.44%&/,3!%0!,-+!E4%,,)3-!
/+%T4%/4+6,&.')3,3!,-+2+!)3!,-+!3+/3+!,-.,!,-+!.2,)3,3!$+2+!3%!+.1+2!,%!6&F')4'9!()3,./4+!,-+83+'7+3!02%8!
*+/2($PWbH-$@(/=/&/--"(-$ *+)*B$ *"$ *+/$ &"7*()(AB$ *+/A$ :@("*/-*/=$ *""$#5&+,4$ Z7$ 6)&*B$ "7/$"6$ *+/$ &/7*()9$
$.93!)/!$-)4-!,-+!.2,)3,3!(+0)/+(!,-+83+'7+3!$.3!,%!2+0+25!02+L&+/,'95!,%!,-+!YZa_3!6.)/,+235! )0!%/'9!,%!
/?@9)27$ *+)*$ *+2-$ D)-$ :D+)*$ *+/A$ D/(/$ 7"*,4$ $ m7="5>*/=9AB$ *+/A$ 57=/(-*""=$ *+)*$ 27$ */(#-$ "6$ *+/$




./(!8%2+! 6.2,)4&'.2'95! ,%!$-.,! ,-+9! 2+1.2(+(! M)/! ')/+!$),-! .2,!$%2'(! ,2+/(35! ),! -.3! ,%! F+! /%,+(N! .3! .!





,-2%&1-%&,! ,-+! YZZ_3N:! #/! ,-+! 3+/3+! %0! ,-+! )/02.3,2&4,&2+! %0! ,-+! E4%,,)3-! .2,! $%2'(! M,-+! 2)3+! %0! 3+'0T
(+,+28)/.,)%/! 4-.86)%/+(! F9! .2,)3,T'+(! 62%c+4,3! 3&4-! .3! O+%&+<#! ./(! A2./38)33)%/N! ./(! ,-+!
)/,+2/.,)%/.'! 2+4%1/),)%/! ,-+! ,a_3! 6.)/,+23! -.(! F2%&1-,! ,%! E4%,'./(5! ,-+! /+%T4%/4+6,&.')3,3! $+2+! 8
-%$+7+2!)/4%/7+/)+/,'9!8!27=/>*/=$*"$*+/2($:@5>92&$/7/#2/-,4$!
#/!E+6,+8F+2!YZZ"!\%&'Z'!8.1.K)/+!6&F')3-+(!.!2+7)+$!%0!./!+U-)F),)%/!%0!,-+!$%2*!%0!D&')+!J%F+2,3!F9!








(+7+'%68+/,! %0! .! &+)()&*/(2-*2&$ -*A9/$ )7=$ )@@(")&+4$ Z7$#)7A$ (/-@/&*-$ F27&9)2(,-$ -*A9/$ )7=$ =/921/(A$ 27$
,-+3+!2+7)+$3!./(!+33.93!.2+!2+62+3+/,.,)7+!%0!,-+!+.2'9!YZZ_3!c%&2/.')3,)4(Z'&#8'&-#5!F%,-!)/!,+283!%0!-)3!




)7$ 27*/(@(/*)*2"7$ )7=$ )7)9A-2-$ "6$ *+/$ D"(M$ 2*-/964$ L$ &A72&)9$ (/)=/($ "6$ *+/$ (/12/DB$ )D)(/$ "6$ F27&9)2(,-$





'.21+'9!6%3),)7+5! E)/4'.)2!62+3+/,3!.!/&8F+2!%0! 2+3,2.)/+(!7.'&+! c&(1+8+/,35! 3&4-!.3!-)3! 4%88+/,3!%/!
-&)9/]$:R/($9)(C/($&)71)-/-$)(/$C/7/()99A$#"(/$-5&&/--659$*+)7$*+/$-#)99/($C("5@-4$Z7$*+/$9)(C/($@)27*27C-$
,-+! %Fc+4,3! -.7+! 2%%8! ,%! F2+.,-+,! ME)/4'.)25! YZZ".N:! @%$+7+25! $-)'3,! F27&9)2($ )>9A$ "5*927/-$ U">/(*-,-$
42),)4.'! )/,+/,)%/3! 0%2! -+2! $%2*! ./(! -)1-')1-,3! ,-+! +,-)4.'! )33&+3! 3-+! .((2+33+35! -+! 3,%63! 3-%2,! %0!
+7.'&.,)/1!-%$!3&44+330&'!J%F+2,3!)3!)/!,-+!7)3&.'!8./)0+3,.,)%/!%0!,-+3+!)(+.3!./(!%Fc+4,)7+35!)/!36),+!%0!
+2-$ &9)2#$ *+)*$ *+/$ D"(M$ :=/#)7=-$ )$ @"-2*2"7$ >/$ *)M/7,4$ d2M/$ #)7A$ (/12/D35! E)/4'.)2! 3&44++(3! )/!
3&88.2)3)/1! ,-+!8.)/! ,-+8+3!%0! J%F+2,3,-!$%2*! .'%/13)(+! .! 4'%3+! 7)3&.'! (+342)6,)%/! %0! ,-+! 6.)/,)/13!
,-+83+'7+3:!b-+,-+2! ,-2%&1-! 4-%)4+! %2! ')8),.,)%/3! %0!$%2(! &"57*B$ -"#/$ "6$ F27&9)2(,-$#"(/$ @/(*27/7*$
)/3)1-,3!.2+!'+0,!-./1)/15!$),-!/%!2+.'!+'.F%2.,)%/!%0!3%8+!%0!,-+!6%)/,3!-+!2.)3+3!.''!,%%!F2)+0'95!,%!,-+!
6%)/,!%0!%00+2)/1!3)86')3,)4!./(!2.,-+2!2+(&4,)7+!%F3+27.,)%/3:!B&,!,-)3!)/!),3+'0!)3!%0!)/,+2+3,!%/!,-+!6.2,!
"6$ *+/$ (/)=/(4$^7$"7/$ +)7=B$ F27&9)2(,-$ -+)99"D$/7C)C/#/7*$D2*+B$ 6"($/?)#@9/B$ *+/$ g/#272-*$ =2-&"5(-/$
+7%*+(!F9! ,-+!$%2*! )3!8%3,!62%F.F'9! '%1)3,)4.'!8! ,-+! '+/1,-!%0!.! ,96)4.'! 2+7)+$5!%&,3)(+!34-%'.2'9!./(!
.4.(+8)4! c%&2/.'35! 4./!F+!/%,%2)%&3'9! 3-%2,:! #/! ,-)3! )/3,./4+5! ,-+! 2+7)+$+2!%0,+/!3,2&11'+3! ,%!4%7+2!.3!
8&4-! .3! 6%33)F'+! $),-)/! ,-+! ')8),+(! 36.4+! .''%$+(5! $-)4-! )/+7),.F'9! '+.(3! ,%! %7+23)86')0)4.,)%/! ./(!
%7+2'9!&"7&2-/$)7)9A-/-$"($=/-&(2@*2"74$T5*$*+/$:-M2##27C$"1/(,$"6$@)(*2&59)($2--5/-$"($@"27*-$&"59=$.'3%!
F+! &/(+23,%%(! .3! )86')4),! 42),)4)38! %0! ,-+! $%2*5! 6+2-.63! 3&11+3,)/1! ,-.,! ),! )3! ,-+! -./(')/1! %0! ,-+!
3&Fc+4,d)33&+d,-+8+!$),-)/! ,-+!$%2*! ),3+'0! M2.,-+2! ,-./! ,-+! 42),)4)38N!$-)4-! )3! 3-.''%$! ./(! 2+(&4,)7+:!
H+2,.)/'95!)/!,-+!4.3+!%0!.2,)3,3!2+7)+$)/1!,-+!$%2*!%0!,-+)2!6++235!,-+2+!4./!%0,+/!F+!./!&/36%*+/!4%(+!
%0!4%/(&4,!8! ,-.,!/+1.,)7+!42),)4)38!F+!,+86+2+(5! ,-.,! '+33! ,-./!0'.,,+2)/1!%F3+27.,)%/3!F+!2+)1/+(! )/5!
*+)*$(/-@/&*$>/$-+"D7$(/C)(=9/--$"6$*+/$&(2*2&-$(/)9$"@272"7$"6$*+/$D"(M4$Z7$F27&9)2(,-$&"7&95=2/1!3+/,+/4+!
+/$D(2*/-$ "6$ U">/(*-,3! )@@)(/7*$ =2-27*/(/-*/=7/--$ 27$ :/9"7C)*/=$ =/>)*/-$ )>"5*$ *+/$ @("-$ )7=$ &"7-$ "6$
&"7*/#@"()(A$@)27*27C,5!)==27C$*+)*$:27$="27C$-"$-+/$)@@/)(-$*"$)>=2&)*/$)$&/(*)27$(/-@"7-2>292*A$6"($*+/$
$%2*5! F&,! )/! ,-+! 62%4+33! 3-+! c&3,! 8./.1/-$ *"$ *()7-@"-/$ 2*$ "7$ *"$ *+/$ 12/D/(,! ME)/4'.)25! YZZ".N:! A-)3!
:-5##27C$ 5@,$ &"59=$ >/$ (/)=$ )-$ /2*+/($ )$ 7/C)*21/$ "($ @"-2*21/$ (/-@"7-/$ *"$ U">/(*-,-! .662%.4-! ,%! ,-+!











!"$ )$ C(/)*/($ /?*/7*$ *+2-$ :#)-&5927/,B$ &"762=/7*B$ >()-+$ )7=$ )9#"-*$ -7//(27C$ -*A9/$ &)7$ >/$ 2=/7*262/=$ 27$
$2),)/1!F9!J%33!E)/4'.)2!./(!D&(),-!S)/('.9:!;3!#!-.7+!/%,+(5!3D/)(27C$>/&)#/$)$M/A$6/)*5(/$"6$F27&9)2(,-$
$%2*5!./(!,-+!6.4+!./(!3,9'+!%0!-)3!(+')7+29!6.2.''+'3!,-.,!%0!2.6!./(!+.2'9!YZZ_3!6%3,T6&/*!<E!3,./(T&6!
4%8+(9!./(! 36%*+/!$%2(! MF9! 0)1&2+3! 3&4-!.3!B)''!@)4*35!?+/)3! R+.295!H-2)3!J%4*!./(!@+/29!J%'')/3N:Y"Y!
F27&9)2(,-$5-/$"6$ -*(//*$)7=$+2@$+"@$-9)7C$)7=$m0$&"99"S52)92-#-$#)=/$+2-$ -*A9+!6&/4-95!+/+21+,)4!./(!
)22+7+2+/,!8!&"#>2727C$*"$6"(#$)$572S5/$ :+)(=$#)7,$D(2*27C$)/-*+/*2&4$!+2-$ :D(2*27C$D2*+$)**2*5=/,$D)-$
/?/#@9262/=$>A$ *+/$ *2*9/-$"6$/--)A-$ -5&+$)-$g27=9)A,-( 5S&4*! ,-+!>%')4+P!V+$!;2,!.3!E&F4&',&2+,$ MS)/('.95!
YZZXNY""!)7=$F27&9)2(,-$:B.(!E8+''3!F&,!/%!3)1/!%0!,-+!H%263+,5!ME)/4'.)25!YZZYN5!A-)3!)3!E%8+,-)/1!0%2!,-+!
B'&/,+(Y"W! ME)/4'.)25! YZZ"FNB$ :S.3,+2! A-./!;!>%%'!%0! >)33! %/! ,-+! E)(+$.'*,! ME)/4'.)25! YZZX.5! 0%2! ,-+! '.3,!
2--5/$"6$!+"#)-$d)D-"7,-$@'+.(Y&/'!8.1.K)/+N!./(!:A-+!B+.3,)+!B%935!V)+,K4-+!./(!G.3,&2F.,)/1!.3!./!
;2,!S%28,!ME)/4'.)25!YZZXFN:!



























,-+! 62+7.)')/1! 6.2%4-).'5! F%&21+%)3! ,.3,+3! %0! E4%,,)3-! .2,! M./(! ,-+! ;/1'%4+/,2)4! .,,+/,)%/! %0! ,-+!
)/,+2/.,)%/.'!.2,!$%2'(N:!#/!,-+!4%/,+U,!%0!,-)3!2+3+.24-5!),!)3!/%,+$%2,-9!,%!8+/,)%/!,-.,!02%8!,-+!YZa_3!
%/$.2(3!8./9!%0! ,-+!.2,)3,3!$-%! 42%33+(! ,-+!()7)(+!F+,$++/!.2,!62%(&4,)%/!./(! 42),)4)38!$+2+! 02%8!
$%2*)/1T4'.33! F.4*12%&/(35! $-)4-! )/! 8./9! 2+36+4,3! 3&11+3,3! .! 2+'.,)%/3-)6! F+,$++/! ,-+)2! 4'.33!
)(+/,)0)4.,)%/! %2! 3&Fc+4,! 6%3),)%/! ./(! ,-+! 42),)4.'! )33&+3! ./(! .662%.4-+3! ,-+9! (++8+(! 3)1/)0)4./,:!
b-.,+7+2! ,-+! )86.4,! %0! 4'.33! 6%'),)435! -%$+7+25! F27&9)2(,-$ D"(M$ D)-! &/(%&F,+('9! $2),,+/5! 0)23,! ./(!
0%2+8%3,5!0%2!-)3!6++23!./(!),!3+'0T4%/34)%&3'9!./(!&/.3-.8+('9!.66+.'+(!*"$*+/$2=/)$"6$:&""9,4Y"[!!
A-2%&1-%&,! ,-+! YZZ_3! \%&'Z'! 4%/,)/&+(! ,%! 3&66%2,! ,-+!$%2*! %0! ,-+! /+$! 1+/+2.,)%/! %0! E4%,,)3-! /+%T
4%/4+6,&.'!.2,)3,3!.2%&/(!,-+!=&<,/+..(12%&65!F%,-!)/!,+283!%0!4%7+2.1+!%0!,-+)2!$%2*!./(!,-2%&1-!,-+!




3&4-! .3! A2./38)33)%/! ./(! H%''+4,)7+:! O+%&+<#( Mf%'&8+! A$%N5! ,-%&1-! ),! +7+/,&.''9! F+4.8+! .! F2%.(+2!
3%4)%T6%'),)4.'!4&',&2.'!c%&2/.'!2.,-+2!,-./!.!7)3&.'!.2,3!8.1.K)/+5!$.35!)/!,-+!8)(TYZZ_35!.!8.c%2!0%24+!)/!
0%3,+2)/1!/+$!,.'+/,!./(!+/4%&2.1)/1!42),)4.'!$2),)/1!.8%/13,!.2,)3,3:!G./9!%0!,-+!8%3,!3&3,.)/+(!./(!




3%&1-,! %&,! ./(! +/4%&2.1+(! $2),)/1! F9! .2,)3,35! )/4'&()/1! ,-%3+! $-%! -.(! 62+7)%&3'9! 2+8.)/+(!
&/6&F')3-+(:!;3!$+''!.3!F+4%8)/1!.!3)1/)0)4./,!M./(!4%/,2%7+23).'N!42),)4.'!7%)4+!)/!-)3!%$/!2)1-,5!S2+/4-!














$%&'(! 1%! %/! ,%! F+4%8+!8.c%2! 0)1&2+3! )/! ,-+! E4%,,)3-! .2,! $%2'(! $+2+! %00+2+(! +.2'9! %66%2,&/),)+3! F9!
S2+/4-!,%!6&F')3-!+U,+/(+(!,+U,3!)/!,-+!6.1+3!%0!O+%&+<#!MV+)'!G&'-%''./(!)3!.!*+9!+U.86'+!-+2+N!$-)4-!
&/(%&F,+('9!.''%$+(!,-+8!,%!(+7+'%6!,-+)2!42),)4.'!7%)4+:!!
;''! %0! ,-+3+! %&,'+,3! 0%2! .2,! $2),)/1! ./(! 42),)4)38! )/! ,-+! +.2'9! YZZ_3! 8! 4.,.'%1&+35! 0./K)/+35! 1.''+29!
-./(%&,3! ./(! 8.1.K)/+3! 8! 02+L&+/,'9! 0+.,&2+(! ,+U,3! F9! 62.4,)3)/1! .2,)3,3! .3! %0,+/! .3! 42),)43! ./(!
-)3,%2)./3:!!A-+!,+/(+/49!0%2!.2,)3,35!+(),%23!./(!1.''+2)+3!,%!4%88)33)%/!.2,)3,3!.3!$2),+23!-)1-')1-,+(!,-+!
4%/,)/&+(! 3-)0,! )/! .,,),&(+3! ,%$.2(3! ,-+! 2%'+! %0! ,-/$ :)(*2-*T&(2*2&,$ "1/($ *+/$ &"5(-/$"6$ *+/$ @(/12"5-$ *D"$
(+4.(+3!./(!,-+!4%88),8+/,!,%!,-+!/%,)%/!%0!3+'0T(+,+28)/.,)%/!%/!,-+!6.2,!%0!.2,)3,3!,-+83+'7+3:!
F27&9)2(,-$ */?*-$ "6$ *+/$ PWWH-B$ *+"5C+$ 927M/=$ *"$ *+/$ 9)*/($ 6"(#-! $-)4-! .66+.2+(! 02%8! ,-+! 8)(! YZZ_3!
%/$.2(3! M()34&33+(! )/! ,-+! 0%''%$)/1! 3+4,)%/N! 6+2-.63! 62%7)(+! .! ')/*! F+,$++/! ,-+3+! ,$%! %,-+2$)3+!
()3,)/4,! .662%.4-+35! F2%.('9! 4-.2.4,+2)3+(! F9! ,-+! 12.(&.'! ()3.66+.2./4+! %0! 6%'+8)4.'! %2! 2-+,%2)4.'!










>.)/,)/1:! S2%8!89! 6+236+4,)7+5! ,-)3! .2,!8%7+8+/,! 4%/3)3,+(! %0! F%2)/1!8%/%'%1&+3! %0! $-),+5!
8)(('+T4'.335! 8.'+! .2,)3,3! 6.)/,)/1! 12&+3%8+! 6)4,&2+3! %0! (%$/! ./(! %&,3! )/! ,-+! +.3,! +/(! %0!
='.31%$! ./(! 3+'')/1! ,-+8! ,%! 2)4-! 4%''+4,%23! )/! B+2')/! ./(!V+$!h%2*:!V+$! #8.1+! >.)/,)/1!$.3!







A-+! 0%''%$)/1! 3+4,)%/! 4%/3)(+23! ,-+! '+1.49!%0! F%,-! ,-+! .2,)3,T$2),+23! .33%4).,+(!$),-!V+$! #8.1+5! ./(!
,-%3+!)/7%'7+(!$),-!,-+!b)/(0.''!12%&6:!#,!62%7)(+3!.!F2)+0!%7+27)+$!%0!,-+!8%3,!7)3)F'+!./(!4%/,2%7+23).'!
3-)0,3! )/! .662%.4-+3! ,%! .2,! $2),)/1! F+,$++/! ,-+! YZa_3! ./(! YZZ_35! ,-+! (+8)3+! %0! 6%'+8)43! ./(! ,-+!
+8+21+/4+!%0!)/42+.3)/1'9!3,9')3+(!./(!,./1+/,).'!0%283!%0!$2),)/1!.F%&,!.2,:!
"9-)<!LUUE!!
#/! ,-+! YZa_3! .2,)3,T$2),+23! )/! E4%,'./(! $+2+! %/'9! ,%%! $)'')/1! ,%! %00+2! 0%2,-2)1-,! %6)/)%/3! ./(! 2&3-!
-+.('%/1!)/,%!,-+!6%'+8)45!2-+,%2)4.'!./(!()(.4,)4!.2+/.:!#/!,-+!YZZ_35!3%8+!.2,)3,T$2),+23!4%/,)/&+(!)/!
,-+! ,2.(),)%/!%0!O+%&+<#! ./(! ,-+!C,&<3"%8$(@'7&'*5!8%3,!/%,.F'9! .! 12%&6!%0! 9%&/1+2! .2,)3,3!$-%!-.(!
8%7+(!02%8!R%/(%/!,%!='.31%$!,%!3,&(9!%/!,-+!GS;!62%12.88+!.,!='.31%$!E4-%%'!%0!;2,:!R+)1-!S2+/4-!
$.3!.8%/13,!,-)3!12%&6:!;'%/1!$),-!0%28+2!O+%&+<#(4%/,2)F&,%2!b)'').8!H'.2*5!S2+/4-!,%%*!%/!,-+!2%'+!.3!
4%T+(),%2! %0! ,-+! /+$!7+23)%/! %0!O+%&+<#! )/! YZZ`:!</=/($ g(/7&+,-$ /=2*"(-+2@B$ )(*2-*T$2),+23! M./(! 0+''%$!
GS;!12.(&.,+3N!3&4-!.3!D%-/!B+.1'+3!F+1./!,%!4%/,2)F&,+!,%!,-+!8.1.K)/+5!.'%/1!$),-!$2),)/1!%/!.2,!0%2!
4.,.'%1&+! +33.93! ./(! 2+7)+$)/1! 0%2!8.1.K)/+3! 3&4-! .3! E$'( Y&-#X( A-%&1-! 3)8)'.2'9! 4%/4+2/+(!$),-! .2,!
$%(9=$@"92*2&-B$T/)C9/-,-$D(2*27C$D)-$"6*/7$#"(/$@9)A659$27$*"7/$*+)7$*+)*$"6$)(*2-*T$2),+23!3&4-!.3!S2+/4-!
)7=$Q9)(M4$L-$-5&+B$#)7A$"6$T/)C9/-,-$/--)A-$)7=$(/12/D-$&)7$>/$-//7$*"$+)1/$&"7*275/=$27$*+/$1/27$"6$
U"--$ F27&9)2(,-$ D(2*27C$ 27$ */(#-$ "6$ )7$ 2((/1/(/7,5! +/+21+,)4! ./(! %0,+/! -&8%2%&3!8%(+! %0! (+')7+29:! #/!
&"7*()-*B$ g(/7&+,-$ */?*-$ 6"($O+%&+<#! 0%''%$+(! ,-+! 6.,-! 0&22%$+(! F9! H'.2*! )/! ,-+! YZa_3!$),-! 2+1.2(! ,%!













./! %7+2T2)()/1! 4-.2.4,+2)3,)4! %0! '.,+2! $2),)/1! %/! .2,! )/! E4%,'./(! 8! ./! %7+2,! 3,9')3.,)%/! )/! .2,! $2),)/1:!
O'+8+/,3!%0! .! 1%/K%T+3L&+!.662%.4-! ,%! 2+7)+$)/1!./(! 2+'.,+(! 0%283!%0! 42),)4.'!$2),)/1! 2+8.)/+(! ,%!.!
(+12++5!F&,!.'%/13)(+!,-)3!4.8+!./!)/,+/3+!0%4&3!%/!,-+!62%(&4,)"7$"6$:>/)5*2659,B$@"/*2&$@("-/B$27$D+2&+$
.2,!$2),)/1!M+36+4).''9!)/!,-+!0%28!%0!,-+!4.,.'%1&+!+33.9N!)/42+.3)/1'9!F+1./!,%!2+3+8F'+!'),+2.,&2+:!




S2./4)3!G4C++5!b)''!B2.('+9!./(!J%33!B)22+''!F+4.8+!&F)L&),%&3! )/! ,-+!4.,.'%1&+! ,+U,3!./(! 2+7)+$3!%0!!
E4%,,)3-! .2,)3,3! )/! ,-+! YZZ_3! ./(! +.2'9! "___3:! b-)'3,! B)22+''! 6&23&+(! 3&Fc+4,! 8.,,+2! ./(! .36+4,3! %0!
+U6+2)8+/,.'! $2),)/1! .'2+.(9! +/4%&/,+2+(! )/! O+%&+<#( )/! ,-+! '.,+! YZa_3! M36+4)0)4.''9! ,-+! /%,)%/! %0!
6'.1).2)38N5!H.'4&,,!./(!G4C++!-.7+!F%,-!4),+(!,-+!<E!.2,!$2),+2!?.7+!@)4*+9!.3!./!)/0'&+/4+:!
!A-+3+! 0)1&2+3!4./!F+! 3++/! ,%!-.7+5!.'F+),!F+'.,+('9! )/!./! )/,+2/.,)%/.'! 4%/,+U,5!.(%6,+(!8./9!%0! ,-+!
6%3,T&(2*2&)9$ )@@(")&+/-$ )7=$ D(2*/(9A$ 6/)*5(/-$ +2C+92C+*/=$ >A$ '(/C"(A$ m9#/($ 27$ +2-$ PWbX$ /--)A$ :!+/$
IFc+4,! %0! >%3,T&(2*2&2-#,4$ !+2-$ &)7$ >/$ -//7$ @)(*2&59)(9A$ 27$ *+/$ 7/D$ =2(/&*2"7-$ *)M/7$ >A$ &(2*2&-$
+U6+2)8+/,)/1!$),-!4),.,)%/!./(!69)C2)(2-#B$ *+"5C+$ 27$)$1/(A$=266/(/7*$#)77/($ *"$ *+/$f/"2-*$ :#59*2@9/$
7)#/,$/?@/(2#/7*-$"6$9)*/$PWbH-$O+%&+<#!$2),+23:!I/+!%0!,-+!8%3,!)(+/,)0).F'+!3,9')3,)4!,2+/(3!)/!YZZ_3!
)(*$ D(2*27CB$ *+/(/6"(/B$ +)-$ >//7$ *+/$ 5-/$ "6$ 6()C#/7*/=$ )7=$ :6"57=,$ */?*$ 27$ D(2*27C-! M%0,+/! 4.,.'%1&+!
+33.93N!F9!42),)435!.4.(+8)43!./(!4&2.,%23!3&4-!.3!S2./4)3!G4C++5!D%-/!H.'4&,,5!b)''!B2.('+9!./(!.2,)3,3!
3&4-!.3!J%33!B)22+'':Y"^!;3!<'8+2!/%,+(P!
H2),)4)38! /%$! )3! F+)/1! ,2./30%28+(! )/! ,-+! 3.8+! $.9! ,-.,! '),+2.,&2+! ./(! ,-+! .2,3! $+2+!
,2./30%28+(! F9! ,-+! .7./,T1.2(+!8%7+8+/,3! )/! ,-+! +.2'9! (+4.(+3! %0! ,-)3! 4+/,&29:! ! A-+! F2+.*!











D(2*27CB$Q)9&5**B$T()=9/AB$T2((/99$ )7=$%&0//$)99$ @("=5&/=$ :)@@("@(2)*21/,$ */?*-$D+2&+$/?/#@9262/=$D+)*$
<'8+2!(+342)F+(! )/!-)3! )(+/,)0)4.,)%/!%0! 4%''.1+!.3!.!(+7)4+! )/!$2),)/1!$-)4-! ,.*+3!,-+! 0%28!%0!4),.,)%/!









A-+! 3&44+33! %0! E4%,,)3-! .2,)3,3! )/! ,-+! YZZ_3! 8.9! -.7+! )86.4,+(! %/! ,-+! (+42+.3)/1! )/,+2+3,! )/! ,-+!
%66%3),)%/.'! 6%,+/,).'! %0! .2,! $2),)/1:! #/! 3%8+! 2+36+4,3! ,-+! 42),)4.'! 2+36%/3+3! ,%! ,-+! E4%,,)3-! /+%T
4%/4+6,&.')3,3! M$-%3+! $%2*! $.3! 1+/+2.''9! 8+,! $),-! 2%&,)/+! 62.)3+! ./(! 42),)4.'! .44'.)8N! +4-%+(! ,-+!
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